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To, 

 

The Deputy Director-III, (PPRA),  

Public Procurement Regulatory Authority,  

(Cabinet Division), F.B.C. Building, G-5/2, 

Islamabad.  

 

SUBJECT : BOQ  UPLOADING  ON PPRA WEBSITE. 

 

 

Dear Sir, 

 In continuation to this office letter No.EE/HCCD/Hyd/07 dated                      

03-01-2023 Invitation to Bid uploaded on PPRA website No.TS499868E dated                   

05-01-2023. The estimates of above said NIT are attached for uploading on PPRA 

website  before 18-01-2023. 

 

   

   

   

  

 

      

 

Copy forwarded for information to:- 

 

01. The Chief Engineer (South) Pak. PWD, Karachi. 

02. The Superintending Engineer Project Civil Circle No.II, Pak. PWD, Karachi. 

03. The Superintending Engineer (QS), DG’s Office, Pak P.W.D., Islamabad, 

pak.public.works.department@gmail.com 

 alongwith Scope of each scheme for hoisting in Department’s website.  Soft 

copy of the same is also being emailed for compliance of the instructions in 

letter & spirit. 

04. The Deputy Director, Public Procurement Regulatory Authority, Sector G-5, 

FBC Building, Islamabad, alongwith soft copy of Invitation to Bids & scope of 

each schemes for hoisting at PPRA website before 18-01-2023 so as to abide 

by the response time. 

05. All the Assistant Executive Engineers, of this Division. 

06. The Divisional Accounts Officer of this Division. 

07. Cashier/Notice Board/Master File. 

                                                                                                                                   

               Executive Engineer 
 

S/d 

Executive Engineer 

Central Civil Division 

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad 
Ph-022-9200660 

No.EE/HCCD/Hyd/37 
GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN 

PAKISTAN PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT 

 

Hyderabad,                             the dated:   17-01-2023 
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LIST OF SCHEMES  (53 Schemes ) 
No.EE/HCCD/Hyd/07 DATED 03-01-2023 

No. TS499868E dated 05-01-2023 
 

S.No. Name of Schemes N.I.T Amount 
Fixed Bid 

Security Cost 

1 
CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD FROM HYDERABAD-SHAIKH BHIRKIO ROAD TO 
VILLAGE BAHADUR KHAN KORAI, TALUKA HYDERABAD RURAL, DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.10,361,411/- Rs.400,000/- 

2 
CONSTRUCTION / REHABILITATION OF ROAD FROM TANDO HYDER POLICE CHECK POST TO 
VILLAGEALI BUX PARHYAR, TALUKA HYDERABAD RURAL, DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.14,757,628/- Rs.490,000/- 

3 
CONSTRUCTION / REHABILITATION OF ROAD FROM HYDER SHAH ABRI VIA VILLAGE 
MOHAMMAD ISMAIL LAKHO TO SARFRAZ WAH, KHISANA MORI, TALUKA HYDERABAD 
RURAL, DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.22,479,161/- Rs.7,80,000/- 

4 
CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD AT VILLAGE FOJO LASHARI, UC-ALMANI, TALUKA 
HYDERABAD RURAL, DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.12,456,244/- Rs.400,000/- 

5 
CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD AT VILLAGE GUL SHER BROHI NEAR HATRI, TALUKA 
HYDERABAD RURAL, DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.9,893,242/- Rs.320,000/- 

6 
CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD  OF VILLAGE GAJI DAL, UC-MASU, TALUKA 
HYDERABAD RURAL, DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.19,104,637/- Rs.620,000/- 

7 
CONSTRUCTION / REHABILITATION OF ROAD AT VILLAGE PUNHOO JALBANI, UC-SERI, 
TALUKA HYDERABAD RURAL, DISTRICT HYDERABAD (PHASE-I). 

Rs.8,468,087/- Rs.280,000/- 

8 
CONSTRUCTION / REHABILITATION OF ROAD FROM VILLAGE MOHAMMAD IBRAHIM 
HINGORO, UC- ALMANI, TALUKA HYDERABAD RURAL, DISTRICT HYDERABAD. (PHASE-I) 

Rs.8,468,087/- Rs.280,000/- 

9 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREETS  AND SEWERAGE LINE AT  GIDU NAKA, 
RIALWAY COLONY, WAHDAT COLONY AND NOOR-UL-ISLAM COLONY, QASIMABAD, 
HYDERABAD. 

Rs.9,970,446/- Rs.310,000/- 

10 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREETS AT SEHRISH NAGAR, SIPKI MIAN, KORAL 
BABAR, G.M. NAGAR, DATA NAGARAND SAMINA BUNGALOWS AND GULSGAN-E-HABIB, 
QASIMABAD, HYDERABAD. 

Rs.15.082.222/- Rs.460,000/- 

11 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREET  AT DEEPLAI COLONY NEAR RAJPUT 
HOSPITAL, TALUKA QASIMABAD, DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.10,417,462/- Rs.320,000/- 

12 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREETS AND SEWERAGE LINE AT GULSTAN-E-
SAJJAD, CITIZEN COLONY, ZEESHAN TOWN AND AZIZABAD, QASIMABAD, HYDERABAD. 

Rs.11,457,125/- Rs.350,000/- 

13 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREETS AND SEWERAGE LINE AT VILLAGE 
TAYAB SOOMRO AND MASJID SHAMS NEAR ALAMDAR CHOWK,, QASIMABAD, HYDERABAD. 

Rs.10,744,399/- Rs.330,000/- 

14 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREETS  AT VILLAGES TAHIR SOOMRO AND 
HUSSAIN SOOMRO, TALUKA QASIMABAD, HYDERABAD. 

Rs.9,147,823/- Rs.280,000/- 

15 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREETS AT H.NO.C-22 STREET, PRINCE TOWN        
PHASE-II AND BOUNDARY WALL AT PRINCE TOWN AND  AL-MUSTAFA TOWN PHASE-I, 
QASIMABAD, HYDERABAD. 

Rs.11,689,470/- Rs.370,000/- 

16 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD/STREETS AT VILLAGES BACHAL SAND, ALI DINO 
SAND, BACHU DAHRI AND HAJI KHAN KALHORO, TALUKA HYDERABAD RURAL, DISTRICT 
HYDERABAD. 

Rs.10,160,160/- Rs.310,000/- 

17 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROADS/STREETS AT VILLAGES SHADI KHAN LAGHARI, 
LOUNG KHAN KHOSO, WANKEE WASI, WATOO VILLAGE AND HAYAT BHATTI VILLAGE, 
TALUKA HYDERABAD RURAL, DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.9,917,390/- Rs.300,000/- 

18 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREETS AT VILLAGES MUHAMMAD BUX KALERI, 
QAIM KHAN BABAR, GULAN PITAFI AND VILLAGE MUHAMMAD YAQOOB QABOOLANI, TALUKA 
HYDERABAD RURAL, DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.9,749,719/- Rs.300,000/- 

19 

CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREETS AT VILLAGES KHAIR MUHAMMAD BABAR, 
BACHU DERO, JHANDO KHOSO AND OPEN SURFACE DRAINS AT VILLAGES TANDO 
GHULLAM MUHAMMAD AN TANDO BAHAWAL (PHASE-I), TALUKA HYDERABAD RURAL, 
DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.14,118,353/- Rs.430,000/- 

20 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREETS AT VILLAGES SAIFAL NOODANI, HAKEEM 
SALEH DAHRI, BAHAWAL ZOUNR AND TANDO QAISAR, TALUKA HYDERABAD RURAL, 
DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.12,372,633/- Rs.380,000/- 

21 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREETS AT VILLAGES NOOR KHAN LASHRAI, 
SYED BACHAL SHAH, LIAQUAT TOWN, TANDO JAM CITY, AND OPEN SURFACE DRAIN AT 
VILLAGE ABU TALIB SIPIO (PHASE-I), TALUKA HYDERABAD RURAL, DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.11,079,531/- Rs.340,000/- 

22 

CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREETS AT VILLAGES MUREED KHAN SIPIO, GUL 
MUHAMMAD GOPANG, BACHAL GOPANG, WAHID BUX GOPAND AND OPEN SURFACE DRAIN 
VILLAGE MOOSA KHATIAN (PHASE-I), UC-MOSA KHATIAN, TALUKA HYDERABAD RURAL, 
DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.12,854,353/- Rs.400,000/- 

23 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREETS AT VILLAGES DILIJAN KHOSO, ALI 
MUHAMMAD KALERI, DARYA KHAN NAHYOON, SUKHIO DAHRI, ALLAH DINO JAMALI, ALI 
KHAN MAREE AND SAWAN MAGSI, TALUKA HYDERABAD RURAL, DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.12,807,479/- Rs.400,000/- 

24 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE DHABO KHASKHELI, ANWAR RIND, LAL KHAN 
LASHARI, YASEEN BHANBHRO & JHANDO MARI AT TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO 
ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,01,622/- Rs.300,000/- 

25 CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE SOOMAR KHASKHELI, MASHAQ HOTI, DOST Rs.97,04,678/- Rs.300,000/- 
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MUHAMMAD DARS, MIRJAT MOHLLA, MIRABAD & NEW MIRABAD AT TALUKA JHANDO MARI 
DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

26 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE PIR JURIAL SHAH JE MARI, PANAH SHAH, PIR 
ALI SHAH, IBRAHIM SHAH AT UC- HINGORANI TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO 
ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,00,916/- RS.300,000/- 

27 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE SAJAN SOLANGI , HAROON SANDH, BALOUCH 
MOHALLA, JUMA KHAN LUND, SOOMAR LUND, MAHRAM LUND, SHAHNAWAZ MUHAJJAR UC- 
USMAN SHAH HURI TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,45,61,467/- Rs.450,000/- 

28 

CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE ALI SHER MUHAJJAR, WALI MUHAMMAD 
THEBO, HAJI LAL MUHAMMAD BALOCH, QAYAUM BALOCH,NAZAR M.BALOCH, MUARAD 
BALOCH, SHAHDAD BALOCH, ESSA BALOCH, HAJI KHUD BUX BALOCH, LONGE BALADI, 
KAMAL BALOCH, NOOR MUHAMMAD BALOCH,RAJA PALLI, MUHAMMAD HASHIM BALADI UC-
DASORI TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,69,86,192/- Rs.525,000/- 

29 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE HAJI BAHIR BABAR, PERO THEBO, KOT HAJI 
SOOMAR UC-MALE TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,08,462/- Rs.300,000/- 

30 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE BAHAR MIRJAT, MANO LUND & DERO FORM, 
IBRAHIM AAQLANI, DEPTYAB:HAQ, KAREEMDINOAAQLANI UC- TANDO SOOMRO TALUKA 
JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,21,28,928/- Rs.375,000/- 

31 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE BACHAL SANDH, DAUD KEERIO, KEHAR KHAN 
LUND, ISMAIL KHAN LUND,MULAN ALLAHYAR KEERIO UC-SHAH PUR RIZVI TALUKA JHANDO 
MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,06,294/- Rs.300,000/- 

32 

CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE LAKHA DINO KORI, MUHAMMAD PALL, 
GAREEBABAD COLONY, ALI ABAD FARM, HAJI AB: KARIM DARS, JAFFAR HAKRO, 
BROHIABAD & TOWN PORTION SULTANABAD STATION UC-SULTANABAD  TALUKA JHANDO 
MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,45,58,543/- Rs.450,000/- 

33 

CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE MOHSAN DAGO, CHAWLO MEO,MUHAMMAD 
UMER THEBO, QAZI NOOR AHMED LAGHARI, GHULAM HUSSAIN LAGHARI, TOWN PORTION 
NANDHI MISSAN & TOWN PORTION WADI MISSAN UC-MISSAN TALUKA JHANDO MARI 
DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 
 

Rs.1,45,60,914/- Rs.450,000/- 

34 

CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE MUHAMMAD SALEH HALEPOTO, QAIM 
LASHARI, GUL MUHAMMAD LASHARI, KHAIR MUHAMMAD JARWAR UC- SHAH INAYAT RIZVI 
TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 
 

Rs.97,08,663/- Rs.300,000/- 

35 

CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE QAZI HALEPOTO, KHAKO WASSAN, OBHAYIO 
MIRBAHAR, MEHRO KERIO, ARZ MUHAMMAD PITAFI, GOLO HALEPOTO, AHMED KOLACHI,ALI 
MUHAMMAD NINDO UC- GHULAM KHAN SANJRANI TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT 
TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,45,59,231/- Rs.450,000/- 

36 

CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE GHULLAM HUSSAIN LUND , DR M.KHAN 
LUND,SARANG HAKRO, JAFFAR JAMALI, GUL HASSAN LUND,GHULLAM HASSAIN ARAIN, 
DITTO KALROO, BACHAL KHASKHELI UC- SHAIKH MOOSA TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR 
DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,45,58,543/- Rs.450,000/- 

37 
CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE HAJI SAJJAD MEMON & BUKERA SHARIF 
UC-BUKERA SHARIF TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,03,112/- Rs.300,000/- 

38 

CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE THARO LAGHARI, HOT KHAN BHATTI, 
SARANG KALROO, AHMED LASHARI, IMAM BUX JAMALI, HAJI PIR BUX BALOCH, AHMED 
KHAN TALPUR , SOOMRO LAGHARI UC-PAK SANGHAR TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT 
TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.96,99,940/- Rs.300,000/- 

39 
CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE GHULLAM HYDER SERIWAL, PIR 
GHULLAM MUHMMAD QURESHI, DAR KHAN HINGORO, KAMARO STATION,GEO KAKEPOTO, 
ISMAIL KAKEPOTO UC-KAMARO TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,21,28,055/- Rs.375,000/- 

40 

CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE FATAN LAGHARI GIDU COLONY, SONO 
KHAN LASHARI, HAJI KALOI, JAMAL KALOI, AHMED LASHARI, JEWAN KALOI, DHANI BUX 
KHASKHELI, JAM KHAN KALOI & DHINGANO BOZDAR TOWN PORTION UC-DHINGANO 
BOZDAR TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,45,61,048/- Rs.450,000/- 

41 
CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE MASOR BOZDAR, MUHAMMAD ALI 
PARHIYAR, MUHAMMAD HASSSAN DAL, MUHAMMAD SOLANGI, BALACH KHAN LAGHARI, UC- 
MASO BOZDAR TALUKA CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,21,34,217/- Rs.375,000/- 

42 

CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE JUMO KATIYAR, MUREED KHAN LUND, 
GODO THAHEEM,ISMAIL MEHRANI, MITHO KHAN RUSTMANI,, MUHAMAD KHAN PITAFI, 
MOOSA KHAN PITAFI, AHMED KHAN LAGHARI UC-DAD JARWAR TALUKA CHAMBER DISTRICT 
TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,70,205/- RS.300,000/- 

43 
CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE MANIK LANJWANI, WANGI OTHA, 
GHULLAM NABI LAGHARI, SOBHO RIND, DODO RIND UC-LANDHI TALUKA CHAMBER 
DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,21,34,515/- Rs.375,000/- 

44 

CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE MIANDAD JUNEJO, DUR MUHAMMAD 
JISKANI, MOOSA MARI, CHATTAN AREESAR, KUMBHAR MOHALLA, MITHO KHASKHELI, 
MUHAMMAD UMER DAUDANI, KAURO DAUDANI UC-JARKI TALUKA CHAMBER DISTRICT 
TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,94,16,524/- Rs.600,000/- 

45 
CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT UC-DARYA KHAN MARI TALUKA CHAMBER 
DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,06,751/- Rs.300,000/- 

46 
CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE JARAR THEBO,MITHO JARWAR, BEGAN 
JARWAR, SHAHDMAN JARWAR, AMEER ALI SENHARO, LAKHADINO SANDH UC-BEGAN 

Rs.97,05,169/- Rs.300,000/- 
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JARWAR TALUKA CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

47 

CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE HASHIM NOHANI,BAHADUR JALBANI,HAJI 
HUZURI KHASKHELI, ISMAIL KHASKHELI, HAJI MISRI CHANYIO, HAJI KARAM RIND, MEVO 
KURKALI, RAWAT LAGHARI UC-RAWAT LAGHARI TALUKA CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO 
ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,45,58,331/- Rs.450,000/- 

48 
CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE NASEER LAGHARI, AMIR BUX LAGHARI, 
ALI KHAN LAGHARI, HAJI HAYAT LAGHARI, HAFIZ UMER LAGHARI, MUHAMMAD SALEH 
KHASKHEL UC-NASEER KHAN LAGHARI TALUKA CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,00,113/- Rs.300,000/- 

49 
CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT MEHRAN COLONY, MUSTAFA COLONY,SOOMRA 
COLONY,MITHAN SHAH MOHALLA,WALI DAD KHASKHELI, RAHIMDAD COLONY,BABAR 
PARA,KUMBHAR PARA WARD NO:17 DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,077,776/- Rs.300,000/- 

50 
CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT  WARD NO:1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,&10 NASARPUR TOWN 
COMMITTEE DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,08,576/- Rs.300,000/- 

51 
CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT  WARD NO:1 , 2,3 & 4 CHAMBER TOWN COMMITTEE  
DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,21,32,595/- Rs.375,000/- 

52 
CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT  WARD NO:1 , 2,3 & 4 SANJHAR CHANG TOWN 
COMMITTEE  DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,04,175/- Rs.300,000/- 

53 
CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT  WARD NO:1 , 2,3,4,5 & 6 PIARO LUND   DISTRICT 
TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,04,577/- Rs.300,000/- 

 

    



SINDH

B/R

NAME OF WORK:

UNDER:  SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

SH-I   ROAD Rs. 9952375 /-

Rs. 9952375 /-

SH-II  CULVERT  (1x409036) Rs. 409036 /-

Total Rs. 10361411 /-

  Assistant Executive Engineer-II

       Central Civil Division

    Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     Scheme # 01

BRANCH:        

Construction of Metalled Road from Hyderabad-Shaikh Bhirkio Road to Village Bahadur Khan Korai, Taluka 

Hyderabad Rural, District Hyderabad.

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Executive Engineer



SINDH Scheme # 01

B/R

SH-ROAD

1 128494 1811.44 % Cft 2327592 /-
P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

2 128494 2033.34 % Cft 2612720 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

3 14850 7544.65 % Cft 1120380 /-

P-484 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-26

4 14850 7761.52 % Cft 1152585 /-

P-485 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-28

UNDER:  SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

RateQty:

Rupees One Thousand 

Eight Hundred Eleven 

Paise FourtyFour Only 

Rupees Two Thousand 

ThirtyThree Paise 

ThirtyFour Only 

Rupees Seven 

Thousand Seven 

Hundred SixtyOne Paise 

FiftyTwo Only 

Rupees Seven 

Thousand Five Hundred 

FourtyFour Paise 

SixtyFive Only 

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Page 

No.& Item 

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and width below sub-grade

level by approved mechanical means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at

optimum moisture content including watering, mixing by mechanical means

complete (the sub-grade embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density or their full

depth and width, embankments over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft.

compacted to not less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry density to

their full depth and width and portion below 3 ft. compacted not less than 85%

modified A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

Supplying and laying hand broken 3" to 3/4" stone ballast of approved grade

and quality in sub-base or base courses in required grade and camber and

compacting to the required density by approved mechanical means (Vibratory

Roller, Road Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including watering with all

lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth shall be considered for

payment)  

Supplying and laying hand broken 2-1/2" to 3/4" (64 mm to 19 mm) stone

ballast of approved grade and quality in sub-base or base courses in required

grade and camber and compacting to the required density by approved

mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller

etc.) including watering with all lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth

shall be considered for payment)  

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from approved borrow pits

including cost of excavation, placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth

as per approved section including dressing top and sides of the bank including

all lift and all lead as per site requirement in all kinds of soil (except gravelly,

murum, wet silt, clay or mud and rock).

Name of Description

Construction of Metalled Road from Hyderabad-Shaikh Bhirkio Road to Village Bahadur Khan Korai, Taluka

Hyderabad Rural, District Hyderabad.

NAME OF WORK:

AmountUnit



5 3287 8169.30 % Cft 268524 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

6 6600 54.29 P.Rft 358314 /-

P-505 Rft (Per running foot)

I-188

7 29.25 957.48 P.Rft 28006 /-

P-502 Rft (Per running foot)

I-155

8 325 12858.73 P.Ton 4179087 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

TOTAL 9952375 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD Hyderabad

Rupees FiftyFour Paise 

TwentyNine Only 

Rupees Twelve 

Thousand Eight 

Hundred FiftyEight Paise 

SeventyThree Only 

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete pavement laid with

mechanical paver and mixed in central mixing plant in required thickness and

density, rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per specifications

and job-mix formula and design: in single layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness .

Brick Edging with 1st class burnt bricks in road work complete as per direction

of engineer incharge.

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved quality over stone metalled

or earthen embankments including filling, joints watering, consolidation with

power roller  including all lead and lift.
Rupees Eight Thousand 

One Hundred SixtyNine 

Paise Thirty Only 

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD Hyderabad

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C" or equivalent in trenches including

cutting, fitting and jointing with maxphalt composition and cement mortar (1:1 )

and testing with water including all lead and lift: 18"  dia pipe.
Rupees Nine Hundred 

FiftySeven Paise 

FourtyEight Only 



SINDH Scheme # 02

B/R

ROAD Rs. 14757628 /-

Rs. 14757628 /-

  Assistant Executive Engineer-II

       Central Civil Division

    Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction / Rehabilitation of Road from Tando Hyder Police Check Post to Village Ali Bux Parhyar, Taluka 

Hyderabad Rural, District Hyderabad.

UNDER:  SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023



SINDH Scheme # 02

B/R

ROAD (Rehabilitation)

1 69300.00 596.25 % Sft 413201 /-
P-500 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-140

2 42075.00 7761.52 % Cft 3265660 /-
P-484 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-26

3 2883.00 8169.30 % Cft 235521 /-
P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

4 9900.00 54.29 P.Rft 537471 /-
P-505 Rft (Per running foot)

I-188

5 56925.00 1811.44 % Cft 1031162 /-

P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction / Rehabilitation of Road from Tando Hyder Police Check Post to Village Ali Bux Parhyar, Taluka

Hyderabad Rural, District Hyderabad.

Scarifying sub-base, base or wearing coat surface or flexible pavement with

pick axes or by any other approved means upto required depth including

disposal of rubbish within 3 chain (91 m) complete as required.

Amount
Page & 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Rupees Five Hundred 

NinetySix Paise 

TwentyFive Only 

UNDER:  SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Rupees Seven 

Thousand Seven 

Hundred SixtyOne Paise 

FiftyTwo Only 

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved quality over stone metalled

or earthen embankments including filling, joints watering, consolidation with

power roller  including all lead and lift.

Rupees One Thousand 

Eight Hundred Eleven 

Paise FourtyFour Only 

Rupees Eight Thousand 

One Hundred SixtyNine 

Paise Thirty Only 

Brick Edging with 1st class burnt bricks in road work complete as per direction

of engineer incharge. Rupees FiftyFour Paise 

TwentyNine Only 

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from approved borrow pits

including cost of excavation, placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth

as per approved section including dressing top and sides of the bank including

all lift and all lead as per site requirement in all kinds of soil (except gravelly,

murum, wet silt, clay or mud and rock).

Supplying and laying hand broken 2-1/2" to 3/4" (64 mm to 19 mm) stone

ballast of approved grade and quality in sub-base or base courses in required

grade and camber and compacting to the required density by approved

mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller

etc.) including watering with all lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth

shall be considered for payment)  



6 56925.00 2033.34 % Cft 1157479 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

7 84.00 957.48 P.Rft 80428 /-

P-502 Rft (Per running foot)

I-155

8 625.00 12858.73 P.Ton 8036706 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

Total 14757628 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD Hyderabad Pakistan PWD Hyderabad

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete runway pavement laid with

mechanical paver and mixed in central mixing plant in required thickness and

density, rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per specifications

and job-mix formula and design: in single layer upto 1-1/2" thickness inculding

priming coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.

Rupees Twelve 

Thousand Eight 

Hundred FiftyEight Paise 

SeventyThree Only 

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C" or equivalent in trenches including

cutting, fitting and jointing with maxphalt composition and cement mortar (1:1 )

and testing with water including all lead and lift: 12"  dia pipe.
Rupees Nine Hundred 

FiftySeven Paise 

FourtyEight Only 

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and width below sub-grade

level by approved mechanical means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at

optimum moisture content including watering, mixing by mechanical means

complete (the sub-grade embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density or their full

depth and width, embankments over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft.

compacted to not less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry density to

their full depth and width and portion below 3 ft. compacted not less than 85%

modified A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

Rupees Two Thousand 

ThirtyThree Paise 

ThirtyFour Only 



SINDH Scheme # 03

B/R

SH-I  ROAD Rs. 21661089 /-

SH-II  CULVERT  (2x409036) Rs. 818072 /-

Rs. 22479161 /-

  Assistant Executive Engineer-II

       Central Civil Division

    Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction / Rehabilitation of Road from Hyder Shah Abri via Village Mohammad Ismail Lakho to Sarfraz Wah, 

Khisana Mori, Taluka Hyderabad Rural, District Hyderabad.

UNDER:  SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023



SINDH Scheme # 03

B/R

SH-I ROAD

1 108240 596.25 % Sft 645381 /-
P-500 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-140

2 54120 7761.52 % Cft 4200535 /-
P-484 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-26

3 4503 8169.30 % Cft 367864 /-
P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

4 18040 54.29 P.Rft 979392 /-
P-505 Rft (Per running foot)

I-188

5 103730 1811.44 % Cft 1879007 /-

P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

Rupees Seven 

Thousand Seven 

Hundred SixtyOne Paise 

FiftyTwo Only 

Brick Edging with 1st class burnt bricks in road work complete as per direction

of engineer incharge. Rupees FiftyFour Paise 

TwentyNine Only 

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from approved borrow pits

including cost of excavation, placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth

as per approved section including dressing top and sides of the bank including

all lift and all lead as per site requirement in all kinds of soil (except gravelly,

murum, wet silt, clay or mud and rock).

Rupees One Thousand 

Eight Hundred Eleven 

Paise FourtyFour Only 

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved quality over stone metalled

or earthen embankments including filling, joints watering, consolidation with

power roller  including all lead and lift.

Rupees Eight Thousand 

One Hundred SixtyNine 

Paise Thirty Only 

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction / Rehabilitation of Road from Hyder Shah Abri via Village Mohammad Ismail Lakho to Sarfraz

Wah, Khisana Mori, Taluka Hyderabad Rural, District Hyderabad.

UUNDER SDGs (SAP) Programme 2022-2023

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit Amount

Scarifying sub-base, base or wearing coat surface or flexible pavement with

pick axes or by any other approved means upto required depth including

disposal of rubbish within 3 chain (91 m) complete as required.

Rupees Five Hundred 

NinetySix Paise 

TwentyFive Only 

Supplying and laying hand broken 2-1/2" to 3/4" (64 mm to 19 mm) stone

ballast of approved grade and quality in sub-base or base courses in required

grade and camber and compacting to the required density by approved

mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller

etc.) including watering with all lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth

shall be considered for payment)  



6 103730 2033.34 % Cft 2109184 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

7 90.75 957.48 P.Rft 86891 /-

P-502 Rft (Per running foot)

I-155

8 886 12858.73 P.Ton 11392835 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

Total 21661089 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD Hyderabad

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and width below sub-grade

level by approved mechanical means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at

optimum moisture content including watering, mixing by mechanical means

complete (the sub-grade embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density or their full

depth and width, embankments over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft.

compacted to not less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry density to

their full depth and width and portion below 3 ft. compacted not less than 85%

modified A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

Rupees Two Thousand 

ThirtyThree Paise 

ThirtyFour Only 

Pakistan PWD Hyderabad

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C" or equivalent in trenches including

cutting, fitting and jointing with maxphalt composition and cement mortar (1:1 )

and testing with water including all lead and lift: 12"  dia pipe.
Rupees Nine Hundred 

FiftySeven Paise 

FourtyEight Only 

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete runway pavement laid with

mechanical paver and mixed in central mixing plant in required thickness and

density, rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per specifications

and job-mix formula and design: in single layer upto 2" thickness inculding

priming coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.

Rupees Twelve 

Thousand Eight 

Hundred FiftyEight Paise 

SeventyThree Only 

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division



PROVINCE      : SINDH                        DIVISION     : HYDERABAD

BRANCH         : B/R

SH-II CULVERT (3'-Span)

NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

(Code-103, Item No.10 )

1 535 1358.75 % Cft 7269 /-

Cft Rupees One Thousand 

Three Hundred FiftyEight 

Paise SeventyFive Only 

(Code-105, Item No.13 )

2 110 21744.25 % Cft 23919 /-

Cft Rupees TwentyOne 

Thousand Seven Hundred 

FourtyFour Paise 

TwentyFive Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-112, Item No.1 )

3 125 36129.72 % Cft 45162 /-

Cft Rupees ThirtySix Thousand 

One Hundred TwentyNine 

Paise SeventyTwo Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-112, Item No.2 )

4 250 38582.85 % Cft 96457 /-

Cft Rupees ThirtyEight 

Thousand Five Hundred 

EightyTwo Paise EightyFive 

Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-114, Item No.42 +136 )

5 50 46441.66 % Cft 23221 /-

Cft Rupees FourtySix Thousand 

Four Hundred FourtyOne 

Paise SixtySix Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-114, Item No.57 +136 )

6 150 43716.64 % Cft 65575 /-

Cft Rupees FourtyThree 

Thousand Seven Hundred 

Sixteen Paise SixtyFour Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-114, Item No.30 +136 )

7 10 47482.78 % Cft 4748 /-

Cft Rupees FourtySeven 

Thousand Four Hundred 

EightyTwo Paise 

SeventyEight Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and septic tanks (rectangular or 

square) in all kinds of soil (except gravelly and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud,

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or disintegrated and hard rock)

and back filling the excavated material all round the trenches including breaking

clods, watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229

mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus excavated stuff

as directed, lead up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

(Hundred Cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse aggregate) cement

concrete using graded stone ballast 3 inches (76 mm) and down gauge in

foundation including levelling, compacting and curing etc. complete.

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set in cement mortar 1:6

in straight or curved walls more than 13-1/2 inches (343 mm) thick including

scaffolding, raking out Joints and curing etc. Complete in foundation, basement

and plinth (foundation and basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and

plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set in cement mortar 1:6

in straight or curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343 mm) thick including

scaffolding, raking out Joints and curing etc. complete in foundation, basement and

plinth (foundation and basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth

upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Providing and Laying Reinforced Cement Concrete using crushed graded boulders

3/4" inch and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing strength of

3000 lbs per sq. inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in sill and bed

plates of straight or circular walls including form work and its removal, compacting

and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement in basement and

ground floor.

Providing and Laying Reinforced Cement Concrete using crushed graded boulders

3/4" inch and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing strength of

3000 lbs per sq. inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab

more than 6" thick including form work and its removal, compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement in basement and ground floor.

Providing and Laying Reinforced Cement Concrete using crushed graded boulders

3/4" inch and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing strength of

3000 lbs per sq. inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in straight walls

vertical fins etc. more than 6" thick including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement

ground floor.



(Code-114, Item No.166 )

8 7.50 14349.01 P.Cwt 107618 /-

Cwt Rupees Fourteen Thousand 

Three Hundred FourtyNine 

Paise One Only 

(Code-122, Item No.02 )

85 3852.59 % Sft 3275 /-

Sft Rupees Three Thousand Eight 

Hundred FiftyTwo Paise 

FiftyNine Only 

(Hundred square feet)

(Code-122, Item No.06 )

50 4034.92 % Sft 2017 /-

Sft Rupees Four Thousand 

ThirtyFour Paise NinetyTwo 

Only 

(Hundred 

square feet)

(Code-122, Item No.10 )

200 4815.28 % Sft 9631 /-

Sft

(Code-117, Item No.02 )

35 22036.75 % Cft 7713 /-

Cft Rupees TwentyTwo Thousand 

ThirtySix Paise SeventyFive 

Only 

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

(Code-117, Item No.07 )

130 9562.54 % Sft 12431 /-

Sft Rupees Nine Thousand Five 

Hundred SixtyTwo Paise 

FiftyFour Only 

(Hundred 

square feet)

TOTAL 409036 /-

9 1/4" (6.4 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on soffits of ceiling, cantilever slabs, sides

and soffits of beams etc., in basement, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners and curing etc., complete .

Rupees Four Thousand Eight 

Hundred Fifteen Paise 

TwentyEight Only 

(Hundred 

square feet)

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi)

reinforcement bars with & including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing in

position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire,

cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement,

plinth and ground floor of building including septic tanks and under ground tanks

and in projections for future extension .

(Per Hundred weight)

12 Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under floors using graded

stone ballast 2 inches & down gauge with levelling & ramming watering and

curing etc complete.

13 Providing and laying floors of 3 inches (76 mm) thick 1:2:4 cement concrete using

graded screened bajri 3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge in ground floor laid in

panels including form work, consolidation, finishing and curing etc. complete.

10 1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in basement,

plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including making edges, comers, and curing

etc., complete.

11 3/4" (19 mm) thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in basement,

plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including making edges, corners, and curing

etc., complete 

Assistant Executive Engineer-II
Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD., Hyderabad

Executive Engineer
Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD., Hyderabad



SINDH Scheme # 04

B/R

NAME OF WORK:

UNDER:  SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

SH-I   ROAD Rs. 12047208 /-

Rs. 12047208 /-

SH-II  CULVERT  (1x409036) Rs. 409036 /-

Total Rs. 12456244 /-

  Assistant Executive Engineer-II

       Central Civil Division

    Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad                                         Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Construction of Metalled Road at Village Fojo Lashari, UC-Almani, Taluka Hyderabad Rural, District Hyderabad.

GENERAL ABSTRACT

                                         Executive Engineer

                                          Central Civil Division



SINDH Scheme # 04

B/R

ROAD

1 128494 1811.44 % Cft 2327592 /-
P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

2 128494 2033.34 % Cft 2612720 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

3 14850 7544.65 % Cft 1120380 /-

P-484 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-26

4 14850 7761.52 % Cft 1152585 /-

P-485 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-28

Supplying and laying hand broken 2-1/2" to 3/4" (64 mm to 19 mm) stone

ballast of approved grade and quality in sub-base or base courses in required

grade and camber and compacting to the required density by approved

mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller

etc.) including watering with all lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth

shall be considered for payment)  

Rupees Seven 

Thousand Seven 

Hundred SixtyOne Paise 

FiftyTwo Only 

Amount

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from approved borrow pits

including cost of excavation, placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth

as per approved section including dressing top and sides of the bank including

all lift and all lead as per site requirement in all kinds of soil (except gravelly,

murum, wet silt, clay or mud and rock).

Rupees One Thousand 

Eight Hundred Eleven 

Paise FourtyFour Only 

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and width below sub-grade

level by approved mechanical means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at

optimum moisture content including watering, mixing by mechanical means

complete (the sub-grade embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density or their full

depth and width, embankments over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft.

compacted to not less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry density to

their full depth and width and portion below 3 ft. compacted not less than 85%

modified A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

Rupees Two Thousand 

ThirtyThree Paise 

ThirtyFour Only 

Supplying and laying hand broken 3" to 3/4" stone ballast of approved grade

and quality in sub-base or base courses in required grade and camber and

compacting to the required density by approved mechanical means (Vibratory

Roller, Road Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including watering with all

lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth shall be considered for

payment)  

Rupees Seven 

Thousand Five Hundred 

FourtyFour Paise 

SixtyFive Only 

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Metalled Road at Village Fojo Lashari, UC-Almani, Taluka Hyderabad Rural, District

Hyderabad.

UNDER:  SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Page 

No.& Item 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



5 3287 8169.30 % Cft 268524 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

6 6600 54.29 P.Rft 358314 /-

P-505 Rft (Per running foot)

I-188

7 29.25 957.48 P.Rft 28006 /-

P-502 Rft (Per running foot)

I-155

8 325 12858.73 P.Ton 4179087 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

TOTAL 12047208 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD Hyderabad Pakistan PWD Hyderabad

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C" or equivalent in trenches including

cutting, fitting and jointing with maxphalt composition and cement mortar (1:1 )

and testing with water including all lead and lift: 18"  dia pipe.
Rupees Nine Hundred 

FiftySeven Paise 

FourtyEight Only 

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete pavement laid with

mechanical paver and mixed in central mixing plant in required thickness and

density, rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per specifications

and job-mix formula and design: in single layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness .

Rupees Twelve 

Thousand Eight 

Hundred FiftyEight Paise 

SeventyThree Only 

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved quality over stone metalled

or earthen embankments including filling, joints watering, consolidation with

power roller  including all lead and lift.
Rupees Eight Thousand 

One Hundred SixtyNine 

Paise Thirty Only 

Brick Edging with 1st class burnt bricks in road work complete as per direction

of engineer incharge. Rupees FiftyFour Paise 

TwentyNine Only 



PROVINCE      : SINDH                        DIVISION     : HYDERABAD

BRANCH         : B/R

SH-II CULVERT (3'-Span)

NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

(Code-103, Item No.10 )
1 535 1358.75 % Cft 7269 /-

Cft Rupees One Thousand 

Three Hundred FiftyEight 

Paise SeventyFive Only 

(Code-105, Item No.13 )

2 110 21744.25 % Cft 23919 /-

Cft Rupees TwentyOne 

Thousand Seven Hundred 

FourtyFour Paise 

TwentyFive Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-112, Item No.1 )

3 125 36129.72 % Cft 45162 /-

Cft Rupees ThirtySix 

Thousand One Hundred 

TwentyNine Paise 

SeventyTwo Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-112, Item No.2 )

4 250 38582.85 % Cft 96457 /-

Cft Rupees ThirtyEight 

Thousand Five Hundred 

EightyTwo Paise 

EightyFive Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-114, Item No.42 +136 )

5 50 46441.66 % Cft 23221 /-

Cft Rupees FourtySix 

Thousand Four Hundred 

FourtyOne Paise SixtySix 

Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-114, Item No.57 +136 )

6 150 43716.64 % Cft 65575 /-

Cft Rupees FourtyThree 

Thousand Seven Hundred 

Sixteen Paise SixtyFour 

Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

Providing and Laying Reinforced Cement Concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4" inch and down gauge having a

minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 lbs per sq.

inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in sill and bed

plates of straight or circular walls including form work and its

removal, compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding

the cost of reinforcement in basement and ground floor.

Providing and Laying Reinforced Cement Concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4" inch and down gauge having a

minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 lbs per sq.

inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary

slab more than 6" thick including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement in basement and ground floor.

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and septic

tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil (except

gravelly and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud, conglomeration

of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or disintegrated and hard

rock) and back filling the excavated material all round the

trenches including breaking clods, watering, consolidation by

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth

to full compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus excavated

stuff as directed, lead up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto

5 feet (1.52 m).

(Hundred Cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 3

inches (76 mm) and down gauge in foundation including

levelling, compacting and curing etc. complete.

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set in

cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more than 13-1/2

inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out Joints

and curing etc. Complete in foundation, basement and plinth

(foundation and basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.)

depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground

level) .

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set in

cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches 

(228 mm to 343 mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out

Joints and curing etc. complete in foundation, basement and

plinth (foundation and basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52

Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from

ground level) .



(Code-114, Item No.30 +136 )

7 10 47482.78 % Cft 4748 /-

Cft Rupees FourtySeven 

Thousand Four Hundred 

EightyTwo Paise 

SeventyEight Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-114, Item No.166 )

8 7.50 14349.01 P.Cwt 107618 /-

Cwt Rupees Fourteen 

Thousand Three Hundred 

FourtyNine Paise One 

Only 

(Code-122, Item No.02 )

85 3852.59 % Sft 3275 /-

Sft Rupees Three Thousand 

Eight Hundred FiftyTwo Paise 

FiftyNine Only 

(Hundred square 

feet)

(Code-122, Item No.06 )

50 4034.92 % Sft 2017 /-

Sft Rupees Four Thousand 

ThirtyFour Paise NinetyTwo 

Only 

(Hundred 

square feet)

(Code-122, Item No.10 )

200 4815.28 % Sft 9631 /-

Sft

(Code-117, Item No.02 )

35 22036.75 % Cft 7713 /-

Cft Rupees TwentyTwo 

Thousand ThirtySix Paise 

SeventyFive Only 

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

(Code-117, Item No.07 )

130 9562.54 % Sft 12431 /-

Sft Rupees Nine Thousand 

Five Hundred SixtyTwo 

Paise FiftyFour Only 

(Hundred 

square feet)

TOTAL 409036 /-

12 Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under

floors using graded stone ballast 2 inches & down gauge with

levelling &   ramming watering and curing etc complete.

13 Providing and laying floors of 3 inches (76 mm) thick 1:2:4

cement concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch (19

mm) and down gauge in ground floor laid in panels including

form work, consolidation, finishing and curing etc. complete.

10 1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns

etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, comers, and curing etc., complete.

11 3/4" (19 mm) thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns

etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc., complete 
Rupees Four Thousand Eight 

Hundred Fifteen Paise 

TwentyEight Only 

(Hundred 

square feet)

Providing and Laying Reinforced Cement Concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4" inch and down gauge having a

minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 lbs per sq.

inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in straight

walls vertical fins etc. more than 6" thick including form work

and its removal, compacting and curing etc. complete but

excluding the cost of reinforcement  ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum

yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with & including the

cost of straightening, cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and

such overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing in

position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying

with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of

RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of

building including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

(Per Hundred 

weight)

9 1/4" (6.4 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on soffits of ceiling,

cantilever slabs, sides and soffits of beams etc., in basement,

mezzanine and ground floor including making edges, corners

and curing etc., complete .

Assistant Executive Engineer-II
Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD., Hyderabad

Executive Engineer
Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD., Hyderabad



SINDH Scheme # 05

B/R

UNDER:  SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

SH-I   ROAD Rs. 9484206 /-

Rs. 9484206 /-

SH-II  CULVERT  (1x409036) Rs. 409036 /-

Total Rs. 9893242 /-

  Assistant Executive Engineer-II

       Central Civil Division

    Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:

Construction of Metalled Road at village Gul Sher Brohi near Hatri, Taluka Hyderabad Rural, District 

Hyderabad.

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Executive Engineer



SINDH Sch # 05

B/R

SH-ROAD

1 101237 1811.44 % Cft 1833848

P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

2 101237 2033.34 % Cft 2058492

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

3 11700 7544.65 % Cft 882724

P-484 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-26

4 11700 7761.52 % Cft 908097

P-485 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-28

UNDER:  SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

RateQty:

Rupees One Thousand 

Eight Hundred Eleven 

Paise FourtyFour Only 

Rupees Two Thousand 

ThirtyThree Paise 

ThirtyFour Only 

Rupees Seven 

Thousand Seven 

Hundred SixtyOne Paise 

FiftyTwo Only 

Rupees Seven 

Thousand Five Hundred 

FourtyFour Paise 

SixtyFive Only 

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Page No.& 

Item No.

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and width below sub-grade

level by approved mechanical means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at

optimum moisture content including watering, mixing by mechanical means

complete (the sub-grade embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density or their full

depth and width, embankments over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft.

compacted to not less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry density to

their full depth and width and portion below 3 ft. compacted not less than 85%

modified A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

Supplying and laying hand broken 3" to 3/4" stone ballast of approved grade

and quality in sub-base or base courses in required grade and camber and

compacting to the required density by approved mechanical means (Vibratory

Roller, Road Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including watering with all

lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth shall be considered for

payment)  

Supplying and laying hand broken 2-1/2" to 3/4" (64 mm to 19 mm) stone

ballast of approved grade and quality in sub-base or base courses in required

grade and camber and compacting to the required density by approved

mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller

etc.) including watering with all lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth

shall be considered for payment)  

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from approved borrow pits

including cost of excavation, placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth

as per approved section including dressing top and sides of the bank including

all lift and all lead as per site requirement in all kinds of soil (except gravelly,

murum, wet silt, clay or mud and rock).

Name of Description

Construction of Metalled Road at village Gul Sher Brohi near Hatri, Taluka Hyderabad Rural, District

Hyderabad.

NAME OF WORK:

AmountUnit



5 2590 8169.30 % Cft 211584

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

6 5200 54.29 P.Rft 282308

P-505 Rft (Per running foot)

I-188

7 16 957.48 P.Rft 15319

P-502 Rft (Per running foot)

I-155

8 256 12858.73 P.Ton 3291834

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

TOTAL 9484206

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD Hyderabad

Rupees FiftyFour Paise 

TwentyNine Only 

Rupees Twelve 

Thousand Eight 

Hundred FiftyEight Paise 

SeventyThree Only 

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete pavement laid with

mechanical paver and mixed in central mixing plant in required thickness and

density, rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per specifications

and job-mix formula and design: in single layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness .

Brick Edging with 1st class burnt bricks in road work complete as per direction

of engineer incharge.

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved quality over stone metalled

or earthen embankments including filling, joints watering, consolidation with

power roller  including all lead and lift.

Rupees Eight Thousand 

One Hundred SixtyNine 

Paise Thirty Only 

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD Hyderabad

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C" or equivalent in trenches including

cutting, fitting and jointing with maxphalt composition and cement mortar (1:1 )

and testing with water including all lead and lift: 18"  dia pipe.

Rupees Nine Hundred 

FiftySeven Paise 

FourtyEight Only 



PROVINCE      : SINDH                        DIVISION     : HYDERABAD

BRANCH         : B/R

SH-II CULVERT (3'-Span)

NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

(Code-103, Item No.10 )
1 535 1358.75 % Cft 7269 /-

Cft Rupees One Thousand 

Three Hundred 

FiftyEight Paise 

SeventyFive Only 

(Code-105, Item No.13 )

2 110 21744.25 % Cft 23919 /-

Cft Rupees TwentyOne 

Thousand Seven 

Hundred FourtyFour 

Paise TwentyFive Only 

(Hundred Cubic 

feet)

(Code-112, Item No.1 )

3 125 36129.72 % Cft 45162 /-

Cft Rupees ThirtySix 

Thousand One Hundred 

TwentyNine Paise 

SeventyTwo Only 

(Hundred Cubic 

feet)

(Code-112, Item No.2 )

4 250 38582.85 % Cft 96457 /-

Cft Rupees ThirtyEight 

Thousand Five Hundred 

EightyTwo Paise 

EightyFive Only 

(Hundred Cubic 

feet)

(Code-114, Item No.42 +136 )

5 50 46441.66 % Cft 23221 /-

Cft Rupees FourtySix 

Thousand Four Hundred 

FourtyOne Paise SixtySix 

Only 

(Hundred Cubic 

feet)

(Code-114, Item No.57 +136 )

6 150 43716.64 % Cft 65575 /-

Cft Rupees FourtyThree 

Thousand Seven 

Hundred Sixteen Paise 

SixtyFour Only 

(Hundred Cubic 

feet)

Providing and Laying Reinforced Cement Concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4" inch and down gauge having a

minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 lbs per sq.

inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in sill and

bed plates of straight or circular walls including form work

and its removal, compacting and curing etc. complete but

excluding the cost of reinforcement in basement and ground

floor.

Providing and Laying Reinforced Cement Concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4" inch and down gauge having a

minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 lbs per sq.

inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary

slab more than 6" thick including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost

of reinforcement in basement and ground floor.

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and

septic tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud,

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material all round the trenches including breaking clods,

watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 

inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing and

disposal of surplus excavated stuff as directed, lead up to 

(Hundred Cubic 

feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 3

inches (76 mm) and down gauge in foundation including

levelling, compacting and curing etc. complete.

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set

in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more than 13-

1/2 inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out

Joints and curing etc. Complete in foundation, basement and

plinth (foundation and basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52

Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from

ground level) .

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set

in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls 9" to 13-/2

inches (228 mm to 343 mm) thick including scaffolding,

raking out Joints and curing etc. complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement masonry

upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2

Ru.m.) height from ground level) .



(Code-114, Item No.30 +136 )

7 10 47482.78 % Cft 4748 /-

Cft Rupees FourtySeven 

Thousand Four Hundred 

EightyTwo Paise 

SeventyEight Only 

(Hundred Cubic 

feet)

(Code-114, Item No.166 )

8 7.50 14349.01 P.Cwt 107618 /-

Cwt Rupees Fourteen 

Thousand Three 

Hundred FourtyNine 

Paise One Only 

(Code-122, Item No.02 )

85 3852.59 % Sft 3275 /-

Sft Rupees Three Thousand 

Eight Hundred FiftyTwo 

Paise FiftyNine Only 

(Hundred square 

feet)

(Code-122, Item No.06 )

50 4034.92 % Sft 2017 /-

Sft Rupees Four Thousand 

ThirtyFour Paise NinetyTwo 

Only 

(Hundred 

square feet)

(Code-122, Item No.10 )

200 4815.28 % Sft 9631 /-

Sft

(Code-117, Item No.02 )

35 22036.75 % Cft 7713 /-

Cft Rupees TwentyTwo 

Thousand ThirtySix Paise 

SeventyFive Only 

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

(Code-117, Item No.07 )

130 9562.54 % Sft 12431 /-

Sft Rupees Nine Thousand 

Five Hundred SixtyTwo 

Paise FiftyFour Only 

(Hundred 

square feet)

TOTAL 409036 /-

12 Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under

floors using graded stone ballast 2 inches & down gauge

with levelling &   ramming watering and curing etc complete.

13 Providing and laying floors of 3 inches (76 mm) thick 1:2:4

cement concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch (19

mm) and down gauge in ground floor laid in panels including

form work, consolidation, finishing and curing etc. complete.

10 1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns

etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor

including making edges, comers, and curing etc., complete.

11 3/4" (19 mm) thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns

etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor

including making edges, corners, and curing etc., complete 
Rupees Four Thousand 

Eight Hundred Fifteen Paise 

TwentyEight Only 

(Hundred 

square feet)

Providing and Laying Reinforced Cement Concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4" inch and down gauge having a

minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 lbs per sq.

inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in straight

walls vertical fins etc. more than 6" thick including form work

and its removal, compacting and curing etc. complete but

excluding the cost of reinforcement  ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum

yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with & including

the cost of straightening, cutting, bending, binding, wastage,

and such overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing

in position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs,

tying with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all

kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth and 

(Per Hundred 

weight)

9 1/4" (6.4 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on soffits of ceiling,

cantilever slabs, sides and soffits of beams etc., in

basement, mezzanine and ground floor including making

edges, corners and curing etc., complete .

Assistant Executive Engineer-II
Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD., Hyderabad

Executive Engineer
Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD., Hyderabad



SINDH

B/R

NAME OF WORK:

SH-I   ROAD Rs. 17877529 /-

Rs. 17877529 /-

SH-II  CULVERT  (3x409036) Rs. 1227108 /-

Total Rs. 19104637 /-

    Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

  Assistant Executive Engineer-II Executive Engineer

       Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

PROVINCE:     Scheme # 06

BRANCH:        

Construction of Metalled Road  of Village Gaji Dal, UC-Masu, Taluka Hyderabad 

Rural, District Hyderabad.
UNDER:  SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

GENERAL ABSTRACT



SINDH Sch # 06

B/R

SH-I  ROAD

1 190794 1811.44 % Cft 3456119 /-
P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

2 190794 2033.34 % Cft 3879491 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

3 22050 7544.65 % Cft 1663595 /-

P-484 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-26

4 22050 7761.52 % Cft 1711415 /-

P-485 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-28

UNDER:  SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

RateQty:

Rupees One Thousand 

Eight Hundred Eleven 

Paise FourtyFour Only 

Rupees Two Thousand 

ThirtyThree Paise 

ThirtyFour Only 

Rupees Seven 

Thousand Seven 

Hundred SixtyOne 

Paise FiftyTwo Only 

Rupees Seven 

Thousand Five Hundred 

FourtyFour Paise 

SixtyFive Only 

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

Page 

No.& Item 

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and width below sub-grade

level by approved mechanical means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at

optimum moisture content including watering, mixing by mechanical means

complete (the sub-grade embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density or their full

depth and width, embankments over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft.

compacted to not less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry density to

their full depth and width and portion below 3 ft. compacted not less than 85%

modified A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

Supplying and laying hand broken 3" to 3/4" stone ballast of approved grade

and quality in sub-base or base courses in required grade and camber and

compacting to the required density by approved mechanical means (Vibratory

Roller, Road Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller etc.) including watering with all

lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth shall be considered for

payment)  

Supplying and laying hand broken 2-1/2" to 3/4" (64 mm to 19 mm) stone

ballast of approved grade and quality in sub-base or base courses in required

grade and camber and compacting to the required density by approved

mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller

etc.) including watering with all lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth

shall be considered for payment)  

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from approved borrow pits

including cost of excavation, placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth

as per approved section including dressing top and sides of the bank including

all lift and all lead as per site requirement in all kinds of soil (except gravelly,

murum, wet silt, clay or mud and rock).

Name of Description

Construction of Metalled Road  of Village Gaji Dal, UC-Masu, Taluka Hyderabad Rural, District Hyderabad.NAME OF WORK:

AmountUnit



5 4880 8169.30 % Cft 398661 /-

P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

6 9800 54.29 P.Rft 532042 /-

P-505 Rft (Per running foot)

I-188

7 40 957.48 P.Rft 38299 /-

P-502 Rft (Per running foot)

I-155

8 482 12858.73 P.Ton 6197907 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

TOTAL 17877529 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD Hyderabad

Rupees FiftyFour Paise 

TwentyNine Only 

Rupees Twelve 

Thousand Eight 

Hundred FiftyEight 

Paise SeventyThree 

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete pavement laid with

mechanical paver and mixed in central mixing plant in required thickness and

density, rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per specifications

and job-mix formula and design: in single layer upto 1-1/2" (38 mm) thickness .

Brick Edging with 1st class burnt bricks in road work complete as per direction

of engineer incharge.

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved quality over stone metalled

or earthen embankments including filling, joints watering, consolidation with

power roller  including all lead and lift.
Rupees Eight Thousand 

One Hundred SixtyNine 

Paise Thirty Only 

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD Hyderabad

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C" or equivalent in trenches including

cutting, fitting and jointing with maxphalt composition and cement mortar (1:1 )

and testing with water including all lead and lift: 18"  dia pipe.
Rupees Nine Hundred 

FiftySeven Paise 

FourtyEight Only 



PROVINCE      : SINDH                        DIVISION     : HYDERABAD

BRANCH         : B/R

SH-II CULVERT (3'-Span)

NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

(Code-103, Item No.10 )
1 535 1358.75 % Cft 7269 /-

Cft Rupees One Thousand 

Three Hundred FiftyEight 

Paise SeventyFive Only 

(Code-105, Item No.13 )

2 110 21744.25 % Cft 23919 /-

Cft Rupees TwentyOne 

Thousand Seven Hundred 

FourtyFour Paise 

TwentyFive Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-112, Item No.1 )

3 125 36129.72 % Cft 45162 /-

Cft Rupees ThirtySix Thousand 

One Hundred TwentyNine 

Paise SeventyTwo Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-112, Item No.2 )

4 250 38582.85 % Cft 96457 /-

Cft Rupees ThirtyEight 

Thousand Five Hundred 

EightyTwo Paise EightyFive 

Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-114, Item No.42 +136 )

5 50 46441.66 % Cft 23221 /-

Cft Rupees FourtySix Thousand 

Four Hundred FourtyOne 

Paise SixtySix Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-114, Item No.57 +136 )

6 150 43716.64 % Cft 65575 /-

Cft Rupees FourtyThree 

Thousand Seven Hundred 

Sixteen Paise SixtyFour 

Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

Providing and Laying Reinforced Cement Concrete using crushed

graded boulders 3/4" inch and down gauge having a minimum

works cube crushing strength of 3000 lbs per sq. inch at 28 days

with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in sill and bed plates of straight or

circular walls including form work and its removal, compacting

and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement

in basement and ground floor.

Providing and Laying Reinforced Cement Concrete using crushed

graded boulders 3/4" inch and down gauge having a minimum

works cube crushing strength of 3000 lbs per sq. inch at 28 days

with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab more than 6"

thick including form work and its removal, compacting and curing

etc. complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement in basement

and ground floor.

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and septic

tanks (rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil (except gravelly

and murum soil wet silt, clay or mud, conglomeration of gravel

and boulders, soft, sandy or disintegrated and hard rock) and

back filling the excavated material all round the trenches including

breaking clods, watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction,

dressing and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as directed, lead

up to one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

(Hundred Cubic feet)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 3 inches

(76 mm) and down gauge in foundation including levelling,

compacting and curing etc. complete.

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set in

cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more than 13-1/2

inches (343 mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out Joints and

curing etc. Complete in foundation, basement and plinth

(foundation and basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.)

depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level)

.

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set in

cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches

(228 mm to 343 mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out Joints

and curing etc. complete in foundation, basement and plinth

(foundation and basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.)

depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level)

.



(Code-114, Item No.30 +136 )

7 10 47482.78 % Cft 4748 /-

Cft Rupees FourtySeven 

Thousand Four Hundred 

EightyTwo Paise 

SeventyEight Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-114, Item No.166 )

8 7.50 14349.01 P.Cwt 107618 /-

Cwt Rupees Fourteen Thousand 

Three Hundred FourtyNine 

Paise One Only 

(Code-122, Item No.02 )

85 3852.59 % Sft 3275 /-

Sft Rupees Three Thousand Eight 

Hundred FiftyTwo Paise 

FiftyNine Only 

(Hundred square feet)

(Code-122, Item No.06 )

50 4034.92 % Sft 2017 /-

Sft Rupees Four Thousand 

ThirtyFour Paise NinetyTwo Only 
(Hundred 

square feet)

(Code-122, Item No.10 )

200 4815.28 % Sft 9631 /-

Sft

(Code-117, Item No.02 )

35 22036.75 % Cft 7713 /-

Cft Rupees TwentyTwo Thousand 

ThirtySix Paise SeventyFive 

Only 

(Hundred 

cubic feet)

(Code-117, Item No.07 )

130 9562.54 % Sft 12431 /-

Sft Rupees Nine Thousand Five 

Hundred SixtyTwo Paise 

FiftyFour Only 

(Hundred 

square feet)

TOTAL 409036 /-

12 Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under floors

using graded stone ballast 2 inches & down gauge with levelling

&   ramming watering and curing etc complete.

13 Providing and laying floors of 3 inches (76 mm) thick 1:2:4

cement concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch (19 mm)

and down gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form

work, consolidation, finishing and curing etc. complete.

10 1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc.

in basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including making

edges, comers, and curing etc., complete.

11 3/4" (19 mm) thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc.

in basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including making

edges, corners, and curing etc., complete 
Rupees Four Thousand Eight 

Hundred Fifteen Paise 

TwentyEight Only 

(Hundred 

square feet)

Providing and Laying Reinforced Cement Concrete using crushed

graded boulders 3/4" inch and down gauge having a minimum

works cube crushing strength of 3000 lbs per sq. inch at 28 days

with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in straight walls vertical fins etc.

more than 6" thick including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement  ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield

point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with & including the cost of

straightening, cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such

overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing in position on

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding

wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building including

septic tanks and under ground tanks and in projections for future

extension .

(Per Hundred weight)

9 1/4" (6.4 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on soffits of ceiling,

cantilever slabs, sides and soffits of beams etc., in basement,

mezzanine and ground floor including making edges, corners and

curing etc., complete .

Assistant Executive Engineer-II
Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD., Hyderabad

Executive Engineer
Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD., Hyderabad



SINDH

B/R

NAME OF WORK:

SH-I  ROAD Rs. 8059051 /-

Rs. 8059051 /-

SH-II CULVERT  (1x409036) Rs. 409036 /-

Rs. 8468087 /-

  Assistant Executive Engineer-II Executive Engineer

       Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

    Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     Scheme # 07

BRANCH:        

Construction / Rehabilitation of Road at Village Punhoo Jalbani, UC-Seri, Taluka Hyderabad Rural, District 

Hyderabad (Phase-I).

UNDER:  SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

GENERAL ABSTRACT



SINDH Sch#07

B/R

SH-I ROAD

1 39600 596.25 % Sft 236115 /-
P-500 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-140

2 19800 7761.52 % Cft 1536781 /-
P-484 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-26

3 1647 8169.30 % Cft 134548 /-
P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

4 6600 54.29 P.Rft 358314 /-
P-505 Rft (Per running foot)

I-188

5 37950 1811.44 % Cft 687441 /-

P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

Supplying and laying hand broken 2-1/2" to 3/4" (64 mm to 19 mm) stone

ballast of approved grade and quality in sub-base or base courses in required

grade and camber and compacting to the required density by approved

mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller

etc.) including watering with all lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth

shall be considered for payment)  

PROVINCE:     

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate

Rupees FiftyFour Paise 

TwentyNine Only 

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction / Rehabilitation of Road at Village Punhoo Jalbani, UC-Seri, Taluka Hyderabad Rural,

District Hyderabad (Phase-I).
UNDER:  SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from approved borrow pits

including cost of excavation, placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth

as per approved section including dressing top and sides of the bank including

all lift and all lead as per site requirement in all kinds of soil (except gravelly,

murum, wet silt, clay or mud and rock).

Unit

Scarifying sub-base, base or wearing coat surface or flexible pavement with

pick axes or by any other approved means upto required depth including

disposal of rubbish within 3 chain (91 m) complete as required.

Amount

Rupees Five Hundred 

NinetySix Paise 

TwentyFive Only 

Rupees Seven 

Thousand Seven 

Hundred SixtyOne Paise 

FiftyTwo Only 

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved quality over stone metalled

or earthen embankments including filling, joints watering, consolidation with

power roller  including all lead and lift.

Rupees One Thousand 

Eight Hundred Eleven 

Paise FourtyFour Only 

Rupees Eight Thousand 

One Hundred SixtyNine 

Paise Thirty Only 

Brick Edging with 1st class burnt bricks in road work complete as per direction

of engineer incharge.



6 37950 2033.34 % Cft 771653 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

7 162 957.48 P.Rft 155112 /-

P-502 Rft (Per running foot)

I-155

8 325 12858.73 P.Ton 4179087 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

Total (A+B) 8059051 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD Hyderabad

Rupees Two Thousand 

ThirtyThree Paise 

ThirtyFour Only 

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD Hyderabad

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete runway pavement laid with

mechanical paver and mixed in central mixing plant in required thickness and

density, rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per specifications

and job-mix formula and design: in single layer upto 2" thickness inculding

priming coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.

Rupees Twelve 

Thousand Eight 

Hundred FiftyEight Paise 

SeventyThree Only 

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C" or equivalent in trenches including

cutting, fitting and jointing with maxphalt composition and cement mortar (1:1 )

and testing with water including all lead and lift: 12"  dia pipe.
Rupees Nine Hundred 

FiftySeven Paise 

FourtyEight Only 

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and width below sub-grade

level by approved mechanical means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at

optimum moisture content including watering, mixing by mechanical means

complete (the sub-grade embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density or their full

depth and width, embankments over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft.

compacted to not less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry density to

their full depth and width and portion below 3 ft. compacted not less than 85%

modified A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density to their full depth and width) .



PROVINCE      : SINDH                        DIVISION     : HYDERABAD

BRANCH         : B/R

SH-II CULVERT (3'-Span)

NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

(Code-103, Item No.10 )
1 535 1358.75 % Cft 7269 /-

Cft Rupees One Thousand Three 

Hundred FiftyEight Paise 

SeventyFive Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-105, Item No.13 )

2 110 21744.25 % Cft 23919 /-

Cft Rupees TwentyOne 

Thousand Seven Hundred 

FourtyFour Paise TwentyFive 

Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-112, Item No.1 )

3 125 36129.72 % Cft 45162 /-

Cft Rupees ThirtySix Thousand 

One Hundred TwentyNine 

Paise SeventyTwo Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-112, Item No.2 )

4 250 38582.85 % Cft 96457 /-

Cft Rupees ThirtyEight Thousand 

Five Hundred EightyTwo 

Paise EightyFive Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-114, Item No.42 +136 )

5 50 46441.66 % Cft 23221 /-

Cft Rupees FourtySix Thousand 

Four Hundred FourtyOne 

Paise SixtySix Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-114, Item No.57 +136 )

6 150 43716.64 % Cft 65575 /-

Cft Rupees FourtyThree 

Thousand Seven Hundred 

Sixteen Paise SixtyFour Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

Providing and Laying Reinforced Cement Concrete using crushed graded

boulders 3/4" inch and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000 lbs per sq. inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4

in sill and bed plates of straight or circular walls including form work and its

removal, compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement in basement and ground floor.

Providing and Laying Reinforced Cement Concrete using crushed graded

boulders 3/4" inch and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000 lbs per sq. inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4

in ordinary slab more than 6" thick including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement

in basement and ground floor.

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and septic tanks

(rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil (except gravelly and murum soil

wet silt, clay or mud, conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated and hard rock) and back filling the excavated material all round

the trenches including breaking clods, watering, consolidation by ramming in

layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing

and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as directed, lead up to one chain

(30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse aggregate)

cement concrete using graded stone ballast 3 inches (76 mm) and down

gauge in foundation including levelling, compacting and curing etc. complete.

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set in cement

mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls more than 13-1/2 inches (343 mm) thick

including scaffolding, raking out Joints and curing etc. Complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and basement masonry upto 5

feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground

level) .

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set in cement

mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343 mm)

thick including scaffolding, raking out Joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and basement masonry upto 5

feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground

level) .



(Code-114, Item No.30 +136 )

7 10 47482.78 % Cft 4748 /-

Cft Rupees FourtySeven 

Thousand Four Hundred 

EightyTwo Paise 

SeventyEight Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-114, Item No.166 )

8 7.50 14349.01 P.Cwt 107618 /-

Cwt Rupees Fourteen Thousand 

Three Hundred FourtyNine 

Paise One Only 

(Per Hundred 

weight)

(Code-122, Item No.02 )

85 3852.59 % Sft 3275 /-

Sft Rupees Three Thousand Eight 

Hundred FiftyTwo Paise FiftyNine 

Only 

(Hundred square 

feet)

(Code-122, Item No.06 )

50 4034.92 % Sft 2017 /-

Sft Rupees Four Thousand 

ThirtyFour Paise NinetyTwo Only 
(Hundred 

square feet)

(Code-122, Item No.10 )

200 4815.28 % Sft 9631 /-

Sft

(Code-117, Item No.02 )

35 22036.75 % Cft 7713 /-

Cft Rupees TwentyTwo Thousand 

ThirtySix Paise SeventyFive Only 
(Hundred 

cubic feet)

(Code-117, Item No.07 )

130 9562.54 % Sft 12431 /-

Sft Rupees Nine Thousand Five 

Hundred SixtyTwo Paise 

FiftyFour Only 

(Hundred 

square feet)

TOTAL 409036 /-

12 Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under floors using

graded stone ballast 2 inches & down gauge with levelling & ramming

watering and curing etc complete.

13 Providing and laying floors of 3 inches (76 mm) thick 1:2:4 cement concrete

using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge in ground

floor laid in panels including form work, consolidation, finishing and curing

etc. complete.

10 1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including making edges,

comers, and curing etc., complete.

11 3/4" (19 mm) thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including making edges,

corners, and curing etc., complete 
Rupees Four Thousand Eight 

Hundred Fifteen Paise 

TwentyEight Only 

(Hundred 

square feet)

Providing and Laying Reinforced Cement Concrete using crushed graded

boulders 3/4" inch and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000 lbs per sq. inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4

in straight walls vertical fins etc. more than 6" thick including form work and

its removal, compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement  ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield point

60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with & including the cost of straightening,

cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s.

chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of

RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in projections for future

extension .

9 1/4" (6.4 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on soffits of ceiling, cantilever slabs,

sides and soffits of beams etc., in basement, mezzanine and ground floor

including making edges, corners and curing etc., complete .

Assistant Executive Engineer-II
Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD., Hyderabad

Executive Engineer
Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD., Hyderabad



SINDH Scheme # 08

B/R

SH-I  ROAD Rs. 8059051 /-

Rs. 8059051 /-

SH-II CULVERT  (1x409036) Rs. 409036 /-

Rs. 8468087

  Assistant Executive Engineer-II

       Central Civil Division

    Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction / Rehabilitation of Road from Village Mohammad Ibrahim Hingoro, UC- Almani, Taluka Hyderabad 

Rural, District Hyderabad. (Phase-I)

UNDER:  SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023



SINDH Sch # 08

B/R

SH-I ROAD

1 39600 596.25 % Sft 236115 /-
P-500 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-140

2 19800 7761.52 % Cft 1536781 /-
P-484 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-26

3 1647 8169.30 % Cft 134548 /-
P-488 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-55

4 6600 54.29 P.Rft 358314 /-
P-505 Rft (Per running foot)

I-188

5 37950 1811.44 % Cft 687441 /-

P-482 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-10

Making earthen embankments with earth taken from approved borrow pits

including cost of excavation, placing earth in layers not exceeding 9" depth

as per approved section including dressing top and sides of the bank including

all lift and all lead as per site requirement in all kinds of soil (except gravelly,

murum, wet silt, clay or mud and rock).

Supplying and laying hand broken 2-1/2" to 3/4" (64 mm to 19 mm) stone

ballast of approved grade and quality in sub-base or base courses in required

grade and camber and compacting to the required density by approved

mechanical means (Vibratory Roller, Road Packer and Smooth Wheel Roller

etc.) including watering with all lead and lift complete (actual compacted depth

shall be considered for payment)  

UNDER:  SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction / Rehabilitation of Road from Village Mohammad Ibrahim Hingoro, UC- Almani, Taluka

Hyderabad Rural, District Hyderabad. (Phase-I)

Page 

No.& Item 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Scarifying sub-base, base or wearing coat surface or flexible pavement with

pick axes or by any other approved means upto required depth including

disposal of rubbish within 3 chain (91 m) complete as required.

Amount

Rupees Five Hundred 

NinetySix Paise 

TwentyFive Only 

Rupees Seven 

Thousand Seven 

Hundred SixtyOne Paise 

FiftyTwo Only 

Supply and stacking spreading murum of approved quality over stone metalled

or earthen embankments including filling, joints watering, consolidation with

power roller  including all lead and lift.

Rupees One Thousand 

Eight Hundred Eleven 

Paise FourtyFour Only 

Rupees Eight Thousand 

One Hundred SixtyNine 

Paise Thirty Only 

Brick Edging with 1st class burnt bricks in road work complete as per direction

of engineer incharge. Rupees FiftyFour Paise 

TwentyNine Only 



6 37950 2033.34 % Cft 771653 /-

P-483 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-18

7 162 957.48 P.Rft 155112 /-

P-502 Rft (Per running foot)

I-155

8 325 12858.73 P.Ton 4179087 /-

P-492 Ton (Per Ton)

I-77

Total 8059051 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD Hyderabad

Compaction of earthen embankments to full depth and width below sub-grade

level by approved mechanical means in layers not exceeding 9" in depth at

optimum moisture content including watering, mixing by mechanical means

complete (the sub-grade embankment of 3 Ft. or less in height shall be

compacted to at least 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density or their full

depth and width, embankments over 3 ft. in depth shall have top 3 ft.

compacted to not less than 95% modified A.A.S.H.O. maximum dry density to

their full depth and width and portion below 3 ft. compacted not less than 85%

modified A.A.S.H.O. max. dry density to their full depth and width) .

Rupees Two Thousand 

ThirtyThree Paise 

ThirtyFour Only 

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD Hyderabad

Providing and laying hot-mix bituminous concrete runway pavement laid with

mechanical paver and mixed in central mixing plant in required thickness and

density, rolled hot with different types of rollers complete as per specifications

and job-mix formula and design: in single layer upto 2" thickness inculding

priming coat @20 Lbs per %Sft complete.

Rupees Twelve 

Thousand Eight 

Hundred FiftyEight Paise 

SeventyThree Only 

Providing and fixing RCC pipe of class "C" or equivalent in trenches including

cutting, fitting and jointing with maxphalt composition and cement mortar (1:1 )

and testing with water including all lead and lift: 12"  dia pipe.
Rupees Nine Hundred 

FiftySeven Paise 

FourtyEight Only 



PROVINCE      : SINDH                        DIVISION     : HYDERABAD

BRANCH         : B/R

SH-II CULVERT (3'-Span)

NO. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM QTY. RATE UNIT

(Code-103, Item No.10 )
1 535 1358.75 % Cft 7269 /-

Cft Rupees One Thousand Three 

Hundred FiftyEight Paise 

SeventyFive Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-105, Item No.13 )

2 110 21744.25 % Cft 23919 /-

Cft Rupees TwentyOne Thousand 

Seven Hundred FourtyFour 

Paise TwentyFive Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-112, Item No.1 )

3 125 36129.72 % Cft 45162 /-

Cft Rupees ThirtySix Thousand 

One Hundred TwentyNine 

Paise SeventyTwo Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-112, Item No.2 )

4 250 38582.85 % Cft 96457 /-

Cft Rupees ThirtyEight Thousand 

Five Hundred EightyTwo 

Paise EightyFive Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-114, Item No.42 +136 )

5 50 46441.66 % Cft 23221 /-

Cft Rupees FourtySix Thousand 

Four Hundred FourtyOne 

Paise SixtySix Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-114, Item No.57 +136 )

6 150 43716.64 % Cft 65575 /-

Cft Rupees FourtyThree 

Thousand Seven Hundred 

Sixteen Paise SixtyFour Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

Providing and Laying Reinforced Cement Concrete using crushed graded

boulders 3/4" inch and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000 lbs per sq. inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

sill and bed plates of straight or circular walls including form work and its

removal, compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement in basement and ground floor.

Providing and Laying Reinforced Cement Concrete using crushed graded

boulders 3/4" inch and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000 lbs per sq. inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

ordinary slab more than 6" thick including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement in

basement and ground floor.

AMOUNT

Excavation for raft foundations, underground tanks and septic tanks

(rectangular or square) in all kinds of soil (except gravelly and murum soil wet

silt, clay or mud, conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated and hard rock) and back filling the excavated material all round

the trenches including breaking clods, watering, consolidation by ramming in

layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing

and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as directed, lead up to one chain (30.5

R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 (1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse aggregate) cement

concrete using graded stone ballast 3 inches (76 mm) and down gauge in

foundation including levelling, compacting and curing etc. complete.

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set in cement mortar

1:6 in straight or curved walls more than 13-1/2 inches (343 mm) thick including

scaffolding, raking out Joints and curing etc. Complete in foundation, basement

and plinth (foundation and basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth

and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set in cement mortar

1:6 in straight or curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343 mm) thick

including scaffolding, raking out Joints and curing etc. complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52

Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) .



(Code-114, Item No.30 +136 )

7 10 47482.78 % Cft 4748 /-

Cft Rupees FourtySeven 

Thousand Four Hundred 

EightyTwo Paise 

SeventyEight Only 

(Hundred Cubic feet)

(Code-114, Item No.166 )

8 7.50 14349.01 P.Cwt 107618 /-

Cwt Rupees Fourteen Thousand 

Three Hundred FourtyNine 

Paise One Only 

(Per Hundred weight)

(Code-122, Item No.02 )

85 3852.59 % Sft 3275 /-

Sft Rupees Three Thousand Eight 

Hundred FiftyTwo Paise FiftyNine 

Only 

(Hundred square feet)

(Code-122, Item No.06 )

50 4034.92 % Sft 2017 /-

Sft Rupees Four Thousand 

ThirtyFour Paise NinetyTwo Only 
(Hundred 

square feet)

(Code-122, Item No.10 )

200 4815.28 % Sft 9631 /-

Sft

(Code-117, Item No.02 )

35 22036.75 % Cft 7713 /-

Cft Rupees TwentyTwo Thousand 

ThirtySix Paise SeventyFive Only 
(Hundred 

cubic feet)

(Code-117, Item No.07 )

130 9562.54 % Sft 12431 /-

Sft Rupees Nine Thousand Five 

Hundred SixtyTwo Paise 

FiftyFour Only 

(Hundred 

square feet)

TOTAL 409036 /-

12 Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete bed under floors using graded

stone ballast 2 inches & down gauge with levelling & ramming watering and

curing etc complete.

13 Providing and laying floors of 3 inches (76 mm) thick 1:2:4 cement concrete

using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge in ground floor

laid in panels including form work, consolidation, finishing and curing etc.

complete.

10 1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in basement,

plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including making edges, comers, and curing

etc., complete.

11 3/4" (19 mm) thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and columns etc. in basement,

plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including making edges, corners, and curing

etc., complete 
Rupees Four Thousand Eight 

Hundred Fifteen Paise 

TwentyEight Only 

(Hundred 

square feet)

Providing and Laying Reinforced Cement Concrete using crushed graded

boulders 3/4" inch and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000 lbs per sq. inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

straight walls vertical fins etc. more than 6" thick including form work and its

removal, compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement  ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield point 60,000

psi) reinforcement bars with & including the cost of straightening, cutting,

bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in the

drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs,

tying with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building including septic tanks

and under ground tanks and in projections for future extension .

9 1/4" (6.4 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on soffits of ceiling, cantilever slabs,

sides and soffits of beams etc., in basement, mezzanine and ground floor

including making edges, corners and curing etc., complete .

Assistant Executive Engineer-II
Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD., Hyderabad

Executive Engineer
Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD., Hyderabad



SINDH Scheme # 09

B/R

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Rs. 7054628 /-

Rs. 2915818 /-

Total Rs. 9970446 /-

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

 SH-I TUFF PAVER

SH-II SEWRAGE LINE

Assistant Executive Engineer-II Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets  and Sewerage Line at  Gidu Naka, Rialway 

colony, Wahdat colony and Noor-ul-Islam colony, Qasimabad, Hyderabad.

GENERAL ABSTRACT



SINDH Scheme # 09

B/R

 SH-I TUFF PAVER

1 616.00 6587.50 % Cft 40579 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-16

2 400.00 3254.05 % Cft 13016
P-48 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-8

3 25500.00 332.50 % Sft 84788 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)
I-05

4 9757.00 27877.27 % Cft 2719985 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-94

5 649.00 39059.08 % Cft 253493 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-15

6 116.00 33910.87 % Rft 39337 /-
P-497 Rft (Hundred Running feet)
I-115

Rupees ThirtyNine Thousand FiftyNine 

Paise Eight Only 

Rupees ThirtyThree Thousand Nine 

Hundred Ten Paise EightySeven Only 

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets and Sewerage Line at Gidu Naka, Rialway colony, Wahdat colony and

Noor-ul-Islam colony, Qasimabad, Hyderabad.

Page & 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling earth upto 6 inches in depth

including consolidating and watering, complete as required. Rupees Three Hundred ThirtyTwo Paise 

Fifty Only 

Rupees Six Thousand Five Hundred 

EightySeven Paise Fifty Only 

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4 coarse aggregate)

cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in

foundation, basement and plinth including form work, compacting, curing and

removal of form work etc. complete, foundation and basement up to 5 feet depth

and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground level .

Providing and laying road kerb of precast cement concrete 1:2:4 (24" long 6" wide

and 12" deep (610 mm long 152 mm wide and 305 mm deep) using screened

graded bajri, from work and its removal compacting and curing laid in cement

mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including cost of excavation and

back filling of excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain lead as desired.

Dismantling C.C. work cast in situ in foundation, basemont, plinth and ground floor

including disposing of the material as directed with all lead.

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any thickness using 2" (51 mm) and 

down gauge stone ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared sub-grade 

or sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways laid to required gradient and camber 

including cost of necessary form work and its removal compacting with vibrators 

including curing etc. complete .

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a radius of 5 miles (8 km)

including digging, loading and unloading and filling in foundation trenches, plinth or

under floor etc including breaking clods, dressing, watering and consolidation by

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches in depth to full compaction complete

within a lead of one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Rupees Three Thousand Two Hundred 

FiftyFour Paise Five Only 

Rupees TwentySeven Thousand Eight 

Hundred SeventySeven Paise 

TwentySeven Only 



7 185.00 45586.77 % Cft 84336 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-56+136

8 309.00 55096.92 % Cft 170249 /-

P-190+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-103+136

9 18.00 14349.01 P cwt 258282 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)
I-166

10 15.70 2274.73 P.Cft 35713 /-

P-595 cft (Per Cubic Foot)
I-29

Part A 3699778 /-

11 29300.00 114.50 P.Sft 3354850 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)
I-177 (b)

Part B 3354850 /-

Total =A+B 7054628 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2" thick of approved design

and colour pattren (average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of joint

with sand and warring etc. complete as per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the

cost of sand cushion is included)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded boulders

3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

foundation or top slab of circular underground tank including form works and its

removal, leveling compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement 

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi)

reinforcement bars with & including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing in

position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire,

cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement,

plinth and ground floor of building including septic tanks and under ground tanks

and in projections for future extension .

Providing & laying R.C.C 1:2:4 slab cover 3" thick average (precost complete with

M.S flat iron, M.S bars embedded in concrete) of any shape including the cost of

reinforcement and welding etc. as per direction of Engineer Incharge. 

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 

3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing 

strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch  at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in 

ordinary  slab 5" inches  to 6" inches thick  including form works and its removal, 

leveling compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of 

reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor. 

Rupees FourtyFive Thousand Five 

Hundred EightySix Paise SeventySeven 

Only 

Rupees FiftyFive Thousand NinetySix 

Paise NinetyTwo Only 

Rupees Fourteen Thousand Three 

Hundred FourtyNine Paise One Only 

Rupees Two Thousand Two Hundred 

SeventyFour Paise SeventyThree Only 

Rupees One Hundred Fourteen Paise 

Fifty Only 



Scheme # 22

SINDH

B/R

1 2985.00 1425.27 % Cft 42544 /-

P-585 CFt (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-1

2 597.00 1662.77 % Cft 9927 /-

P-585+P-586 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-1+I-15

3 298.00 21744.25 % Cft 64798 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

4 254.00 31855.27 % Cft 80912 /-

P-189+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-98+136

(P-2)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch (19

mm) and down gauge having a minimum works

cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch

at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

foundation or bottom slab of circular

underground tank including form works and its

removal, leveling compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement 

Rupees ThirtyOne Thousand 

Eight Hundred FiftyFive Paise 

TwentySeven Only 

SH-II SEWERAGE LINE 

Excavation in soft soils including lift up to 5 feet

(1.52 m) and all lead Rupees One Thousand Four 

Hundred TwentyFive Paise 

TwentySeven Only 

Excavation in soft soils including lift  5 feet to 8 ft 

and all lead Rupees One Thousand Six 

Hundred SixtyTwo Paise 

SeventySeven Only 

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand

and 8 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using

graded stone ballast 2 inches and down gauge

in foundation including leveling, compacting and

curing etc. complete. 

Rupees TwentyOne Thousand 

Seven Hundred FourtyFour 

Paise TwentyFive Only 

Page No.& Item 

No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets  and Sewerage Line at  Gidu Naka, Rialway colony, Wahdat 

colony and Noor-ul-Islam colony, Qasimabad, Hyderabad.



5 1010.00 58541.93 % Cft 591273 /-

P-189+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-100+136

6 279.00 55096.92 % Cft 153720 /-

P-190+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-103+136

7 54.74 14349.01 P cwt 785465 /-

P-197 Cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

8 226.00 9562.54 % Sft 21611 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-07

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed

deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi)

reinforcement bars with & including the cost of

straightening, cutting, bending, binding,

wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement

concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with

binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all

kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement,

plinth and ground floor of building including

septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

Rupees Fourteen Thousand 

Three Hundred FourtyNine 

Paise One Only 

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick

1:2:4 cement concrete using graded screened

bajri 3/4 inch and down gauge in ground floor

laid in panels including form work, consolidation,

finishing, and curing etc. complete.

Rupees Nine Thousand Five 

Hundred SixtyTwo Paise 

FiftyFour Only 

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch (19

mm) and down gauge having a minimum works

cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch

at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

walls of circular underground tank including

form works and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement .

Rupees FiftyEight Thousand 

Five Hundred FourtyOne Paise 

NinetyThree Only 

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch (19

mm) and down gauge having a minimum works

cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch

at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

foundation or top slab of circular underground

tank including form works and its removal,

leveling compacting and curing etc. complete

but excluding the cost of reinforcement 

Rupees FiftyFive Thousand 

NinetySix Paise NinetyTwo 

Only 



9 1132.00 4381.84 % Sft 49602 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

10 8622.00 2139.12 % Cft 184435 /-

P-586 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-14

11 732.00 1186.69 P.Rft 868657 /-

P-584

Rft Rupees One Thousand One 

Hundred EightySix Paise 

SixtyNine Only 

(Per Running Foot)

I-07

46.00 674.52 P.Rft 31028 /-

Rft

12 14.00 2274.73 P.Cft 31846 /-

P-595 Cft (Per Cubic Foot)

I-29

Total 2915818 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Excavation in wet silt, clay or mud including lift

up to 5 feet (1.52 m) and lead up to one chain

(30.48 m).
Rupees Two Thousand One 

Hundred ThirtyNine Paise 

Twelve Only 

Providing R.C.C. pipes and collars of class 'C' 

and fixing in trench including cutting, fitting and 

jointing with maxphalt composition and cement 

mortar (1:1) and back filling the excavated 

material in trench including testing with water to 

a pressure head of 80 feet (25 m) and cartage 

within 10 miles.                                                

(a)........... 18" inches  dia. pipe

(b)……… 12" inches dia. Pipe

Rupees Six Hundred 

SeventyFour Paise FiftyTwo 

Only 

Providing & laying R.C.C 1:2:4 slab cover 3"

thick average (precost complete with M.S flat

iron, M.S bars embedded in concrete) of any

shape including the cost of reinforcement and 

Rupees Two Thousand Two 

Hundred SeventyFour Paise 

SeventyThree Only 

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls

and columns etc. in basement, plinth,

mezzanine and ground floor including making

edges, corners, and curing etc., complete .

Rupees Four Thousand Three 

Hundred EightyOne Paise 

EightyFour Only 



SINDH Scheme # 10

B/R

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Rs. 15082222 /-

Total Rs. 15082222 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

TUFF PAVER

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets at Sehrish Nagar, Sipki Mian, Koral Babar, G.M. Nagar, Data 

Nagarand Samina Bungalows and Gulshan-e-Habib, Qasimabad, Hyderabad.

GENERAL ABSTRACT



SINDH Sch#10

B/R

TUFF PAVER

1 385 6587.50 % Cft 25362 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-16

2 9375 3600.00 % Cft 337500 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-13

3 7293 3254.05 % Cft 237318
P-48 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-8

4 22000 332.50 % Sft 73150 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)
I-05

5 20863 27877.27 % Cft 5816035 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-94

6 1016 39059.08 % Cft 396840 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets at Sehrish Nagar, Sipki Mian, Koral Babar, G.M. Nagar, Data Nagarand

Samina Bungalows and Gulshan-e-Habib, Qasimabad, Hyderabad.

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in foundation, basement and plinth including form

work, compacting, curing and removal of form work etc. complete, foundation and basement up to 5

feet depth and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground level .

Rupees ThirtyNine Thousand FiftyNine Paise 

Eight Only 

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling earth upto 6 inches in depth including

consolidating and watering, complete as required. Rupees Three Hundred ThirtyTwo Paise Fifty 

Only 

Rupees Six Thousand Five Hundred 

EightySeven Paise Fifty Only 

Dismantling C.C. work cast in situ in foundation, basemont, plinth and ground floor including

disposing of the material as directed with all lead.

Rupees TwentySeven Thousand Eight 

Hundred SeventySeven Paise TwentySeven 

Only 

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge 

stone ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared sub-grade or sand cushion in roads, 

paths, creteways laid to required gradient and camber including cost of necessary form work and its 

removal compacting with vibrators including curing etc. complete .

Dismantling lime or cement concrete in foundation or under floor basement, plinth and ground floor

and disposing of surplus material as directed with all lead. Rupees Three Thousand Six Hundred  Only 

Rupees Three Thousand Two Hundred 

FiftyFour Paise Five Only 

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging,

loading and unloading and filling in foundation trenches, plinth or under floor etc including breaking

clods, dressing, watering and consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches in depth to

full compaction complete within a lead of one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).



7 192 33910.87 % Rft 65109 /-
P-497 Rft (Hundred Running feet)
I-115

8 336 45586.77 % Cft 153172 /-
P-182+195 Cft
I-56+136

9 541 55096.92 % Cft 298074 /-
P-190+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-103+136

10 31 14349.01 P cwt 444819 /-
P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)
I-166

11 27 2274.73 P.Cft 61418 /-
P-595 cft (Per Cubic Foot)
I-29

Part A 7908797 /-
12 62650 114.50 P.Sft 7173425 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)
I-177 (b)

Part B 7173425 /-

Total =A+B 15082222 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II Executive Engineer
Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2" thick of approved design and colour pattren

(average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of joint with sand and warring etc. complete

as per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand cushion is included)
Rupees One Hundred Fourteen Paise Fifty 

Only 

Providing and laying road kerb of precast cement concrete 1:2:4 (24" long 6" wide and 12" deep (610

mm long 152 mm wide and 305 mm deep) using screened graded bajri, from work and its removal

compacting and curing laid in cement mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including

cost of excavation and back filling of excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain lead as

desired.

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch (19 mm)

and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch at 28

days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in foundation or top slab of circular underground tank including

form works and its removal, leveling compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement 

Rupees FiftyFive Thousand NinetySix Paise 

NinetyTwo Only 

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement

bars with & including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps

as are not shown in the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s.

chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in foundation,

basement, plinth and ground floor of building including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

Rupees Fourteen Thousand Three Hundred 

FourtyNine Paise One Only 

Providing & laying R.C.C 1:2:4 slab cover 3" thick average (precost complete with M.S flat iron, M.S

bars embedded in concrete) of any shape including the cost of reinforcement and welding etc. as per

direction of Engineer Incharge. 

Rupees ThirtyThree Thousand Nine Hundred 

Ten Paise EightySeven Only 

Rupees Two Thousand Two Hundred 

SeventyFour Paise SeventyThree Only 

Rupees FourtyFive Thousand Five 

Hundred EightySix Paise SeventySeven 

Only 

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch (19 mm) 

and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch  at 28 

days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary  slab 5" inches  to 6" inches thick  including form 

works and its removal, leveling compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of 

reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor. 



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Rs. 10417462 /-

TOTAL Rs. 10417462 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, HyderabadPakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

TUFF  PAVER

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

PROVINCE:     Scheme # 11

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Street  at Deeplai colony near Rajput Hospital, Taluka Qasimabad, 

District Hyderabad.



SINDH Scheme # 11

B/R

TUFF PAVER

1 828 6587.50 % Cft 54545 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-16

2 21290 3600.00 % Cft 766440 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-13

3 14179 27877.27 % Cft 3952718 /-
P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-94

4 1062 39059.08 % Cft 414807 /-
P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-15

5 228.00 33910.87 % Rft 77317 /-

P-497 Rft (Hundred Running feet)
I-115

6 230.00 45586.77 % Cft 104850 /-

P-182+195 Cft
I-56+136

Page & 

Item 

No.

Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Rupees Six Thousand Five Hundred 

EightySeven Paise Fifty Only 

Dismantling C.C. work cast in situ in foundation, basemont, plinth and ground floor

including disposing of the material as directed with all lead.

Amount

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any thickness using 2" (51 mm) and 

down gauge stone ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared sub-grade 

or sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways laid to required gradient and camber 

including cost of necessary form work and its removal compacting with vibrators 

including curing etc. complete .

Dismantling lime or cement concrete in foundation or under floor basement, plinth

and ground floor and disposing of surplus material as directed with all lead.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Street at Deeplai colony near Rajput Hospital, Taluka Qasimabad,

District Hyderabad.
UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Rupees Three Thousand Six Hundred  

Only 

Rupees TwentySeven Thousand Eight 

Hundred SeventySeven Paise 

TwentySeven Only 

Rupees FourtyFive Thousand Five 

Hundred EightySix Paise SeventySeven 

Only 

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4 coarse aggregate)

cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in

foundation, basement and plinth including form work, compacting, curing and

removal of form work etc. complete, foundation and basement up to 5 feet depth

and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground level .

Providing and laying road kerb of precast cement concrete 1:2:4 (24" long 6" wide

and 12" deep (610 mm long 152 mm wide and 305 mm deep) using screened

graded bajri, from work and its removal compacting and curing laid in cement

mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including cost of excavation and

back filling of excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain lead as desired.

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 

3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing 

strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch  at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in 

ordinary  slab 5" inches  to 6" inches thick  including form works and its removal, 

leveling compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of 

reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor. 

Rupees ThirtyNine Thousand FiftyNine 

Paise Eight Only 

Rupees ThirtyThree Thousand Nine 

Hundred Ten Paise EightySeven Only 



7 46.00 55096.92 % Cft 25345 /-
P-190+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-103+136

8 9.86 14349.01 P cwt 141481 /-
P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)
I-166

9 2.00 2274.73 P.Cft 4549 /-
P-595 cft (Per Cubic Foot)
I-29

Part A 5542052 /-

10 42580 114.50 P.Sft 4875410 /-
P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (b)

Part B 4875410 /-
Total =A+B 10417462 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Rupees Fourteen Thousand Three 

Hundred FourtyNine Paise One Only 

Rupees Two Thousand Two Hundred 

SeventyFour Paise SeventyThree Only 

Rupees One Hundred Fourteen Paise 

Fifty Only 

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2" thick of approved design

and colour pattren (average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of joint

with sand and warring etc. complete as per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the

cost of sand cushion is included)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded boulders

3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

foundation or top slab of circular underground tank including form works and its

removal, leveling compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement 

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi)

reinforcement bars with & including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing in

position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire,

cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement,

plinth and ground floor of building including septic tanks and under ground tanks

and in projections for future extension .

Providing & laying R.C.C 1:2:4 slab cover 3" thick average (precost complete with

M.S flat iron, M.S bars embedded in concrete) of any shape including the cost of

reinforcement and welding etc. as per direction of Engineer Incharge. 

Rupees FiftyFive Thousand NinetySix 

Paise NinetyTwo Only 



SINDH Scheme # 12

B/R

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Rs. 9360699 /-

Rs. 2096426 /-

Total Rs. 11457125 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, HyderabadPakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets and Sewerage Line at Gulstan-e-Sajjad, Citizen Colony, 

Zeeshan Town and Azizabad, Qasimabad, Hyderabad.

GENERAL ABSTRACT

SH-I  TUFF PAVER

SEWERAGE LINE

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division



SINDH Scheme # 12

B/R

SH-I  TUFF PAVER

1 540.00 6587.50 % Cft 35573 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-16

2 17100.00 3600.00 % Cft 615600 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-13

3 4700.00 332.50 % Sft 15628 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)
I-05

4 10721.00 27877.27 % Cft 2988722 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-94

5 566.00 39059.08 % Cft 221074 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-15

6 184.00 33910.87 % Rft 62396 /-
P-497 Rft (Hundred Running feet)
I-115

Providing and laying road kerb of precast cement concrete 1:2:4 (24" long 6" wide

and 12" deep (610 mm long 152 mm wide and 305 mm deep) using screened

graded bajri, from work and its removal compacting and curing laid in cement

mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including cost of excavation and

back filling of excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain lead as desired.

Rupees ThirtyThree Thousand Nine 

Hundred Ten Paise EightySeven Only 

Rupees Three Thousand Six Hundred  

Only 

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any thickness using 2" (51 mm) and 

down gauge stone ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared sub-grade 

or sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways laid to required gradient and camber 

including cost of necessary form work and its removal compacting with vibrators 

including curing etc. complete .

Rupees TwentySeven Thousand Eight 

Hundred SeventySeven Paise 

TwentySeven Only 

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4 coarse aggregate)

cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in

foundation, basement and plinth including form work, compacting, curing and

removal of form work etc. complete, foundation and basement up to 5 feet depth

and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground level .

Rupees ThirtyNine Thousand FiftyNine 

Paise Eight Only 

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling earth upto 6 inches in depth

including consolidating and watering, complete as required. Rupees Three Hundred ThirtyTwo Paise 

Fifty Only 

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets and Sewerage Line at Gulstan-e-Sajjad, Citizen Colony, Zeeshan Town and

Azizabad, Qasimabad, Hyderabad.

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023
Page & 

Item 

No.

Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit Amount

Dismantling C.C. work cast in situ in foundation, basemont, plinth and ground floor

including disposing of the material as directed with all lead. Rupees Six Thousand Five Hundred 

EightySeven Paise Fifty Only 

Dismantling lime or cement concrete in foundation or under floor basement, plinth

and ground floor and disposing of surplus material as directed with all lead.



7 303.00 45586.77 % Cft 138128 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-56+136

8 572.00 55096.92 % Cft 315154 /-

P-190+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-103+136

9 31.25 14349.01 P cwt 448407 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)
I-166

10 29.00 2274.73 P.Cft 65967 /-

P-595 cft (Per Cubic Foot)
I-29

Part A 4906649 /-

11 38900.00 114.50 P.Sft 4454050 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)
I-177 (b)

Part B 4454050 /-
Total =A+B 9360699 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi)

reinforcement bars with & including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing in

position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire,

cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement,

plinth and ground floor of building including septic tanks and under ground tanks

and in projections for future extension .

Rupees Fourteen Thousand Three 

Hundred FourtyNine Paise One Only 

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing & laying R.C.C 1:2:4 slab cover 3" thick average (precost complete with

M.S flat iron, M.S bars embedded in concrete) of any shape including the cost of

reinforcement and welding etc. as per direction of Engineer Incharge. 
Rupees Two Thousand Two Hundred 

SeventyFour Paise SeventyThree Only 

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2" thick of approved design

and colour pattren (average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of joint

with sand and warring etc. complete as per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the

cost of sand cushion is included)

Rupees One Hundred Fourteen Paise 

Fifty Only 

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 

3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing 

strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch  at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in 

ordinary  slab 5" inches  to 6" inches thick  including form works and its removal, 

leveling compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of 

reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor. 

Rupees FourtyFive Thousand Five 

Hundred EightySix Paise SeventySeven 

Only 

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded boulders

3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

foundation or top slab of circular underground tank including form works and its

removal, leveling compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement 

Rupees FiftyFive Thousand NinetySix 

Paise NinetyTwo Only 



SINDH

B/R

1 2155.00 1425.27 % Cft 30715 /-
P-585 CFt (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-1

2 430.00 1662.77 % Cft 7150 /-
P-585+P-586 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-1+I-15

3 219.00 21744.25 % Cft 47620 /-
P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

4 184.00 31855.27 % Cft 58614 /-
P-189+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-98+136

5 728.00 58541.93 % Cft 426185 /-
P-189+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-100+136

6 201.00 55096.92 % Cft 110745 /-
P-190+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-103+136

Unit Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets  and Sewerage Line at  Gidu Naka, Rialway colony, 

Wahdat colony and Noor-ul-Islam colony, Qasimabad, Hyderabad.

#REF!

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse aggregate)

cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2 inches and down gauge

in foundation including leveling, compacting and curing etc. complete. 

Rupees TwentyOne 

Thousand Seven Hundred 

FourtyFour Paise TwentyFive 

Only 

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate

SH-II SEWERAGE LINE 

Excavation in soft soils including lift up to 5 feet (1.52 m) and all lead 

Rupees One Thousand Four 

Hundred TwentyFive Paise 

TwentySeven Only 

Excavation in soft soils including lift  5 feet to 8 ft and all lead 

Rupees One Thousand Six 

Hundred SixtyTwo Paise 

SeventySeven Only 

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded

boulders 3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge having a minimum works

cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch at 28 days with a mix

not leaner than 1:2:4 in foundation or bottom slab of circular

underground tank including form works and its removal, leveling

compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement 

Rupees ThirtyOne Thousand 

Eight Hundred FiftyFive Paise 

TwentySeven Only 

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded

boulders 3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge having a minimum works

cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch at 28 days with a mix

not leaner than 1:2:4 in walls of circular underground tank including form

works and its removal, compacting and curing etc. complete but

excluding the cost of reinforcement .

Rupees FiftyEight Thousand 

Five Hundred FourtyOne 

Paise NinetyThree Only 

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded

boulders 3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge having a minimum works

cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch at 28 days with a mix

not leaner than 1:2:4 in foundation or top slab of circular underground

tank including form works and its removal, leveling compacting and

curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement 

Rupees FiftyFive Thousand 

NinetySix Paise NinetyTwo 

Only 



7 40.83 14349.01 P cwt 585870 /-
P-197 Cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

8 163.00 9562.54 % Sft 15587 /-
P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-07

9 818.00 4381.84 % Sft 35843 /-
P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

10 6012.00 2139.12 % Cft 128604 /-
P-586 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-14

11 502.00 1186.69 P.Rft 595718 /-
P-584 Rft (Per Running Foot)

I-07

46.00 674.52 P.Rft 31028 /-
Rft

12 10.00 2274.73 P.Cft 22747 /-
P-595 Cft #NAME? (Per Cubic Foot)

I-29

Total 2096426 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield point

60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with & including the cost of straightening,

cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown

in the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or

m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all

kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of

building including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in projections

for future extension .

Rupees Fourteen Thousand 

Three Hundred FourtyNine 

Paise One Only 

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick 1:2:4 cement concrete using

graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down gauge in ground floor laid in

panels including form work, consolidation, finishing, and curing etc.

complete.

Rupees Nine Thousand Five 

Hundred SixtyTwo Paise 

FiftyFour Only 

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including making edges,

corners, and curing etc., complete .

Rupees Four Thousand 

Three Hundred EightyOne 

Paise EightyFour Only 

Providing & laying R.C.C 1:2:4 slab cover 3" thick average (precost

complete with M.S flat iron, M.S bars embedded in concrete) of any

shape including the cost of reinforcement and welding etc. as per

direction of Engineer Incharge. 

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Excavation in wet silt, clay or mud including lift up to 5 feet (1.52 m) and

lead up to one chain (30.48 m). Rupees Two Thousand One 

Hundred ThirtyNine Paise 

Twelve Only 

Providing R.C.C. pipes and collars of class 'C' and fixing in trench including cutting, fitting 

and jointing with maxphalt composition and cement mortar (1:1) and back filling the 

excavated material in trench including testing with water to a pressure head of 80 feet (25 

m) and cartage within 10 miles.                                                (a)........... 18" inches  dia. pipe

Rupees One Thousand One 

Hundred EightySix Paise 

SixtyNine Only 

(b)……… 12" inches dia. Pipe

Rupees Six Hundred 

SeventyFour Paise FiftyTwo 

Only 



SINDH Scheme # 13

B/R

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Rs. 4205417 /-

Rs. 6538982 /-

Total Rs. 10744399 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, HyderabadPakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets and Sewerage Line at Village Tayab Soomro and Masjid Shams 

near Alamdar Chowk,, Qasimabad, Hyderabad.

GENERAL ABSTRACT

SH-I  TUFF PAVER

SH-II  SEWERAGE LINE

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division



SINDH SCH#13

B/R

SH-I  TUFF PAVER

1 625.00 6587.50 % Cft 41172 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-16

2 5400.00 3600.00 % Cft 194400 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-13

3 6670.00 332.50 % Sft 22178 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)
I-05

4 4368.00 27877.27 % Cft 1217679 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-94

5 451.00 39059.08 % Cft 176156 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-15

6 128.00 33910.87 % Rft 43406 /-
P-497 Rft (Hundred Running feet)
I-115

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets and Sewerage Line at Village Tayab Soomro and Masjid Shams near

Alamdar Chowk,, Qasimabad, Hyderabad.

Page & 

Item 

No.

Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4 coarse aggregate)

cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in

foundation, basement and plinth including form work, compacting, curing and

removal of form work etc. complete, foundation and basement up to 5 feet

depth and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground level .

Providing and laying road kerb of precast cement concrete 1:2:4 (24" long 6"

wide and 12" deep (610 mm long 152 mm wide and 305 mm deep) using

screened graded bajri, from work and its removal compacting and curing laid in

cement mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including cost of

excavation and back filling of excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain

lead as desired.

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling earth upto 6 inches in

depth including consolidating and watering, complete as required. Rupees Three Hundred ThirtyTwo Paise 

Fifty Only 

Rupees Six Thousand Five Hundred 

EightySeven Paise Fifty Only 

Dismantling C.C. work cast in situ in foundation, basemont, plinth and ground

floor including disposing of the material as directed with all lead.

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any thickness using 2" (51 mm) 

and down gauge stone ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared sub-

grade or sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways laid to required gradient and 

camber including cost of necessary form work and its removal compacting with 

vibrators including curing etc. complete .

Dismantling lime or cement concrete in foundation or under floor basement,

plinth and ground floor and disposing of surplus material as directed with all

lead.

Rupees Three Thousand Six Hundred  

Only 

Rupees TwentySeven Thousand Eight 

Hundred SeventySeven Paise 

TwentySeven Only 

Rupees ThirtyNine Thousand FiftyNine 

Paise Eight Only 

Rupees ThirtyThree Thousand Nine 

Hundred Ten Paise EightySeven Only 



7 225.00 45586.77 % Cft 102570 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-56+136

8 247.00 55096.92 % Cft 136089 /-

P-190+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-103+136

9 16.86 14349.01 P cwt 241924 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)
I-166

10 13.00 2274.73 P.Cft 29571 /-

P-595 cft (Per Cubic Foot)
I-29

Part A 2205102 /-

11 17470.00 114.50 P.Sft 2000315 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)
I-177 (b)

Part B 2000315 /-
Total =A+B 4205417 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2" thick of approved

design and colour pattren (average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion

filling of joint with sand and warring etc. complete as per direction of Engineer

Incharge. (the cost of sand cushion is included)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded

boulders 3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge having a minimum works cube

crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner

than 1:2:4 in foundation or top slab of circular underground tank including form

works and its removal, leveling compacting and curing etc. complete but

excluding the cost of reinforcement 

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield point 60,000

psi) reinforcement bars with & including the cost of straightening, cutting,

bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in the

drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs,

tying with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building including septic tanks

and under ground tanks and in projections for future extension .

Providing & laying R.C.C 1:2:4 slab cover 3" thick average (precost complete

with M.S flat iron, M.S bars embedded in concrete) of any shape including the

cost of reinforcement and welding etc. as per direction of Engineer Incharge. 

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded 

boulders 3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge having a minimum works cube 

crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch  at 28 days with a mix not leaner 

than 1:2:4 in ordinary  slab 5" inches  to 6" inches thick  including form works 

and its removal, leveling compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the 

cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor. 

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Rupees FourtyFive Thousand Five 

Hundred EightySix Paise SeventySeven 

Only 

Rupees FiftyFive Thousand NinetySix 

Paise NinetyTwo Only 

Rupees Fourteen Thousand Three 

Hundred FourtyNine Paise One Only 

Rupees Two Thousand Two Hundred 

SeventyFour Paise SeventyThree Only 

Rupees One Hundred Fourteen Paise 

Fifty Only 



SINDH Scheme-13

B/R

1 6302.00 1425.27 % Cft 89821 /-

P-585 CFt (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-1

2 2189.00 1662.77 % Cft 36398 /-

P-585+P-586 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-1+I-15

3 630.00 21744.25 % Cft 136989 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-13

4 537.00 31855.27 % Cft 171063 /-

P-189+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-98+136

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets and Sewerage Line at Village Tayab Soomro and Masjid Shams near Alamdar Chowk,, 

Qasimabad, Hyderabad.

#REF!

Page No.& Item No. Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

SH-II-SEWERAGE LINE 

Excavation in soft soils including lift up to 5 feet (1.52

m) and all lead 

Excavation in soft soils including lift  5 feet to 8 ft and 

all lead Rupees One Thousand Six 

Hundred SixtyTwo Paise 

SeventySeven Only 

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8

coarse aggregate) cement concrete using graded

stone ballast 2 inches and down gauge in foundation

including leveling, compacting and curing etc.

complete. 

Rupees TwentyOne Thousand 

Seven Hundred FourtyFour Paise 

TwentyFive Only 

Rupees One Thousand Four 

Hundred TwentyFive Paise 

TwentySeven Only 

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch (19 mm) and down

gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch at 28 days with a

mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in foundation or bottom slab

of circular underground tank including form works and

its removal, leveling compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement 

Rupees ThirtyOne Thousand Eight 

Hundred FiftyFive Paise 

TwentySeven Only 



5 2127.00 58541.93 % Cft 1245187 /-

P-189+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-100+136

6 588.00 55096.92 % Cft 323970 /-

P-190+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-103+136

7 124.56 14349.01 P cwt 1787313 /-

P-197 Cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

8 478.00 9562.54 % Sft 45709 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-07

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch (19 mm) and down

gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch at 28 days with a

mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in walls of circular

underground tank including form works and its

removal, compacting and curing etc. complete but

excluding the cost of reinforcement .

Rupees FiftyEight Thousand Five 

Hundred FourtyOne Paise 

NinetyThree Only 

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch (19 mm) and down

gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch at 28 days with a

mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in foundation or top slab of

circular underground tank including form works and its

removal, leveling compacting and curing etc. complete

but excluding the cost of reinforcement 

Rupees FiftyFive Thousand 

NinetySix Paise NinetyTwo Only 

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars

with & including the cost of straightening, cutting,

bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are

not shown in the drawings, placing in position on

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying

with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all

kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth and

ground floor of building including septic tanks and

under ground tanks and in projections for future

extension .

Rupees Fourteen Thousand Three 

Hundred FourtyNine Paise One 

Only 

Providing and laying floors of 3 inches thick 1:2:4

cement concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch

and down gauge in ground floor laid in panels

including form work, consolidation, finishing, and

curing etc. complete.

Rupees Nine Thousand Five 

Hundred SixtyTwo Paise FiftyFour 

Only 



9 2388.00 4381.84 % Sft 104638 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

10 23488.00 2139.12 % Cft 502437 /-

P-586 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-14

11 1656.00 1186.69 P.Rft 1965159 /-

P-584 Rft (Per Running Foot)

I-07

92.00 674.52 P.Rft 62056 /-

Rft

12 30.00 2274.73 P.Cft 68242 /-

P-595 Cft (Per Cubic Foot)

I-29

Total 6538982 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Rupees Six Hundred SeventyFour 

Paise FiftyTwo Only 

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and

columns etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine and

ground floor including making edges, corners, and

curing etc., complete .

Rupees Four Thousand Three 

Hundred EightyOne Paise 

EightyFour Only 

Excavation in wet silt, clay or mud including lift up to 5

feet (1.52 m) and lead up to one chain (30.48 m). Rupees Two Thousand One 

Hundred ThirtyNine Paise Twelve 

Only 

Providing R.C.C. pipes and collars of class 'C' and 

fixing in trench including cutting, fitting and jointing 

with maxphalt composition and cement mortar (1:1) 

Rupees One Thousand One Hundred 

EightySix Paise SixtyNine Only 

(b)……… 12" inches dia. Pipe

Providing & laying R.C.C 1:2:4 slab cover 3" thick

average (precost complete with M.S flat iron, M.S bars

embedded in concrete) of any shape including the 

Rupees Two Thousand Two 

Hundred SeventyFour Paise 

SeventyThree Only 

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad



SINDH Scheme # 14

B/R

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Rs. 9147823 /-

Total Rs. 9147823 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

TUFF PAVER

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets  at Villages Tahir Soomro and Hussain Soomro, Taluka Qasimabad, 

Hyderabad.

GENERAL ABSTRACT



SINDH SCH# 14

B/R

TUFF PAVER

1 473.00 6587.50 % Cft 31159 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-16

2 3200.00 3600.00 % Cft 115200 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-13

3 8800.00 3254.05 % Cft 286356
P-48 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-8

4 14000.00 332.50 % Sft 46550 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)
I-05

5 12655.00 27877.27 % Cft 3527869 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-94

6 849.00 39059.08 % Cft 331612 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-15

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling earth upto 6 inches in

depth including consolidating and watering, complete as required. Rupees Three Thousand Two Hundred 

FiftyFour Paise Five Only 

#NAME?

Dismantling C.C. work cast in situ in foundation, basemont, plinth and ground

floor including disposing of the material as directed with all lead.

#NAME?

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any thickness using 2" (51 mm) 

and down gauge stone ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared sub-

grade or sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways laid to required gradient and 

camber including cost of necessary form work and its removal compacting with 

vibrators including curing etc. complete .

Dismantling lime or cement concrete in foundation or under floor basement,

plinth and ground floor and disposing of surplus material as directed with all lead. #NAME?

#NAME?

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a radius of 5 miles (8 km)

including digging, loading and unloading and filling in foundation trenches, plinth

or under floor etc including breaking clods, dressing, watering and consolidation

by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches in depth to full compaction complete

within a lead of one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4 coarse aggregate)

cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in

foundation, basement and plinth including form work, compacting, curing and

removal of form work etc. complete, foundation and basement up to 5 feet depth

and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground level .

#NAME?

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets at Villages Tahir Soomro and Hussain Soomro, Taluka

Qasimabad, Hyderabad.

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023



7 98.00 33910.87 % Rft 33233 /-
P-497 Rft (Hundred Running feet)
I-115

8 151.00 45586.77 % Cft 68836 /-
P-182+195 Cft
I-56+136

9 232.00 55096.92 % Cft 127825 /-
P-190+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-103+136

10 14.00 14349.01 P cwt 200886 /-
P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)
I-166

11 12.00 2274.73 P.Cft 27297 /-
P-595 cft (Per Cubic Foot)
I-29

Part A 4796823 /-
12 38000.00 114.50 P.Sft 4351000 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)
I-177 (b)

Part B 4351000 /-

Total =A+B 9147823 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II Executive Engineer
Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2" thick of approved design and

colour pattren (average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of joint with sand and

warring etc. complete as per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand cushion is

included)

#NAME?

Providing and laying road kerb of precast cement concrete 1:2:4 (24" long 6"

wide and 12" deep (610 mm long 152 mm wide and 305 mm deep) using

screened graded bajri, from work and its removal compacting and curing laid in

cement mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including cost of

excavation and back filling of excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain

lead as desired.

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch

(19 mm) and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per

sq. inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in foundation or top slab of circular

underground tank including form works and its removal, leveling compacting and curing etc.

complete but excluding the cost of reinforcement 

#NAME?

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi)

reinforcement bars with & including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending, binding,

wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing in position on

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of chairs and

wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of

building including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in projections for future

extension .

#NAME?

Providing & laying R.C.C 1:2:4 slab cover 3" thick average (precost complete with M.S flat

iron, M.S bars embedded in concrete) of any shape including the cost of reinforcement and

welding etc. as per direction of Engineer Incharge. 

#NAME?

#NAME?

#NAME?

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch 

(19 mm) and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per 

sq. inch  at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary  slab 5" inches  to 6" inches 

thick  including form works and its removal, leveling compacting and curing etc. complete 

but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor. 



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Rs. 9810509 /-

Rs. 1878961 /-

Rs. 11689470 /-

 

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

SH-I TUFF PAVER

SH-II  BOUNDARY WALL

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets at H.No. 22 Street Prince Town Phase-II and Boundary 

Wall at Prince Town and  Al-Mustafa Town Phase-I, Qasimabad, Hyderabad.

GENERAL ABSTRACT



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVER

1 2565 3006.25 % Cft 77110 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-16

2 9000 4869.94 % Cft 438295 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-13

3 30000 332.50 % Sft 99750 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)
I-05

4 13986 27877.27 % Cft 3898915 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-94

5 700 39059.08 % Cft 273414 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-15

6 120 285.00 % Rft 34200 /-
P-497 Rft (Hundred Running feet)
I-115

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling earth upto 6 inches in depth

including consolidating and watering, complete as required. Rupees Three Hundred ThirtyTwo 

Paise Fifty Only 

Dismantling C.C. work cast in situ in foundation, basemont, plinth and ground floor

including disposing of the material as directed with all lead.

Rupees TwentySeven Thousand Eight 

Hundred SeventySeven Paise 

TwentySeven Only 

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any thickness using 2" (51 mm) and 

down gauge stone ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared sub-grade 

or sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways laid to required gradient and camber 

including cost of necessary form work and its removal compacting with vibrators 

including curing etc. complete .

Supplying stacking and filling sand of approved quality from outside sources in

foundation, trenches, plinth or under floor, etc. including dressing, watering and

consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to

full compaction and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Rupees Three Thousand Six Paise 

TwentyFive Only 

Rupees Four Thousand Eight Hundred 

SixtyNine Paise NinetyFour Only 

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4 coarse aggregate)

cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in

foundation, basement and plinth including form work, compacting, curing and

removal of form work etc. complete, foundation and basement up to 5 feet depth

and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground level .

Rupees ThirtyNine Thousand FiftyNine 

Paise Eight Only 

Providing and laying road kerb of precast cement concrete 1:2:4 (24" long 6" wide

and 12" deep (610 mm long 152 mm wide and 305 mm deep) using screened

graded bajri, from work and its removal compacting and curing laid in cement

mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including cost of excavation and

back filling of excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain lead as desired.

Rupees Two Hundred EightyFive Only 

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets at H.No. 22 Street Prince Town Phase-II and Boundary Wall at Prince

Town and  Al-Mustafa Town Phase-I, Qasimabad, Hyderabad.

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023



7 68 45586.77 % Cft 30999 /-
P-182+195 Cft
I-56+136

8 93 55096.92 % Cft 51240 /-
P-190+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-103+136

9 6 14349.01 P cwt 86094 /-
P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)
I-166

10 5 2274.73 P.Cft 11374 /-
P-595 cft (Per Cubic Foot)
I-29

Part A 5001391 /-
11 42000 114.50 P.Sft 4809000 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)
I-177 (b)

Part B 4809000 /-
Total =A+B 9810509 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II Executive Engineer
Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2" thick of approved design

and colour pattren (average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of joint

with sand and warring etc. complete as per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the

cost of sand cushion is included)

Rupees One Hundred Fourteen Paise 

Fifty Only 

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded boulders

3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

foundation or top slab of circular underground tank including form works and its

removal, leveling compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of

reinforcement 

Rupees FiftyFive Thousand NinetySix 

Paise NinetyTwo Only 

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi)

reinforcement bars with & including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing in

position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire,

cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement,

plinth and ground floor of building including septic tanks and under ground tanks

and in projections for future extension .

Providing & laying R.C.C 1:2:4 slab cover 3" thick average (precost complete with

M.S flat iron, M.S bars embedded in concrete) of any shape including the cost of

reinforcement and welding etc. as per direction of Engineer Incharge. 

Rupees Two Thousand Two Hundred 

SeventyFour Paise SeventyThree Only 

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 

3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing 

strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch  at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in 

ordinary  slab 5" inches  to 6" inches thick  including form works and its removal, 

leveling compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of 

reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor. 

Rupees FourtyFive Thousand Five 

Hundred EightySix Paise SeventySeven 

Only 

Rupees Fourteen Thousand Three 

Hundred FourtyNine Paise One Only 



SINDH SCH# 15

B/R

SH-II BOUNDARY WALL

1 3210 1624.63 % Cft 52151 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-04

2 535 21744.25 % Cft 116332 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 2675 39059.08 % Cft 1044830

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

4 400 40365.27 % Cft 161461 /-

P-174+195 Cft

I-08+136

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using 

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch (19 mm) and down 

gauge having a minimum works cube crushing strength 

of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch  at 28 days with a mix not 

leaner than 1:2:4 in plinth beams of required shape and 

design including form works and its removal, 

compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the 

cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground 

floor. 

Rupees Fourty Thousand Three 

Hundred SixtyFive Paise TwentySeven 

Amount

Excavation for foundation trenches and drain in wet silt

clay or mud and backfilling the excavated material in

foundation trenches, plinth or under floor i/c breaking

clods, watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9" inches in depth to full compaction,

dressing and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as

directed lead up to one chain and lift up to 5' feet.

Rupees One Thousand Six Hundred 

TwentyFour Paise SixtyThree Only 

Providing and Laying 1:4:8 cement concrete using

graded stone ballast 2" inches and down gauge in

foundation i/c laevelling, compacting and curing etc.

complete

Rupees TwentyOne Thousand Seven 

Hundred FourtyFour Paise TwentyFive 

Only 

providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4" and down gauge in

foundation, basement and plinth i/c form work,

compacting, curing and removal of form work etc.

complete, foundation and basement up to 5' feet depth

and plinth up to 4' feet height from ground level.

Rupees ThirtyNine Thousand FiftyNine 

Paise Eight Only 

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets at House No.22 street Prince Town phase-II and Boundary Wall at Prince Town & Al-Mustafa

Town Phase-I, Qasimabad, Hyderabad.

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-23

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



5 14 14349.01 P cwt 204990 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

6 5620 4034.92 % Sft 226763 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

7 5620 1288.87 % Cft 72434 /-

P-359 Sft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-149

Total 1878961 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Colour washing two coats over and including cost of 

one priming coat of lime wash at any height in any 

floor.

Rupees One Thousand Two Hundred 

EightyEight Paise EightySeven Only 

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars

with & including the cost of straightening, cutting,

bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are

not shown in the drawings, placing in position on

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with

binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of

RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth and ground

floor of building including septic tanks and under

ground tanks and in projections for future extension .

Rupees Fourteen Thousand Three 

Hundred FourtyNine Paise One Only 

Applying 1/2" thick cement plaster 1:6 on walls and

columns etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine and

ground floor i/c making edges, corners, and curing etc.

complete.

Rupees Four Thousand ThirtyFour 

Paise NinetyTwo Only 



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Rs. 10160160 /-

TOTAL Rs. 10160160 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, HyderabadPakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

TUFF  PAVER

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road/Streets at Villages Bachal Sand, Ali Dino Sand, Bachu Dahri and Haji 

Khan Kalhoro, Taluka Hyderabad Rural, District Hyderabad.



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVER

1 265.00 6587.50 % Cft 17457 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-16

2 17400.00 3254.05 % Cft 566205 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-8

3 22200.00 332.50 % Sft 73815 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)
I-05

4 14053.00 27877.27 % Cft 3917593 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-94

5 1299.00 39059.08 % Cft 507377 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-15

6 96.00 33910.87 % Rft 32554 /-

P-497 Rft (Hundred Running feet)

I-115

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any thickness using 2" (51 mm) 

and down gauge stone ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared sub-

grade or sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways laid to required gradient and 

camber including cost of necessary form work and its removal compacting with 

vibrators including curing etc. complete .

Rupees TwentySeven Thousand Eight 

Hundred SeventySeven Paise 

TwentySeven Only 

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4 coarse aggregate)

cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in

foundation, basement and plinth including form work, compacting, curing and

removal of form work etc. complete, foundation and basement up to 5 feet depth

and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground level .

Rupees ThirtyNine Thousand FiftyNine 

Paise Eight Only 

Providing and laying road kerb of precast cement concrete 1:2:4 (24" long 6" wide 

and 12" deep (610 mm long 152 mm wide and 305 mm deep) using screened 

graded bajri, from work and its removal compacting and curing laid in cement 

mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including cost of excavation and 

back filling of excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain lead as desired.

Rupees ThirtyThree Thousand Nine 

Hundred Ten Paise EightySeven Only 

Amount

Dismantling C.C. work cast in situ in foundation, basemont, plinth and ground

floor including disposing of the material as directed with all lead. Rupees Six Thousand Five Hundred 

EightySeven Paise Fifty Only 

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a radius of 5 miles (8 km)

including digging, loading and unloading and filling in foundation trenches, plinth

or under floor etc including breaking clods, dressing, watering and consolidation

by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches in depth to full compaction complete

within a lead of one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Rupees Three Thousand Two Hundred 

FiftyFour Paise Five Only 

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling earth upto 6 inches in

depth including consolidating and watering, complete as required. Rupees Three Hundred ThirtyTwo 

Paise Fifty Only 

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road/Streets at Villages Bachal Sand, Ali Dino Sand, Bachu Dahri and Haji Khan Kalhoro,

Taluka Hyderabad Rural, District Hyderabad.

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 216.00 45586.77 % Cft 98467 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-56+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P cwt 114792 /-

P-197 Cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Part A 5328260 /-

9 42200.00 114.50 P.Sft 4831900 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)
I-177 (b)

Part B 4831900 /-

Total =A+B 10160160 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 

3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing 

strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch  at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in 

ordinary  slab 5" inches  to 6" inches thick  including form works and its removal, 

leveling compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of 

reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor. 

Rupees FourtyFive Thousand Five 

Hundred EightySix Paise 

SeventySeven Only 

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 

psi) reinforcement bars with & including the cost of straightening, cutting, 

bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, 

placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with 

binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in foundation, 

basement, plinth and ground floor of building including septic tanks and under 

ground tanks and in projections for future extension .

Rupees Fourteen Thousand Three 

Hundred FourtyNine Paise One Only 

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2" thick of approved design

and colour pattren (average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of joint

with sand and warring etc. complete as per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the

cost of sand cushion is included)

Rupees One Hundred Fourteen Paise 

Fifty Only 



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Rs. 9917390 /-

TOTAL Rs. 9917390 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

TUFF  PAVER

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Roads/Streets at Villages Shadi Khan Laghari, Loung Khan Khoso, Wankee Wasi, 

Watoo Village and Hayat Bhatti Village, Taluka Hyderabad Rural, District Hyderabad.



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVER

1 324.00 6587.50 % Cft 21344 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-16

2 17100.00 3254.05 % Cft 556443 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-8

3 7000.00 332.50 % Sft 23275 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)
I-05

4 13719.00 27877.27 % Cft 3824483 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-94

5 1299.00 39059.08 % Cft 507377 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-15

6 72.00 33910.87 % Rft 24416 /-

P-497 Rft (Hundred Running feet)

I-115

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Roads/Streets at Villages Shadi Khan Laghari, Loung Khan Khoso, Wankee Wasi, Watoo

Village and Hayat Bhatti Village, Taluka Hyderabad Rural, District Hyderabad.

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Providing and laying road kerb of precast cement concrete 1:2:4 (24" long 6" wide and 12" deep (610 

mm long 152 mm wide and 305 mm deep) using screened graded bajri, from work and its removal 

compacting and curing laid in cement mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including 

cost of excavation and back filling of excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain lead as 

desired.

Dismantling C.C. work cast in situ in foundation, basemont, plinth and ground floor including

disposing of the material as directed with all lead.

Rupees TwentySeven Thousand Eight 

Hundred SeventySeven Paise 

TwentySeven Only 

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge 

stone ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared sub-grade or sand cushion in roads, 

paths, creteways laid to required gradient and camber including cost of necessary form work and its 

removal compacting with vibrators including curing etc. complete .

Rupees Three Thousand Two Hundred 

FiftyFour Paise Five Only 

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling earth upto 6 inches in depth including

consolidating and watering, complete as required. Rupees Three Hundred ThirtyTwo 

Paise Fifty Only 

Rupees Six Thousand Five Hundred 

EightySeven Paise Fifty Only 

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging,

loading and unloading and filling in foundation trenches, plinth or under floor etc including breaking

clods, dressing, watering and consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches in depth to

full compaction complete within a lead of one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in foundation, basement and plinth including form

work, compacting, curing and removal of form work etc. complete, foundation and basement up to 5

feet depth and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground level .

Rupees ThirtyNine Thousand FiftyNine 

Paise Eight Only 

Rupees ThirtyThree Thousand Nine 

Hundred Ten Paise EightySeven Only 



7 249.00 45586.77 % Cft 113511 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-56+136

8 9.00 14349.01 P cwt 129141 /-

P-197 Cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Part A 5199990 /-

9 41200.00 114.50 P.Sft 4717400 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)
I-177 (b)

Part B 4717400 /-

Total =A+B 9917390 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Rupees Fourteen Thousand Three 

Hundred FourtyNine Paise One Only 

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement 

bars with & including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps 

as are not shown in the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. 

chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in foundation, 

basement, plinth and ground floor of building including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in 

projections for future extension .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch (19 mm) 

and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch  at 28 

days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary  slab 5" inches  to 6" inches thick  including form 

works and its removal, leveling compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of 

reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor. 

Rupees FourtyFive Thousand Five 

Hundred EightySix Paise 

SeventySeven Only 

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2" thick of approved design and colour pattren

(average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of joint with sand and warring etc. complete

as per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand cushion is included)

Rupees One Hundred Fourteen Paise 

Fifty Only 



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Rs. 9749719 /-

TOTAL Rs. 9749719 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, HyderabadPakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

TUFF PAVER

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets at Villages Muhammad Bux Kaleri, Qaim Khan Babar, Gulan Pitafi and 

Village Muhammad Yaqoob Qaboolani, Taluka Hyderabad Rural, District Hyderabad.



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVER

1 270.00 6587.50 % Cft 17786 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-16

2 19200.00 3254.05 % Cft 624778 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-8

3 10500.00 332.50 % Sft 34913 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)
I-05

4 13487.00 27877.27 % Cft 3759807 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-94

5 1166.00 39059.08 % Cft 455429 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-15

6 114.00 33910.87 % Rft 38658 /-

P-497 Rft (Hundred Running feet)

I-115

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge 

stone ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared sub-grade or sand cushion in roads, 

paths, creteways laid to required gradient and camber including cost of necessary form work and its 

removal compacting with vibrators including curing etc. complete .

Rupees TwentySeven Thousand Eight 

Hundred SeventySeven Paise 

TwentySeven Only 

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in foundation, basement and plinth including form

work, compacting, curing and removal of form work etc. complete, foundation and basement up to 5

feet depth and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground level .

Rupees ThirtyNine Thousand FiftyNine 

Paise Eight Only 

Providing and laying road kerb of precast cement concrete 1:2:4 (24" long 6" wide and 12" deep (610 

mm long 152 mm wide and 305 mm deep) using screened graded bajri, from work and its removal 

compacting and curing laid in cement mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including 

cost of excavation and back filling of excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain lead as 

desired.

Rupees ThirtyThree Thousand Nine 

Hundred Ten Paise EightySeven Only 

Amount

Dismantling C.C. work cast in situ in foundation, basemont, plinth and ground floor including

disposing of the material as directed with all lead. Rupees Six Thousand Five Hundred 

EightySeven Paise Fifty Only 

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging,

loading and unloading and filling in foundation trenches, plinth or under floor etc including breaking

clods, dressing, watering and consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches in depth to

full compaction complete within a lead of one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Rupees Three Thousand Two Hundred 

FiftyFour Paise Five Only 

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling earth upto 6 inches in depth including

consolidating and watering, complete as required. Rupees Three Hundred ThirtyTwo 

Paise Fifty Only 

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets at Villages Muhammad Bux Kaleri, Qaim Khan Babar, Gulan Pitafi and

Village Muhammad Yaqoob Qaboolani, Taluka Hyderabad Rural, District Hyderabad.

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 187.00 45586.77 % Cft 85247 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-56+136

8 6.68 14349.01 P cwt 95851 /-

P-197 Cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Part A 5112469 /-

9 40500.00 114.50 P.Sft 4637250 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)
I-177 (b)

Part B 4637250 /-

Total =A+B 9749719 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch (19 mm) 

and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch  at 28 

days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary  slab 5" inches  to 6" inches thick  including form 

works and its removal, leveling compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of 

reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor. 

Rupees FourtyFive Thousand Five 

Hundred EightySix Paise 

SeventySeven Only 

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement 

bars with & including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps 

as are not shown in the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. 

chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in foundation, 

basement, plinth and ground floor of building including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in 

projections for future extension .

Rupees Fourteen Thousand Three 

Hundred FourtyNine Paise One Only 

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2" thick of approved design

and colour pattren (average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of joint

with sand and warring etc. complete as per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the

cost of sand cushion is included)

Rupees One Hundred Fourteen Paise 

Fifty Only 



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Rs. 7125452 /-

Rs. 6992901 /-

TOTAL Rs. 14118353 /-

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

SH-I  Tuff Paver

SH-II  Open Surface Drains

Assistant Executive Engineer-II Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets at Villages Khair Muhammad Babar, Bachu Dero, Jhando Khoso and Open 

Surface Drains at Villages Tando Ghullam Muhammad an Tando Bahawal (Phase-I), Taluka Hyderabad Rural, District 

Hyderabad.



SINDH Scheme # 19

B/R

1 355 6587.50 % Cft 23386 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-16

2 10100 3254.05 % Cft 328659 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-8

3 9400 332.50 % Sft 31255 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)
I-05

4 9857 27877.27 % Cft 2747863 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-94

5 916 39059.08 % Cft 357781 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-15

6 84 33910.87 % Rft 28485 /-

P-497 Rft (Hundred Running feet)

I-115

SH-I TUFF PAVER

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4 coarse aggregate)

cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in

foundation, basement and plinth including form work, compacting, curing and

removal of form work etc. complete, foundation and basement up to 5 feet

depth and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground level .

Rupees ThirtyNine Thousand FiftyNine 

Paise Eight Only 

Rupees ThirtyThree Thousand Nine 

Hundred Ten Paise EightySeven Only 

Providing and laying road kerb of precast cement concrete 1:2:4 (24" long 6" 

wide and 12" deep (610 mm long 152 mm wide and 305 mm deep) using 

screened graded bajri, from work and its removal compacting and curing laid in 

cement mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including cost of 

excavation and back filling of excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain 

lead as desired.

Dismantling C.C. work cast in situ in foundation, basemont, plinth and ground

floor including disposing of the material as directed with all lead.

Rupees TwentySeven Thousand Eight 

Hundred SeventySeven Paise 

TwentySeven Only 

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any thickness using 2" (51 mm) 

and down gauge stone ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared sub-

grade or sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways laid to required gradient and 

camber including cost of necessary form work and its removal compacting with 

vibrators including curing etc. complete .

Rupees Three Thousand Two Hundred 

FiftyFour Paise Five Only 

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling earth upto 6 inches in

depth including consolidating and watering, complete as required. Rupees Three Hundred ThirtyTwo Paise 

Fifty Only 

Rupees Six Thousand Five Hundred 

EightySeven Paise Fifty Only 

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a radius of 5 miles (8

km) including digging, loading and unloading and filling in foundation trenches,

plinth or under floor etc including breaking clods, dressing, watering and

consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches in depth to full

compaction complete within a lead of one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift of 5 feet 

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets at Villages Khair Muhammad Babar, Bachu Dero, Jhando Khoso and Open

Surface Drains at Villages Tando Ghullam Muhammad an Tando Bahawal (Phase-I), Taluka Hyderabad Rural, District

Hyderabad.

Page & 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023



7 226 45586.77 % Cft 103026 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-56+136

8 8.07 14349.01 P cwt 115797 /-

P-197 Cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Part A 3736252 /-

9 29600 114.50 P.Sft 3389200 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)
I-177 (b)

Part B 3389200 /-

Total =A+B 7125452 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2" thick of approved

design and colour pattren (average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion

filling of joint with sand and warring etc. complete as per direction of Engineer

Incharge. (the cost of sand cushion is included)

Rupees One Hundred Fourteen Paise 

Fifty Only 

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded 

boulders 3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge having a minimum works cube 

crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch  at 28 days with a mix not leaner 

than 1:2:4 in ordinary  slab 5" inches  to 6" inches thick  including form works 

and its removal, leveling compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the 

cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor. 

Rupees FourtyFive Thousand Five 

Hundred EightySix Paise 

SeventySeven Only 

Rupees Fourteen Thousand Three 

Hundred FourtyNine Paise One Only 

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 

psi) reinforcement bars with & including the cost of straightening, cutting, 

bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in the 

drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, 

tying with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in 

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building including septic tanks 

and under ground tanks and in projections for future extension .



SINDH Scheme # 

B/R

1 22500.00 1624.63 % Cft 365542 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 4501.00 21744.25 % Cft 978709 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 11250.00 38582.85 % Cft 4340571 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-02

4 3000.00 6879.77 % Sft 206393 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

(P-2)

5 21506.00 4381.84 % Sft 942359 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 166.00 45586.77 % Cft 75674 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

7 5.83 14349.01 P cwt 83655 /-

P-197 Cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 6992901 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying ribbed deformed steel reinforcement bars with guaranteed

minimum yield stress of 60,000 psi with and including the cost of straightening, cutting,

bending, binding, wastage, complete in all kinds of RCC work .

Rupees Fourteen Thousand 

Three Hundred FourtyNine 

Paise One Only 

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4 cement concrete using graded

screened bajri 3/4 inch and down gauge in ground floor laid in with or without panels

including form work, consolidation, finishing, and curing etc. complete.

Rupees Six Thousand Eight 

Hundred SeventyNine Paise 

SeventySeven Only 

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and columns etc. in basement, plinth,

mezzanine and ground floor including making edges, corners, and curing etc.,

complete .

Rupees Four Thousand 

Three Hundred EightyOne 

Paise EightyFour Only 

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4

inch and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch

thick including form work and its removal, compacting and curing etc. but excluding the

cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor.

Rupees FourtyFive Thousand 

Five Hundred EightySix Paise 

SeventySeven Only 

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all kinds of soil (except gravelly and 

murum soil, wet silt, clay or mud conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or 

disintegeratedsandy and hard rock) and back filling the excavated material in 

foundation trenches, plinth or under floor including breaking clods, watering, 

consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full 

compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as directed lead upto one 

chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Rupees One Thousand Six 

Hundred TwentyFour Paise 

SixtyThree Only 

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse aggregate) cement

concrete using graded stone ballast 2 inches and down gauge in foundation including

leveling, compacting and curing etc. complete. 

Rupees TwentyOne 

Thousand Seven Hundred 

FourtyFour Paise TwentyFive 

Only 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in 

straight or curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343 mm) thick including 

scaffolding, raking out Joints and curing etc. complete in foundation, basement and 

plinth (foundation and basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth 

upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Rupees ThirtyEight Thousand 

Five Hundred EightyTwo 

Paise EightyFive Only 

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets at Villages Khair Muhammad Babar, Bachu Dero, Jhando Khoso and Open Surface Drains at 

Villages Tando Ghullam Muhammad an Tando Bahawal (Phase-I), Taluka Hyderabad Rural, District Hyderabad.
UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

SH-II  OPEN SURFACE DRAIN



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Rs. 12372633 /-

TOTAL Rs. 12372633 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, HyderabadPakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

TUFF PAVER

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets at Villages Saifal Noodani, Hakeem Saleh Dahri, Bahawal Zounr and 

Tando Qaisar, Taluka Hyderabad Rural, District Hyderabad.



SINDH Scheme# 20

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVER

1 305.00 6587.50 % Cft 20092 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-16

2 20200.00 3254.05 % Cft 657318 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-8

3 11000.00 332.50 % Sft 36575 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)
I-05

4 17116.00 27877.27 % Cft 4771474 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-94

5 1732.00 39059.08 % Cft 676503 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-15

6 60.00 33910.87 % Rft 20347 /-

P-497 Rft (Hundred Running feet)

I-115

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets at Villages Saifal Noodani, Hakeem Saleh Dahri, Bahawal Zounr and

Tando Qaisar, Taluka Hyderabad Rural, District Hyderabad.

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Providing and laying road kerb of precast cement concrete 1:2:4 (24" long 6" wide 

and 12" deep (610 mm long 152 mm wide and 305 mm deep) using screened 

graded bajri, from work and its removal compacting and curing laid in cement 

mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including cost of excavation and 

back filling of excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain lead as desired.

Dismantling C.C. work cast in situ in foundation, basemont, plinth and ground floor

including disposing of the material as directed with all lead.

Rupees TwentySeven Thousand Eight 

Hundred SeventySeven Paise 

TwentySeven Only 

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any thickness using 2" (51 mm) and 

down gauge stone ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared sub-grade 

or sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways laid to required gradient and camber 

including cost of necessary form work and its removal compacting with vibrators 

including curing etc. complete .

Rupees Three Thousand Two Hundred 

FiftyFour Paise Five Only 

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling earth upto 6 inches in depth

including consolidating and watering, complete as required. Rupees Three Hundred ThirtyTwo 

Paise Fifty Only 

Rupees Six Thousand Five Hundred 

EightySeven Paise Fifty Only 

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a radius of 5 miles (8 km)

including digging, loading and unloading and filling in foundation trenches, plinth or

under floor etc including breaking clods, dressing, watering and consolidation by

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches in depth to full compaction complete

within a lead of one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4 coarse aggregate)

cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in

foundation, basement and plinth including form work, compacting, curing and

removal of form work etc. complete, foundation and basement up to 5 feet depth

and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground level .

Rupees ThirtyNine Thousand FiftyNine 

Paise Eight Only 

Rupees ThirtyThree Thousand Nine 

Hundred Ten Paise EightySeven Only 



7 315.00 45586.77 % Cft 143598 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-56+136

8 11.25 14349.01 P cwt 161426 /-

P-197 Cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Part A 6487333 /-

9 51400.00 114.50 P.Sft 5885300 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)
I-177 (b)

Part B 5885300 /-

Total =A+B 12372633 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Rupees Fourteen Thousand Three 

Hundred FourtyNine Paise One Only 

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi) 

reinforcement bars with & including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending, 

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing in 

position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, 

cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement, 

plinth and ground floor of building including septic tanks and under ground tanks 

and in projections for future extension .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 

3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing 

strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch  at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in 

ordinary  slab 5" inches  to 6" inches thick  including form works and its removal, 

leveling compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of 

reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor. 

Rupees FourtyFive Thousand Five 

Hundred EightySix Paise 

SeventySeven Only 

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2" thick of approved design

and colour pattren (average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of joint

with sand and warring etc. complete as per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the

cost of sand cushion is included)

Rupees One Hundred Fourteen Paise 

Fifty Only 



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Rs. 7584122 /-

Rs. 3495409 /-

TOTAL Rs. 11079531 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

SH-I  Tuff Paver

SH-II Open Surface Drain

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     Scheme # 21

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets at Villages Noor Khan Lashrai, Syed Bachal Shah, Liaquat Town, Tando 

Jam City, and Open Surface Drain at Village Abu Talib Sipio (Phase-I), Taluka Hyderabad Rural, District Hyderabad.



SINDH Scheme # 21

B/R

1 270.00 6587.50 % Cft 17786 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-16

2 14750.00 3254.05 % Cft 479972 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-8

3 9500.00 332.50 % Sft 31588 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)
I-05

4 10490.00 27877.27 % Cft 2924326 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-94

5 799.00 39059.08 % Cft 312082 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-15

6 90.00 33910.87 % Rft 30520 /-

P-497 Rft (Hundred Running feet)

I-115

Contd---P-2

SH-I TUFF PAVER

Rupees Three Thousand Two Hundred 

FiftyFour Paise Five Only 

Rupees TwentySeven Thousand Eight 

Hundred SeventySeven Paise 

TwentySeven Only 

Rupees ThirtyNine Thousand FiftyNine 

Paise Eight Only 

Rupees ThirtyThree Thousand Nine 

Hundred Ten Paise EightySeven Only 

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4 coarse aggregate)

cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in

foundation, basement and plinth including form work, compacting, curing and

removal of form work etc. complete, foundation and basement up to 5 feet depth

and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground level .

Providing and laying road kerb of precast cement concrete 1:2:4 (24" long 6" 

wide and 12" deep (610 mm long 152 mm wide and 305 mm deep) using 

screened graded bajri, from work and its removal compacting and curing laid in 

cement mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including cost of 

excavation and back filling of excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain 

lead as desired.

Dismantling C.C. work cast in situ in foundation, basemont, plinth and ground

floor including disposing of the material as directed with all lead.

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any thickness using 2" (51 mm) 

and down gauge stone ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared sub-

grade or sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways laid to required gradient and 

camber including cost of necessary form work and its removal compacting with 

vibrators including curing etc. complete .

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling earth upto 6 inches in

depth including consolidating and watering, complete as required. Rupees Three Hundred ThirtyTwo Paise 

Fifty Only 

Rupees Six Thousand Five Hundred 

EightySeven Paise Fifty Only 

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a radius of 5 miles (8 km)

including digging, loading and unloading and filling in foundation trenches, plinth

or under floor etc including breaking clods, dressing, watering and consolidation

by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches in depth to full compaction

complete within a lead of one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets at Villages Noor Khan Lashrai, Syed Bachal Shah, Liaquat Town, Tando Jam

City, and Open Surface Drain at Village Abu Talib Sipio (Phase-I), Taluka Hyderabad Rural, District Hyderabad.

Page & 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023



P-2

7 187.00 45586.77 % Cft 85247 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-56+136

8 6.68 14349.01 P cwt 95851 /-

P-197 Cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Part A 3977372 /-

9 31500.00 114.50 P.Sft 3606750 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)
I-177 (b)

Part B 3606750 /-

Total =A+B 7584122 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2" thick of approved design

and colour pattren (average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of

joint with sand and warring etc. complete as per direction of Engineer Incharge.

(the cost of sand cushion is included)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 

3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing 

strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch  at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in 

ordinary  slab 5" inches  to 6" inches thick  including form works and its removal, 

leveling compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of 

reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor. 

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 

psi) reinforcement bars with & including the cost of straightening, cutting, 

bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, 

placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with 

binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in foundation, 

basement, plinth and ground floor of building including septic tanks and under 

ground tanks and in projections for future extension .

Rupees FourtyFive Thousand Five 

Hundred EightySix Paise SeventySeven 

Only 

Rupees Fourteen Thousand Three 

Hundred FourtyNine Paise One Only 

Rupees One Hundred Fourteen Paise 

Fifty Only 



SINDH Scheme # 

B/R

1 11250.00 1624.63 % Cft 182771 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 2251.00 21744.25 % Cft 489463 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 5625.00 38582.85 % Cft 2170285 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-02

4 1500.00 6879.77 % Sft 103197 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 10754.00 4381.84 % Sft 471223 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 84.00 45586.77 % Cft 38293 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

7 2.80 14349.01 P cwt 40177 /-

P-197 Cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 3495409 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed

graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having a minimum works

cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix

not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including

form work and its removal, compacting and curing etc. but excluding

the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor.

Rupees FourtyFive 

Thousand Five Hundred 

EightySix Paise 

SeventySeven Only 

Providing and laying ribbed deformed steel reinforcement bars with

guaranteed minimum yield stress of 60,000 psi with and including the

cost of straightening, cutting, bending, binding, wastage, complete in

all kinds of RCC work .

Rupees Fourteen Thousand 

Three Hundred FourtyNine 

Paise One Only 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set in 

cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches (228 

mm to 343 mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out Joints and 

curing etc. complete in foundation, basement and plinth (foundation 

and basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth 

upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Rupees ThirtyEight 

Thousand Five Hundred 

EightyTwo Paise EightyFive 

Only 

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4 cement concrete

using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down gauge in ground floor

laid in with or without panels including form work, consolidation,

finishing, and curing etc. complete.

Rupees Six Thousand Eight 

Hundred SeventyNine Paise 

SeventySeven Only 

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including making

edges, corners, and curing etc., complete .

Rupees Four Thousand 

Three Hundred EightyOne 

Paise EightyFour Only 

Amount

SH-II  OPEN SURFACE DRAIN

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all kinds of soil 

(except gravelly and murum soil, wet silt, clay or mud conglomeration 

of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or disintegeratedsandy and hard 

rock) and back filling the excavated material in foundation trenches, 

plinth or under floor including breaking clods, watering, consolidation 

by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to 

full compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as 

directed lead upto one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Rupees One Thousand Six 

Hundred TwentyFour Paise 

SixtyThree Only 

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2 inches  and 

down gauge in foundation including leveling, compacting and curing

etc. complete. 

Rupees TwentyOne 

Thousand Seven Hundred 

FourtyFour Paise 

TwentyFive Only 

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:

Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets at Villages Noor Khan Lashrai, Syed Bachal Shah, Liaquat Town, Tando Jam City, 

and Open Surface Drain at Village Abu Talib Sipio (Phase-I), Taluka Hyderabad Rural, District Hyderabad.

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Rs. 7028954 /-

Rs. 5825399 /-

TOTAL Rs. 12854353 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

SH-I  Tuff Paver

SH-II Open Surface Drain

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets at Villages Mureed Khan Sipio, Gul Muhammad Gopang, Bachal Gopang, 

Wahid Bux Gopand and Open Surface Drain Village Moosa Khatian (Phase-I), UC-Mosa Khatian, Taluka Hyderabad 

Rural, District Hyderabad.



SINDH Scheme # 22

B/R

1 300.00 6587.50 % Cft 19763 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-16

2 11900.00 3254.05 % Cft 387232 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-8

3 5400.00 332.50 % Sft 17955 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)
I-05

4 9723.00 27877.27 % Cft 2710507 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-94

5 932.00 39059.08 % Cft 364031 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-15

6 72.00 33910.87 % Rft 24416 /-

P-497 Rft (Hundred Running feet)

I-115

Providing and laying road kerb of precast cement concrete 1:2:4 (24" long 6" 

wide and 12" deep (610 mm long 152 mm wide and 305 mm deep) using 

screened graded bajri, from work and its removal compacting and curing laid 

in cement mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including cost of 

excavation and back filling of excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain 

lead as desired.

Rupees ThirtyThree Thousand Nine 

Hundred Ten Paise EightySeven Only 

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling earth upto 6 inches in

depth including consolidating and watering, complete as required. Rupees Three Hundred ThirtyTwo Paise 

Fifty Only 

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any thickness using 2" (51 mm) 

and down gauge stone ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared 

sub-grade or sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways laid to required gradient 

and camber including cost of necessary form work and its removal compacting 

with vibrators including curing etc. complete .

Rupees TwentySeven Thousand Eight 

Hundred SeventySeven Paise 

TwentySeven Only 

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch

and down gauge in foundation, basement and plinth including form

work, compacting, curing and removal of form work etc. complete,

foundation and basement up to 5 feet depth and plinth up to 4 feet

height from ground level .

Rupees ThirtyNine Thousand FiftyNine 

Paise Eight Only 

Amount

SH-I TUFF PAVER

Dismantling C.C. work cast in situ in foundation, basemont, plinth and ground

floor including disposing of the material as directed with all lead. Rupees Six Thousand Five Hundred 

EightySeven Paise Fifty Only 

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a radius of 5 miles (8

km) including digging, loading and unloading and filling in foundation trenches,

plinth or under floor etc including breaking clods, dressing, watering and

consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches in depth to full

compaction complete within a lead of one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift of 5 feet

(1.52 m).

Rupees Three Thousand Two Hundred 

FiftyFour Paise Five Only 

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets at Villages Mureed Khan Sipio, Gul Muhammad Gopang, Bachal Gopang,

Wahid Bux Gopand and Open Surface Drain Village Moosa Khatian (Phase-I), UC-Mosa Khatian, Taluka Hyderabad

Rural, District Hyderabad.
UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Page & 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



Contd---P-2

P-2

7 167.00 45586.77 % Cft 76130 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-56+136

8 5.96 14349.01 P cwt 85520 /-

P-197 Cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Part A 3685554 /-

9 29200.00 114.50 P.Sft 3343400 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)
I-177 (b)

Part B 3343400 /-

Total =A+B 7028954 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2" thick of approved

design and colour pattren (average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion

filling of joint with sand and warring etc. complete as per direction of Engineer

Incharge. (the cost of sand cushion is included)

Rupees One Hundred Fourteen Paise 

Fifty Only 

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded 

boulders 3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge having a minimum works cube 

crushing strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch  at 28 days with a mix not leaner 

than 1:2:4 in ordinary  slab 5" inches  to 6" inches thick  including form works 

and its removal, leveling compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding 

the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor. 

Rupees FourtyFive Thousand Five 

Hundred EightySix Paise SeventySeven 

Only 

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 

psi) reinforcement bars with & including the cost of straightening, cutting, 

bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in the 

drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, 

tying with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in 

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building including septic tanks 

and under ground tanks and in projections for future extension .

Rupees Fourteen Thousand Three 

Hundred FourtyNine Paise One Only 



SINDH

B/R

SH-II  OPEN SURFACE DRAIN

1 18750.00 1624.63 % Cft 304618 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 3751.00 21744.25 % Cft 815627 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 9375.00 38582.85 % Cft 3617142 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-02

4 2500.00 6879.77 % Sft 171994 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 17922.00 4381.84 % Sft 785313 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 135.00 45586.77 % Cft 61542 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

7 4.82 14349.01 P cwt 69162 /-

P-197 Cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 5825399 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying ribbed deformed steel reinforcement bars with

guaranteed minimum yield stress of 60,000 psi with and including

the cost of straightening, cutting, bending, binding, wastage,

complete in all kinds of RCC work .

Rupees Fourteen Thousand 

Three Hundred FourtyNine 

Paise One Only 

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4 cement concrete

using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down gauge in ground

floor laid in with or without panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing, and curing etc. complete.

Rupees Six Thousand Eight 

Hundred SeventyNine Paise 

SeventySeven Only 

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and columns etc. in

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including making

edges, corners, and curing etc., complete .

Rupees Four Thousand 

Three Hundred EightyOne 

Paise EightyFour Only 

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed

graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having a minimum

works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days

with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch

thick including form work and its removal, compacting and curing

etc. but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth and

ground floor.

Rupees FourtyFive 

Thousand Five Hundred 

EightySix Paise 

SeventySeven Only 

Amount

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all kinds of soil

(except gravelly and murum soil, wet silt, clay or mud

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegeratedsandy and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material in foundation trenches, plinth or under floor including

breaking clods, watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing

and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as directed lead upto one

chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Rupees One Thousand Six 

Hundred TwentyFour Paise 

SixtyThree Only 

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2 inches

and down gauge in foundation including leveling, compacting and

curing etc. complete. 

Rupees TwentyOne 

Thousand Seven Hundred 

FourtyFour Paise 

TwentyFive Only 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set in

cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches

(228 mm to 343 mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out Joints

and curing etc. complete in foundation, basement and plinth

(foundation and basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth

and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Rupees ThirtyEight 

Thousand Five Hundred 

EightyTwo Paise EightyFive 

Only 

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets at Villages Mureed Khan Sipio, Gul Muhammad Gopang, Bachal Gopang, Wahid Bux 

Gopand and Open Surface Drain Village Moosa Khatian (Phase-I), UC-Mosa Khatian, Taluka Hyderabad Rural, District Hyderabad.

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023
Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



SINDH

B/R

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Rs. 12807479 /-

Total Rs. 12807479

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

TUFF PAVER

Assistant Executive Engineer-II Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

PROVINCE:     Scheme # 23

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets at Villages Dilijan Khoso, Ali Muhammad Kaleri, Darya 

Khan Nahyoon, Sukhio Dahri, Allah Dino Jamali, Ali Khan Maree and Sawan Magsi, Taluka 

Hyderabad Rural, District Hyderabad.



SINDH

B/R

TUFF PAVER

1 270.00 6587.50 % Cft 17786 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-16

2 26850.00 3254.05 % Cft 873712 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-8

3 8600.00 332.50 % Sft 28595 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)
I-05

4 17715.00 27877.27 % Cft 4938458 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)
I-94

5 1665.00 39059.08 % Cft 650334 /-

P-59 Cft Rupees Six Thousand Five Hundred 

EightySeven Paise Fifty Only 
(Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

6 60.00 33910.87 % Rft 20347 /-

P-497 Rft (Hundred Running feet)

I-115

(Contd---P-2)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any thickness using 2" (51 mm) and 

down gauge stone ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared sub-grade 

or sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways laid to required gradient and camber 

including cost of necessary form work and its removal compacting with vibrators 

including curing etc. complete .

Rupees TwentySeven Thousand Eight 

Hundred SeventySeven Paise 

TwentySeven Only 

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4 coarse aggregate)

cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in

foundation, basement and plinth including form work, compacting, curing and

removal of form work etc. complete, foundation and basement up to 5 feet depth

and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground level .

Providing and laying road kerb of precast cement concrete 1:2:4 (24" long 6" wide 

and 12" deep (610 mm long 152 mm wide and 305 mm deep) using screened 

graded bajri, from work and its removal compacting and curing laid in cement 

mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including cost of excavation and 

back filling of excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain lead as desired.

Rupees ThirtyThree Thousand Nine 

Hundred Ten Paise EightySeven Only 

Amount

Dismantling C.C. work cast in situ in foundation, basemont, plinth and ground floor

including disposing of the material as directed with all lead. Rupees Six Thousand Five Hundred 

EightySeven Paise Fifty Only 

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a radius of 5 miles (8 km)

including digging, loading and unloading and filling in foundation trenches, plinth or

under floor etc including breaking clods, dressing, watering and consolidation by

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches in depth to full compaction complete

within a lead of one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Rupees Three Thousand Two Hundred 

FiftyFour Paise Five Only 

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling earth upto 6 inches in depth

including consolidating and watering, complete as required. Rupees Three Hundred ThirtyTwo Paise 

Fifty Only 

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: Construction of Tuff Paver Road / Streets at Villages Dilijan Khoso, Ali Muhammad Kaleri, Darya Khan Nahyoon,

Sukhio Dahri, Allah Dino Jamali, Ali Khan Maree and Sawan Magsi, Taluka Hyderabad Rural, District Hyderabad.

UNDER SDGs Achievement Programme (SAP) 2022-2023

Page & 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



P-2

7 193.00 45586.77 % Cft 87982 /-

P-182+195 Cft

I-56+136

8 6.89 14349.01 P cwt 98865 /-

P-197 Cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Part A 6716079 /-

9 53200.00 114.50 P.Sft 6091400 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)
I-177 (b)

Part B 6091400 /-

Total =A+B 12807479 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-II

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi) 

reinforcement bars with & including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending, 

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing in 

position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, 

cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement, 

plinth and ground floor of building including septic tanks and under ground tanks 

and in projections for future extension .

Rupees Fourteen Thousand Three 

Hundred FourtyNine Paise One Only 

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2" thick of approved design

and colour pattren (average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of joint

with sand and warring etc. complete as per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the

cost of sand cushion is included)

Rupees One Hundred Fourteen Paise 

Fifty Only 

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 

3/4 inch (19 mm) and down gauge having a minimum works cube crushing 

strength of 3000 Ibs. per sq. inch  at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in 

ordinary  slab 5" inches  to 6" inches thick  including form works and its removal, 

leveling compacting and curing etc. complete but excluding the cost of 

reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor. 

Rupees FourtyFive Thousand Five 

Hundred EightySix Paise SeventySeven 

Only 



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 8908398 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 793224 /-

TOTAL Rs. 9701622 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE DHABO 

KHASKHELI, ANWAR RIND, LAL KHAN LASHARI, YASEEN 

BHANBHRO & JHANDO MARI AT TALUKA JHANDO MARI 

DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

GENERAL ABSTRACT



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVER UNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 1102.00 3006.25 % Cft 33129 /-

P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 21688.00 3254.05 % Cft 705738 /-

P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 5340.00 332.50 % Sft 17756 /-

P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 12068.00 27877.27 % Cft 3364229 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 972.00 39059.08 % Cft 379654 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

6 224.00 285.98 P. Rft 64060 /-
AR Rft (Per foot)

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4

coarse aggregate) cement concrete using crushed graded

boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in foundation, basement

and plinth including form work, compacting, curing and

removal of form work etc. complete, foundation and

basement up to 5 feet depth and plinth up to 4 feet height

from ground level .

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top precast

cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long 18" deep using

screened graded bajri form work & its removal compacting

& curring laid in cement mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4

neatly finished including cost of excavation and back filling

of excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain lead as

desired.

Amount

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in lime or

cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth and ground floor

including stacking salvaged material ( serviceable) and

disposing of surplus material as directed within three

chains (91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a

radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging, loading and

unloading and filling in foundation trenches, plinth or under

floor, etc. including breaking clods, dressing, watering and

consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches

(229 mm) in depth to full compaction complete within a

;lead of one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling

earth upto 6 inches in depth including consolidating and

watering, complete as required.

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any

thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone ballast

of approved grade and quality over prepared sub-grade or

sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways laid to required

gradient and camber including cost of necessary form work

and its removal compacting with vibrators including curing

etc. complete .

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE DHABO KHASKHELI, 

ANWAR RIND, LAL KHAN LASHARI, YASEEN BHANBHRO & JHANDO 

MARI AT TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 206.00 45586.77 % Cft 93909 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 7.00 14349.01 P cwt 100443 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 36240.00 114.50 P.Sft 4149480 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 8908398 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum

yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with & including

the cost of straightening, cutting, bending, binding,

wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in the

drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of chairs

and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in foundation,

basement, plinth and ground floor of building including

septic tanks and under ground tanks and in projections for

future extension .

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2"

thick of approved design and colour pattren (average

strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of joint with

sand and warring etc. complete as per direction of

Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand cushion is included)

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including form work

and its removal, compacting and curing etc. but excluding

the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground

floor.



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 2400.00 1624.63 % Cft 38991 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 600.00 21744.25 % Cft 130466 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 1200.00 38582.85 % Cft 462994 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 400.00 6879.77 % Sft 27519 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 2466.00 4381.84 % Sft 108056 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4

cement concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4

inch and down gauge in ground floor laid in

panels including form work, consolidation,

finishing, and curing etc. complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls 

and columns etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine 

and ground floor including making edges, 

corners, and curing etc., complete .

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in 

all kinds of soil (except gravelly and murum soil, 

wet silt, clay or mud conglomeration of gravel 

and boulders, soft, sandy or disintegrated sandy 

and hard rock) and back filling the excavated 

material in foundation, plinth or under floor 

including breaking clods, watering, consolidation 

by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches 

(229 mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing 

and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as 

directed, lead upto one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift 

upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and

8 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using

graded stone ballast 2 inches and down gauge

in foundation including leveling, compacting and

curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or

curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343

mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out Joints

and curing etc. complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement

masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and

plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground

level) .

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit Amount

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE DHABO KHASKHELI, 

ANWAR RIND, LAL KHAN LASHARI, YASEEN BHANBHRO & JHANDO 

MARI AT TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



6 26.00 45586.77 % Cft 11853 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

7 0.93 14349.01 P cwt 13345 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 793224 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and

down gauge having a minimum works cube

crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28

days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary

slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including form work

and its removal, compacting and curing etc. but

excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement

plinth and ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed 

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement 

bars with & including the cost of straightening, 

cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such 

overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, 

placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4 

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, 

cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC 

work in foundation, basement, plinth and ground 

floor of building including septic tanks and under 

ground tanks and in projections for future 

extension .



SINDH

B/R

Rs. 8910906 /-

Rs. 793772 /-

TOTAL Rs. 9704678 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer
Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT
SH-I Tuff Paver

SH-II Open Drain

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE SOOMAR KHASKHELI, MASHAQ 

HOTI, DOST MUHAMMAD DARS, MIRJAT MOHLLA, MIRABAD & NEW MIRABAD AT 

TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVER UNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 845.00 3006.25 % Cft 25403 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 21685.00 3254.05 % Cft 705641 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 4800.00 332.50 % Sft 15960 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 12061.00 27877.27 % Cft 3362278 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 969.00 39059.08 % Cft 378482 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

6 224.00 285.98 P. Rft 64060 /-

AR Rft (Per foot)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any thickness

using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone ballast of approved

grade and quality over prepared sub-grade or sand cushion in

roads, paths, creteways laid to required gradient and camber

including cost of necessary form work and its removal

compacting with vibrators including curing etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4

coarse aggregate) cement concrete using crushed graded

boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in foundation, basement and

plinth including form work, compacting, curing and removal of

form work etc. complete, foundation and basement up to 5 feet

depth and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground level .

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top precast

cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long 18" deep using

screened graded bajri form work & its removal compacting &

curring laid in cement mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly

finished including cost of excavation and back filling of

excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain lead as

desired.

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in lime or cement

moratr foundation,basement,plinth and ground floor including

stacking salvaged material ( serviceable) and disposing of

surplus material as directed within three chains (91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a radius

of 5 miles (8 km) including digging, loading and unloading and

filling in foundation trenches, plinth or under floor, etc. including

breaking clods, dressing, watering and consolidation by

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to

full compaction complete within a ;lead of one chain (30.5 R.m)

and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling earth

upto 6 inches in depth including consolidating and watering,

complete as required.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE SOOMAR KHASKHELI, MASHAQ

HOTI, DOST MUHAMMAD DARS, MIRJAT MOHLLA, MIRABAD & NEW MIRABAD AT

TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit Amount



7 45586.77 % Cft 97100 /-

P-182+195 (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P cwt 114792 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 36220.00 114.50 P.Sft 4147190 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 8910906 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of

3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner

than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick

including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement plinth and ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed 

deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi) 

reinforcement bars with & including the cost of 

straightening, cutting, bending, binding, 

wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown 

in the drawings, placing in position on cement 

concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying 

with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. 

in all kinds of RCC work in foundation, 

basement, plinth and ground floor of building 

including septic tanks and under ground tanks 

and in projections for future extension .

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff

paver 2-1/2" thick of approved design and

colour pattren (average strength 5000 psi)

laid on sand cushion filling of joint with sand

and warring etc. complete as per direction of

Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand cushion

is included)



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 2400.00 1624.63 % Cft 38991 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 600.00 21744.3 % Cft 130466 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 1200.00 38582.85 % Cft 462994 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 400.00 6879.77 % Sft 27519 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 2466.00 4381.84 % Sft 108056 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 25.00 45586.77 % Cft 11397 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and columns

etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc., complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed

graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having a minimum

works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28

days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to

6" inch thick including form work and its removal, compacting

and curing etc. but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement plinth and ground floor.

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set in

cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches

(228 mm to 343 mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out

Joints and curing etc. complete in foundation, basement and

plinth (foundation and basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52

Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from

ground level) .

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all kinds of

soil (except gravelly and murum soil, wet silt, clay or mud

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated sandy and hard rock) and back filling the

excavated material in foundation, plinth or under floor including

breaking clods, watering, consolidation by ramming in layers

not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction,

dressing and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as directed,

lead upto one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down gauge

in ground floor laid in panels including form work, consolidation,

finishing, and curing etc. complete.

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE SOOMAR KHASKHELI, MASHAQ

HOTI, DOST MUHAMMAD DARS, MIRJAT MOHLLA, MIRABAD & NEW MIRABAD AT

TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 1.00 14349.01 P cwt 14349 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 793772 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum

yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with & including the

cost of straightening, cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and

such overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing in

position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying

with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of

RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of 



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 8907692 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 793224 /-

TOTAL Rs. 9700916 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE PIR JURIAL SHAH 

JE MARI, PANAH SHAH, PIR ALI SHAH, IBRAHIM SHAH AT UC- 

HINGORANI TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

GENERAL ABSTRACT



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVER UNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 885.00 3006.25 % Cft 26605 /-

P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 21116.00 3254.05 % Cft 687125 /-

P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 4800.00 332.50 % Sft 15960 /-

P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 12123.00 27877.27 % Cft 3379561 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 974.00 39059.08 % Cft 380435 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

6 224.00 285.98 P. Rft 64060 /-

AR Rft (Per foot)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any thickness

using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone ballast of approved

grade and quality over prepared sub-grade or sand cushion in

roads, paths, creteways laid to required gradient and camber

including cost of necessary form work and its removal

compacting with vibrators including curing etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4

inch and down gauge in foundation, basement and plinth

including form work, compacting, curing and removal of form

work etc. complete, foundation and basement up to 5 feet depth

and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground level .

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top precast cement

concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long 18" deep using screened

graded bajri form work & its removal compacting & curring laid in

cement mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished

including cost of excavation and back filling of excavated stuff

and its disposal within one chain lead as desired.

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in lime or cement

moratr foundation,basement,plinth and ground floor including

stacking salvaged material ( serviceable) and disposing of

surplus material as directed within three chains (91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a radius of

5 miles (8 km) including digging, loading and unloading and filling

in foundation trenches, plinth or under floor, etc. including

breaking clods, dressing, watering and consolidation by ramming

in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full

compaction complete within a ;lead of one chain (30.5 R.m) and

lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling earth upto

6 inches in depth including consolidating and watering, complete

as required.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE PIR JURIAL SHAH JE MARI,

PANAH SHAH, PIR ALI SHAH, IBRAHIM SHAH AT UC- HINGORANI TALUKA

JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit Amount



7 188.00 45586.77 % Cft 85703 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 7.00 14349.01 P cwt 100443 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 36400.00 114.50 P.Sft 4167800 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 8907692 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed

graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having a minimum

works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days

with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch

thick including form work and its removal, compacting and curing

etc. but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth

and ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield

point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with & including the cost of

straightening, cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such

overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing in position on

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding

wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in projections

for future extension .

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2" thick of

approved design and colour pattren (average strength 5000 psi)

laid on sand cushion filling of joint with sand and warring etc.

complete as per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand

cushion is included)



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 2400.00 1624.63 % Cft 38991 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 600.00 21744.3 % Cft 130466 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 1200.00 38582.85 % Cft 462994 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 400.00 6879.77 % Sft 27519 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 2466.00 4381.84 % Sft 108056 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 26.00 45586.77 % Cft 11853 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on 

walls and columns etc. in basement, plinth, 

mezzanine and ground floor including making 

edges, corners, and curing etc., complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement

concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4

inch and down gauge having a minimum

works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs..

per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner

than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch

thick including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. but excluding the

cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth and

ground floor.

Excavation for foundation trenches and 

drains in all kinds of soil (except gravelly and 

murum soil, wet silt, clay or mud 

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, 

sandy or disintegrated sandy and hard rock) 

and back filling the excavated material in 

foundation, plinth or under floor including 

breaking clods, watering, consolidation by 

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches 

(229 mm) in depth to full compaction, 

dressing and disposal of surplus excavated 

stuff as directed, lead upto one chain (30.5 

R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand 

and 8 coarse aggregate) cement concrete 

using graded stone ballast 2 inches  and 

down gauge in foundation including leveling, 

compacting and curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt

brick masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in

straight or curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches

(228 mm to 343 mm) thick including

scaffolding, raking out Joints and curing etc.

complete in foundation, basement and plinth

(foundation and basement masonry upto 5

feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet

(1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick

1:2:4 cement concrete using graded

screened bajri 3/4 inch and down gauge in

ground floor laid in panels including form

work, consolidation, finishing, and curing etc.

complete.

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE PIR JURIAL SHAH JE MARI,

PANAH SHAH, PIR ALI SHAH, IBRAHIM SHAH AT UC- HINGORANI TALUKA

JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.
UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 0.93 14349.01 P cwt 13345 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 793224 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed 

deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi) 

reinforcement bars with & including the cost 

of straightening, cutting, bending, binding, 

wastage, and such overlaps as are not 

shown in the drawings, placing in position on 

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, 

tying with binding wire, cost of chairs and 

wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in 

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor 

of building including septic tanks and under 

ground tanks and in projections for future 

extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 12974792 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 1586675 /-

TOTAL Rs. 14561467 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE SAJAN SOLANGI , 

HAROON SANDH, BALOUCH MOHALLA, JUMA KHAN LUND, SOOMAR 

LUND, MAHRAM LUND, SHAHNAWAZ MUHAJJAR UC- USMAN SHAH 

HURI TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVER

1 1176.00 3006.25 % Cft 35354 /-

P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 31118.00 3254.05 % Cft 1012595 /-

P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 9240.00 332.50 % Sft 30723 /-

P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 17629.00 27877.27 % Cft 4914484 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 1422.00 39059.08 % Cft 555420 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

6 224.00 285.98 P. Rft 64060 /-

AR Rft (Per foot)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in

any thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge

stone ballast of approved grade and quality over

prepared sub-grade or sand cushion in roads,

paths, creteways laid to required gradient and

camber including cost of necessary form work

and its removal compacting with vibrators

including curing etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2

sand and 4 coarse aggregate) cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and

down gauge in foundation, basement and plinth

including form work, compacting, curing and

removal of form work etc. complete, foundation

and basement up to 5 feet depth and plinth up to

4 feet height from ground level .

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top

precast cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12"

long 18" deep using screened graded bajri form

work & its removal compacting & curring laid in

cement mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly

finished including cost of excavation and back

filling of excavated stuff and its disposal within

one chain lead as desired.

Amount

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in

lime or cement moratr

foundation,basement,plinth and ground floor

including stacking salvaged material (

serviceable) and disposing of surplus material

as directed within three chains (91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside sources

within a radius of 5 miles (8 km) including

digging, loading and unloading and filling in

foundation trenches, plinth or under floor, etc.

including breaking clods, dressing, watering and

consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full

compaction complete within a ;lead of one chain

(30.5 R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and

filling earth upto 6 inches in depth including

consolidating and watering, complete as

required.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE SAJAN SOLANGI , HAROON SANDH,

BALOUCH MOHALLA, JUMA KHAN LUND, SOOMAR LUND, MAHRAM LUND,

SHAHNAWAZ MUHAJJAR UC- USMAN SHAH HURI TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT

TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 313.00 45586.77 % Cft 142687 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 11.00 14349.01 P cwt 157839 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 52940.00 114.50 P.Sft 6061630 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total =A+B 12974792 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and

down gauge having a minimum works cube

crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28

days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary

slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including form work

and its removal, compacting and curing etc. but

excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement

plinth and ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed

deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi)

reinforcement bars with & including the cost of

straightening, cutting, bending, binding,

wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement

concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with

binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all

kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement,

plinth and ground floor of building including

septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff

paver 2-1/2" thick of approved design and colour

pattren (average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand

cushion filling of joint with sand and warring etc.

complete as per direction of Engineer Incharge.

(the cost of sand cushion is included)



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 4800.00 1624.63 % Cft 77982 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 1200.00 21744.25 % Cft 260931 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 2400.00 38582.85 % Cft 925988 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 800.00 6879.77 % Sft 55038 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 4933.00 4381.84 % Sft 216156 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 48.00 45586.77 % Cft 21882 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE SAJAN SOLANGI , HAROON

SANDH, BALOUCH MOHALLA, JUMA KHAN LUND, SOOMAR LUND,

MAHRAM LUND, SHAHNAWAZ MUHAJJAR UC- USMAN SHAH HURI TALUKA 

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all kinds

of soil (except gravelly and murum soil, wet silt, clay or

mud conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy

or disintegrated sandy and hard rock) and back filling the

excavated material in foundation, plinth or under floor

including breaking clods, watering, consolidation by

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in

depth to full compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus

excavated stuff as directed, lead upto one chain (30.5

R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8

coarse aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone

ballast 2 inches and down gauge in foundation including

leveling, compacting and curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls 9" to

13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343 mm) thick including

scaffolding, raking out Joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and

basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and

plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing, and curing etc. complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and

columns etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground

floor including making edges, corners, and curing etc.,

complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including form work

and its removal, compacting and curing etc. but excluding

the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground

floor.



7 2.00 14349.01 P cwt 28698 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 1586675 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with

& including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4 

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of

chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 15002131 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 1984061 /-

TOTAL Rs. 16986192 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE ALI SHER MUHAJJAR, WALI

MUHAMMAD THEBO, HAJI LAL MUHAMMAD BALOCH, QAYAUM

BALOCH,NAZAR M.BALOCH, MUARAD BALOCH, SHAHDAD BALOCH, ESSA

BALOCH, HAJI KHUD BUX BALOCH, LONGE BALADI, KAMAL BALOCH, NOOR

MUHAMMAD BALOCH,RAJA PALLI, MUHAMMAD HASHIM BALADI UC-DASORI

TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVER UNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 1472.00 3006.25 % Cft 44252 /-

P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 35698.00 3254.05 % Cft 1161631 /-

P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 10800.00 332.50 % Sft 35910 /-

P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 20426.00 27877.27 % Cft 5694211 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 1639.00 39059.08 % Cft 640178 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in

any thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down

gauge stone ballast of approved grade and

quality over prepared sub-grade or sand

cushion in roads, paths, creteways laid to

required gradient and camber including cost of

necessary form work and its removal

compacting with vibrators including curing etc.

complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2

sand and 4 coarse aggregate) cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and

down gauge in foundation, basement and plinth

including form work, compacting, curing and

removal of form work etc. complete, foundation

and basement up to 5 feet depth and plinth up

to 4 feet height from ground level .

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in

lime or cement moratr

foundation,basement,plinth and ground floor

including stacking salvaged material (

serviceable) and disposing of surplus material

as directed within three chains (91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside sources

within a radius of 5 miles (8 km) including

digging, loading and unloading and filling in

foundation trenches, plinth or under floor, etc.

including breaking clods, dressing, watering

and consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full

compaction complete within a ;lead of one

chain (30.5 R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting

and filling earth upto 6 inches in depth including

consolidating and watering, complete as

required.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE ALI SHER MUHAJJAR, WALI

MUHAMMAD THEBO, HAJI LAL MUHAMMAD BALOCH, QAYAUM

BALOCH,NAZAR M.BALOCH, MUARAD BALOCH, SHAHDAD BALOCH, ESSA

BALOCH, HAJI KHUD BUX BALOCH, LONGE BALADI, KAMAL BALOCH, NOOR

MUHAMMAD BALOCH,RAJA PALLI, MUHAMMAD HASHIM BALADI UC-DASORI

TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit Amount



6 224.00 285.98 P. Rft 64060 /-

AR Rft (Per foot)

7 350.00 45586.77 % Cft 159554 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 12.50 14349.01 P cwt 179363 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 61336.00 114.50 P.Sft 7022972 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 15002131 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying reinforced cement

concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4

inch and down gauge having a minimum works

cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch

at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including

form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground

floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed

deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi)

reinforcement bars with & including the cost of

straightening, cutting, bending, binding,

wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown

in the drawings, placing in position on cement

concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with

binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all

kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement,

plinth and ground floor of building including

septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff

paver 2-1/2" thick of approved design and

colour pattren (average strength 5000 psi) laid

on sand cushion filling of joint with sand and

warring etc. complete as per direction of

Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand cushion is

included)

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top

precast cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12"

long 18" deep using screened graded bajri form

work & its removal compacting & curring laid in

cement mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4

neatly finished including cost of excavation and

back filling of excavated stuff and its disposal

within one chain lead as desired.



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 6000.00 1624.63 % Cft 97478 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 1500.00 21744.3 % Cft 326164 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 3000.00 38582.85 % Cft 1157486 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 1000.00 6879.77 % Sft 68798 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 6166.00 4381.84 % Sft 270184 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 66.00 45586.77 % Cft 30087 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE ALI SHER MUHAJJAR, WALI 

MUHAMMAD THEBO, HAJI LAL MUHAMMAD BALOCH, QAYAUM BALOCH,NAZAR 

M.BALOCH, MUARAD BALOCH, SHAHDAD BALOCH, ESSA BALOCH, HAJI KHUD BUX 

BALOCH, LONGE BALADI, KAMAL BALOCH, NOOR MUHAMMAD BALOCH,RAJA PALLI, 

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in

all kinds of soil (except gravelly and murum soil,

wet silt, clay or mud conglomeration of gravel

and boulders, soft, sandy or disintegrated sandy

and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material in foundation, plinth or under floor

including breaking clods, watering, consolidation

by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches

(229 mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing

and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as

directed, lead upto one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift

upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and

8 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using

graded stone ballast 2 inches and down gauge

in foundation including leveling, compacting and

curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or

curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343

mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out Joints

and curing etc. complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement

masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and

plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground

level) .

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4

cement concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4

inch and down gauge in ground floor laid in

panels including form work, consolidation,

finishing, and curing etc. complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls

and columns etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine

and ground floor including making edges,

corners, and curing etc., complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and

down gauge having a minimum works cube

crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28

days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary

slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including form work

and its removal, compacting and curing etc. but

excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement

plinth and ground floor.



7 2.36 14349.01 P cwt 33864 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 1984061 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement

bars with & including the cost of straightening,

cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such

overlaps as are not shown in the drawings,

placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire,

cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC

work in foundation, basement, plinth and ground

floor of building including septic tanks and under

ground tanks and in projections for future

extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 9113116 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 595346 /-

TOTAL Rs. 9708462 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE HAJI BAHIR 

BABAR, PERO THEBO, KOT HAJI SOOMAR UC-MALE TALUKA 

JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVERUNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 1139.00 3006.25 % Cft 34241 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 21280.00 3254.05 % Cft 692462 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 4800.00 332.50 % Sft 15960 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 12404.00 27877.27 % Cft 3457897 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 1000.00 39059.08 % Cft 390591 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

6 248.00 285.98 P. Rft 70923 /-
AR Rft (Per foot)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete 

in any thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down 

gauge stone ballast of approved grade and 

quality over prepared sub-grade or sand 

cushion in roads, paths, creteways laid to 

required gradient and camber including cost 

of necessary form work and its removal 

compacting with vibrators including curing 

etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement

2 sand and 4 coarse aggregate) cement

concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4

inch and down gauge in foundation,

basement and plinth including form work,

compacting, curing and removal of form

work etc. complete, foundation and

basement up to 5 feet depth and plinth up to

4 feet height from ground level .

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide

top precast cement concrete1:2:4 stone

edge 12" long 18" deep using screened

graded bajri form work & its removal

compacting & curring laid in cement mortar

1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished

including cost of excavation and back filling 

Amount

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary 

in lime or cement moratr

foundation,basement,plinth and ground

floor including stacking salvaged material (

serviceable) and disposing of surplus

material as directed within three chains

(91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside 

sources within a radius of 5 miles (8 km) 

including digging, loading and unloading 

and filling in foundation trenches, plinth or 

under floor, etc. including breaking clods, 

dressing, watering and consolidation by 

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches 

(229 mm) in depth to full compaction 

complete within a ;lead of one chain (30.5 

R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting

and filling earth upto 6 inches in depth

including consolidating and watering,

complete as required.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE HAJI BAHIR BABAR, PERO

THEBO, KOT HAJI SOOMAR UC-MALE TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT

TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 188.00 45586.77 % Cft 85703 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 7.00 14349.01 P cwt 100443 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 37248.00 114.50 P.Sft 4264896 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 9113116 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying reinforced cement

concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4

inch and down gauge having a minimum

works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs..

per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner

than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch

thick including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. but excluding

the cost of reinforcement, in basement

plinth and ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed 

deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi) 

reinforcement bars with & including the cost 

of straightening, cutting, bending, binding, 

wastage, and such overlaps as are not 

shown in the drawings, placing in position 

on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. 

chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of chairs 

and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in 

foundation, basement, plinth and ground 

floor of building including septic tanks and 

under ground tanks and in projections for 

future extension .

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff

paver 2-1/2" thick of approved design and

colour pattren (average strength 5000 psi)

laid on sand cushion filling of joint with sand

and warring etc. complete as per direction

of Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand

cushion is included)



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 1800.00 1624.63 % Cft 29243 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 450.00 21744.25 % Cft 97849 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 900.00 38582.85 % Cft 347246 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 300.00 6879.77 % Sft 20639 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 1850.00 4381.84 % Sft 81064 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 20.00 45586.77 % Cft 9117 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE HAJI BAHIR BABAR, PERO

THEBO, KOT HAJI SOOMAR UC-MALE TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO

ALLAHYAR.
UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all

kinds of soil (except gravelly and murum soil, wet silt,

clay or mud conglomeration of gravel and boulders,

soft, sandy or disintegrated sandy and hard rock) and

back filling the excavated material in foundation,

plinth or under floor including breaking clods,

watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full

compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus

excavated stuff as directed, lead upto one chain (30.5 

R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8

coarse aggregate) cement concrete using graded

stone ballast 2 inches and down gauge in foundation

including leveling, compacting and curing etc.

complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or

curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343 mm)

thick including scaffolding, raking out Joints and

curing etc. complete in foundation, basement and

plinth (foundation and basement masonry upto 5 feet

(1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.)

height from ground level) .

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4

cement concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4

inch and down gauge in ground floor laid in panels

including form work, consolidation, finishing, and

curing etc. complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and

columns etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine and

ground floor including making edges, corners, and

curing etc., complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down

gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a

mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6"

inch thick including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor.



7 0.71 14349.01 P cwt 10188 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 595346 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars

with & including the cost of straightening, cutting,

bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are

not shown in the drawings, placing in position on

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying

with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all

kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth

and ground floor of building including septic tanks

and under ground tanks and in projections for future

extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 11335704 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 793224 /-

TOTAL Rs. 12128928 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE BAHAR MIRJAT, 

MANO LUND & DERO FORM, IBRAHIM AAQLANI, DEPTY AB:HAQ, 

KAREEMDINOAAQLANI UC- TANDO SOOMRO TALUKA JHANDO 

MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVERUNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 957.00 3006.25 % Cft 28770 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 25627.00 3254.05 % Cft 833915 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 8400.00 332.50 % Sft 27930 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 15400.00 27877.27 % Cft 4293100 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 1240.00 39059.08 % Cft 484333 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

6 224.00 285.98 P. Rft 64060 /-
AR Rft (Per foot)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in 

any thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down 

gauge stone ballast of approved grade and 

quality over prepared sub-grade or sand 

cushion in roads, paths, creteways laid to 

required gradient and camber including cost of 

necessary form work and its removal 

compacting with vibrators including curing etc. 

complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2

sand and 4 coarse aggregate) cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and

down gauge in foundation, basement and plinth

including form work, compacting, curing and

removal of form work etc. complete, foundation

and basement up to 5 feet depth and plinth up

to 4 feet height from ground level .

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top

precast cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12"

long 18" deep using screened graded bajri form

work & its removal compacting & curring laid in

cement mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4

neatly finished including cost of excavation and

back filling of excavated stuff and its disposal

within one chain lead as desired.

Amount

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in

lime or cement moratr

foundation,basement,plinth and ground floor

including stacking salvaged material (

serviceable) and disposing of surplus material

as directed within three chains (91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside sources 

within a radius of 5 miles (8 km) including 

digging, loading and unloading and filling in 

foundation trenches, plinth or under floor, etc. 

including breaking clods, dressing, watering 

and consolidation by ramming in layers not 

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full 

compaction complete within a ;lead of one 

chain (30.5 R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting

and filling earth upto 6 inches in depth including

consolidating and watering, complete as

required.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE BAHAR MIRJAT, MANO LUND & 

DERO FORM, IBRAHIM AAQLANI, DEPTY AB:HAQ, KAREEMDINOAAQLANI UC- 

TANDO SOOMRO TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 318.00 45586.77 % Cft 144966 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 11.36 14349.01 P cwt 163005 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 46250.00 114.50 P.Sft 5295625 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 11335704 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying reinforced cement

concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4

inch and down gauge having a minimum works

cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch

at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including

form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground

floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed 

deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi) 

reinforcement bars with & including the cost of 

straightening, cutting, bending, binding, 

wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown 

in the drawings, placing in position on cement 

concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with 

binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all 

kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement, 

plinth and ground floor of building including 

septic tanks and under ground tanks and in 

projections for future extension .

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff

paver 2-1/2" thick of approved design and

colour pattren (average strength 5000 psi) laid

on sand cushion filling of joint with sand and

warring etc. complete as per direction of

Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand cushion is

included)



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 2400.00 1624.63 % Cft 38991 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 600.00 21744.25 % Cft 130466 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 1200.00 38582.85 % Cft 462994 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 400.00 6879.77 % Sft 27519 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 2466.00 4381.84 % Sft 108056 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in 

all kinds of soil (except gravelly and murum soil, 

wet silt, clay or mud conglomeration of gravel and 

boulders, soft, sandy or disintegrated sandy and 

hard rock) and back filling the excavated material 

in foundation, plinth or under floor including 

breaking clods, watering, consolidation by 

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 

mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing and 

disposal of surplus excavated stuff as directed, 

lead upto one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet 

(1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and

8 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using

graded stone ballast 2 inches and down gauge in

foundation including leveling, compacting and

curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or

curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343

mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out Joints

and curing etc. complete in foundation, basement

and plinth (foundation and basement masonry

upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4

feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4

cement concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4

inch and down gauge in ground floor laid in

panels including form work, consolidation,

finishing, and curing etc. complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls 

and columns etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine 

and ground floor including making edges, 

corners, and curing etc., complete .

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE BAHAR MIRJAT, MANO LUND &

DERO FORM, IBRAHIM AAQLANI, DEPTY AB:HAQ, KAREEMDINOAAQLANI UC-

TANDO SOOMRO TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



6 26.00 45586.77 % Cft 11853 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

7 0.93 14349.01 P cwt 13345 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 793224 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed 

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement 

bars with & including the cost of straightening, 

cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such 

overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, 

placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4 

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, 

cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC 

work in foundation, basement, plinth and ground 

floor of building including septic tanks and under 

ground tanks and in projections for future 

extension .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and

down gauge having a minimum works cube

crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28

days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary

slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including form work

and its removal, compacting and curing etc. but

excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement

plinth and ground floor.



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 9309753 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 396541 /-

TOTAL Rs. 9706294 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE BACHAL SANDH, 

DAUD KEERIO, KEHAR KHAN LUND, ISMAIL KHAN LUND,MULAN 

ALLAHYAR KEERIO UC-SHAH PUR RIZVI TALUKA JHANDO MARI 

DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVERUNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 1305.00 3006.25 % Cft 39232 /-

P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 22874.00 3254.05 % Cft 744331 /-

P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 4800.00 332.50 % Sft 15960 /-

P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 12581.00 27877.27 % Cft 3507239 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 1012.00 39059.08 % Cft 395278 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

6 248.00 285.98 P. Rft 70923 /-

AR Rft (Per foot)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in

any thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge

stone ballast of approved grade and quality over

prepared sub-grade or sand cushion in roads,

paths, creteways laid to required gradient and

camber including cost of necessary form work

and its removal compacting with vibrators

including curing etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2

sand and 4 coarse aggregate) cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and

down gauge in foundation, basement and plinth

including form work, compacting, curing and

removal of form work etc. complete, foundation

and basement up to 5 feet depth and plinth up to

4 feet height from ground level .

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top

precast cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12"

long 18" deep using screened graded bajri form

work & its removal compacting & curring laid in

cement mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly

finished including cost of excavation and back

filling of excavated stuff and its disposal within

one chain lead as desired.

Amount

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in 

lime or cement moratr on,basement,plinth and 

ground floor including stacking salvaged 

material ( serviceable) and disposing of surplus 

material as directed within three chains (91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside sources

within a radius of 5 miles (8 km) including

digging, loading and unloading and filling in

foundation trenches, plinth or under floor, etc.

including breaking clods, dressing, watering and

consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full

compaction complete within a ;lead of one chain

(30.5 R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and

filling earth upto 6 inches in depth including

consolidating and watering, complete as

required.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE BACHAL SANDH, DAUD 

KEERIO, KEHAR KHAN LUND, ISMAIL KHAN LUND,MULAN ALLAHYAR KEERIO 

UC-SHAH PUR RIZVI TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 211.00 45586.77 % Cft 96188 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P cwt 114792 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 37780.00 114.50 P.Sft 4325810 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 9309753 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and

down gauge having a minimum works cube

crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28

days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary

slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including form work

and its removal, compacting and curing etc. but

excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement

plinth and ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed 

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement

bars with & including the cost of straightening,

cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such

overlaps as are not shown in the drawings,

placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire,

cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC

work in foundation, basement, plinth and ground

floor of building including septic tanks and under

ground tanks and in projections for future

extension .

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff

paver 2-1/2" thick of approved design and colour

pattren (average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand

cushion filling of joint with sand and warring etc.

complete as per direction of Engineer Incharge.

(the cost of sand cushion is included)

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top

precast cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12"

long 18" deep using screened graded bajri form

work & its removal compacting & curring laid in

cement mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly

finished including cost of excavation and back

filling of excavated stuff and its disposal within

one chain lead as desired.



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 1200.00 1624.63 % Cft 19496 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 300.00 21744.25 % Cft 65233 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 600.00 38582.85 % Cft 231497 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 200.00 6879.77 % Sft 13760 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 1233.00 4381.84 % Sft 54028 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE BACHAL SANDH, DAUD

KEERIO, KEHAR KHAN LUND, ISMAIL KHAN LUND,MULAN ALLAHYAR

KEERIO UC-SHAH PUR RIZVI TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO 

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in

all kinds of soil (except gravelly and murum soil,

wet silt, clay or mud conglomeration of gravel

and boulders, soft, sandy or disintegrated sandy

and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material in foundation, plinth or under floor

including breaking clods, watering, consolidation

by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches

(229 mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing

and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as

directed, lead upto one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift

upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand

and 8 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using

graded stone ballast 2 inches and down gauge

in foundation including leveling, compacting and

curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or

curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343

mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out Joints

and curing etc. complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement

masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and

plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground

level) .

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick

1:2:4 cement concrete using graded screened

bajri 3/4 inch and down gauge in ground floor

laid in panels including form work, consolidation,

finishing, and curing etc. complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls

and columns etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine

and ground floor including making edges,

corners, and curing etc., complete .



6 13.00 45586.77 % Cft 5926 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

7 0.46 14349.01 P cwt 6601 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 396541 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

              Assistant Executive Engineer

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement

bars with & including the cost of straightening,

cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such

overlaps as are not shown in the drawings,

placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire,

cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC

work in foundation, basement, plinth and ground

floor of building including septic tanks and under

ground tanks and in projections for future

extension .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and

down gauge having a minimum works cube

crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28

days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary

slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including form work

and its removal, compacting and curing etc. but

excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement

plinth and ground floor.



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 14162002 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 396541 /-

TOTAL Rs. 14558543 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE LAKHA DINO KORI, 

MUHAMMAD PALL, GAREEBABAD COLONY, ALI ABAD FARM, HAJI 

AB: KARIM DARS, JAFFAR HAKRO, BROHIABAD & TOWN PORTION 

SULTANABAD STATION UC-SULTANABAD  TALUKA JHANDO MARI 

DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVERUNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 1282.00 3006.25 % Cft 38540 /-

P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 35233.00 3254.05 % Cft 1146499 /-

P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 8400.00 332.50 % Sft 27930 /-

P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 19228.00 27877.27 % Cft 5360241 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 1544.00 39059.08 % Cft 603072 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

6 248.00 285.98 P. Rft 70923 /-
AR Rft (Per foot)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any

thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone

ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared sub-

grade or sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways laid to

required gradient and camber including cost of

necessary form work and its removal compacting with 

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and

4 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using crushed

graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in

foundation, basement and plinth including form work,

compacting, curing and removal of form work etc.

complete, foundation and basement up to 5 feet depth 

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top precast

cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long 18" deep

using screened graded bajri form work & its removal

compacting & curring laid in cement mortar 1:4 and

cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including cost of

excavation and back filling of excavated stuff and its

disposal within one chain lead as desired.

Amount

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in lime or

cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth and ground

floor including stacking salvaged material ( serviceable)

and disposing of surplus material as directed within

three chains (91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a

radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging, loading and

unloading and filling in foundation trenches, plinth or

under floor, etc. including breaking clods, dressing,

watering and consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full

compaction complete within a ;lead of one chain (30.5

R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling

earth upto 6 inches in depth including consolidating and

watering, complete as required.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE LAKHA DINO KORI, MUHAMMAD

PALL, GAREEBABAD COLONY, ALI ABAD FARM, HAJI AB: KARIM DARS,

JAFFAR HAKRO, BROHIABAD & TOWN PORTION SULTANABAD STATION UC-

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 313.00 45586.77 % Cft 142687 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 11.18 14349.01 P cwt 160422 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 57744.00 114.50 P.Sft 6611688 /-
P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 14162002 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of

3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner

than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick

including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement plinth and ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars

with & including the cost of straightening, cutting,

bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are

not shown in the drawings, placing in position on

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with

binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of

RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth and ground

floor of building including septic tanks and under ground

tanks and in projections for future extension .

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2"

thick of approved design and colour pattren (average

strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of joint

with sand and warring etc. complete as per direction of

Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand cushion is

included)



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 1200.00 1624.63 % Cft 19496 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 300.00 21744.25 % Cft 65233 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 600.00 38582.85 % Cft 231497 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 200.00 6879.77 % Sft 13760 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 1233.00 4381.84 % Sft 54028 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 13.00 45586.77 % Cft 5926 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE LAKHA DINO KORI, MUHAMMAD

PALL, GAREEBABAD COLONY, ALI ABAD FARM, HAJI AB: KARIM DARS, JAFFAR

HAKRO, BROHIABAD & TOWN PORTION SULTANABAD STATION UC-
UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4

cement concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch

and down gauge in ground floor laid in panels

including form work, consolidation, finishing, and

curing etc. complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and

columns etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine and

ground floor including making edges, corners, and

curing etc., complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using 

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of

3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner

than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick

including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement plinth and ground floor.

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all

kinds of soil (except gravelly and murum soil, wet silt,

clay or mud conglomeration of gravel and boulders,

soft, sandy or disintegrated sandy and hard rock) and

back filling the excavated material in foundation, plinth

or under floor including breaking clods, watering,

consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding 9

inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing

and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as directed,

lead upto one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet

(1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8

coarse aggregate) cement concrete using graded

stone ballast 2 inches and down gauge in foundation

including leveling, compacting and curing etc.

complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved

walls 9" to 13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343 mm) thick

including scaffolding, raking out Joints and curing etc.

complete in foundation, basement and plinth

(foundation and basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52

Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height

from ground level) .



7 0.46 14349.01 P cwt 6601 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 396541 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars

with & including the cost of straightening, cutting,

bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are

not shown in the drawings, placing in position on

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying

with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all

kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth

and ground floor of building including septic tanks and

under ground tanks and in projections for future

extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 14164373 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 396541 /-

TOTAL Rs. 14560914 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE MOHSAN DAGO, CHAWLO 

MEO,MUHAMMAD UMER THEBO, QAZI NOOR AHMED LAGHARI, GHULAM 

HUSSAIN LAGHARI, TOWN PORTION NANDHI MISSAN & TOWN PORTION 

WADI MISSAN UC-MISSAN TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO 

ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVERUNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 1382.00 3006.25 % Cft 41546 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 34424.00 3254.05 % Cft 1120174 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 0.00 332.50 % Sft 0 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 19273.00 27877.27 % Cft 5372786 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 1545.00 39059.08 % Cft 603463 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

6 224.00 285.98 P. Rft 64060 /-
AR Rft (Per foot)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any

thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone

ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared

sub-grade or sand cushion in roads, paths,

creteways laid to required gradient and camber

including cost of necessary form work and its

removal compacting with vibrators including curing

etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand

and 4 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

in foundation, basement and plinth including form

work, compacting, curing and removal of form work

etc. complete, foundation and basement up to 5

feet depth and plinth up to 4 feet height from

ground level .

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top

precast cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long

18" deep using screened graded bajri form work &

its removal compacting & curring laid in cement

mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished

including cost of excavation and back filling of

excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain

lead as desired.

Amount

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in lime

or cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth and

ground floor including stacking salvaged material (

serviceable) and disposing of surplus material as

directed within three chains (91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside sources

within a radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging,

loading and unloading and filling in foundation

trenches, plinth or under floor, etc. including

breaking clods, dressing, watering and

consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding 9

inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction

complete within a ;lead of one chain (30.5 R.m) and

lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and

filling earth upto 6 inches in depth including

consolidating and watering, complete as required.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE MOHSAN DAGO, CHAWLO

MEO,MUHAMMAD UMER THEBO, QAZI NOOR AHMED LAGHARI, GHULAM

HUSSAIN LAGHARI, TOWN PORTION NANDHI MISSAN & TOWN PORTION WADI

MISSAN UC-MISSAN TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 346.00 45586.77 % Cft 157730 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 12.36 14349.01 P cwt 177354 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 57880.00 114.50 P.Sft 6627260 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 14164373 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down

gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a

mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to

6" inch thick including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. but excluding the cost

of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground

floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement

bars with & including the cost of straightening,

cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such

overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing

in position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or

m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of chairs

and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of

building including septic tanks and under ground

tanks and in projections for future extension .

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-

1/2" thick of approved design and colour pattren

(average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion

filling of joint with sand and warring etc. complete

as per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the cost of

sand cushion is included)



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 1200.00 1624.63 % Cft 19496 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 300.00 21744.25 % Cft 65233 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 600.00 38582.85 % Cft 231497 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 200.00 6879.77 % Sft 13760 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 1233.00 4381.84 % Sft 54028 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 13.00 45586.77 % Cft 5926 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE MOHSAN DAGO, CHAWLO

MEO,MUHAMMAD UMER THEBO, QAZI NOOR AHMED LAGHARI, GHULAM

HUSSAIN LAGHARI, TOWN PORTION NANDHI MISSAN & TOWN PORTION WADI

MISSAN UC-MISSAN TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.
UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all kinds

of soil (except gravelly and murum soil, wet silt, clay or

mud conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy

or disintegrated sandy and hard rock) and back filling the

excavated material in foundation, plinth or under floor

including breaking clods, watering, consolidation by

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in

depth to full compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus

excavated stuff as directed, lead upto one chain (30.5

R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8

coarse aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone

ballast 2 inches and down gauge in foundation including

leveling, compacting and curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls 9" to

13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343 mm) thick including

scaffolding, raking out Joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and

basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and

plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing, and curing etc. complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and

columns etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground

floor including making edges, corners, and curing etc.,

complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of

3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner

than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick

including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement plinth and ground floor.



7 0.46 14349.01 P cwt 6601 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 396541 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with

& including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete

1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost

of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 9312122 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 396541 /-

TOTAL Rs. 9708663 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE MUHAMMAD SALEH 

HALEPOTO, QAIM LASHARI, GUL MUHAMMAD LASHARI, KHAIR 

MUHAMMAD JARWAR UC- SHAH INAYAT RIZVI TALUKA TANDO 

ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVERUNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 1039.00 3006.25 % Cft 31235 /-

P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 20784.00 3254.05 % Cft 676322 /-

P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 6720.00 332.50 % Sft 22344 /-

P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 12647.00 27877.27 % Cft 3525638 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 1020.00 39059.08 % Cft 398403 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

6 248.00 285.98 P. Rft 70923 /-
AR Rft (Per foot)

7 241.00 45586.77 % Cft 109864 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having a

minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq

inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary

slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including form work and its

removal, compacting and curing etc. but excluding the cost

of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor.

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any thickness 

using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone ballast of approved 

grade and quality over prepared sub-grade or sand cushion 

in roads, paths, creteways laid to required gradient and 

camber including cost of necessary form work and its 

removal compacting with vibrators including curing etc. 

complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4

coarse aggregate) cement concrete using crushed graded

boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in foundation, basement

and plinth including form work, compacting, curing and

removal of form work etc. complete, foundation and

basement up to 5 feet depth and plinth up to 4 feet height

from ground level .

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top precast

cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long 18" deep using

screened graded bajri form work & its removal compacting &

curring laid in cement mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4

neatly finished including cost of excavation and back filling

of excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain lead as

desired.

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in lime or

cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth and ground floor

including stacking salvaged material ( serviceable) and

disposing of surplus material as directed within three chains

(91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a 

radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging, loading and 

unloading and filling in foundation trenches, plinth or under 

floor, etc. including breaking clods, dressing, watering and 

consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches 

(229 mm) in depth to full compaction complete within a ;lead 

of one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling earth

upto 6 inches in depth including consolidating and watering,

complete as required.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE MUHAMMAD SALEH HALEPOTO, QAIM

LASHARI, GUL MUHAMMAD LASHARI, KHAIR MUHAMMAD JARWAR UC- SHAH

INAYAT RIZVI TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit Amount



8 9.00 14349.01 P cwt 129141 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 37976.00 114.50 P.Sft 4348252 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 9312122 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum

yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with & including

the cost of straightening, cutting, bending, binding, wastage,

and such overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing

in position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs,

tying with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all

kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth and

ground floor of building including septic tanks and under

ground tanks and in projections for future extension .

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2"

thick of approved design and colour pattren (average

strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of joint with

sand and warring etc. complete as per direction of Engineer

Incharge. (the cost of sand cushion is included)



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 1200.00 1624.63 % Cft 19496 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

TOTAL

2 300.00 21744.25 % Cft 65233 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 600.00 38582.85 % Cft 231497 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 200.00 6879.77 % Sft 13760 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 1233.00 4381.84 % Sft 54028 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 13.00 45586.77 % Cft 5926 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains 

in all kinds of soil (except gravelly and murum 

soil, wet silt, clay or mud conglomeration of 

gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or 

disintegrated sandy and hard rock) and back 

filling the excavated material in foundation, 

plinth or under floor including breaking clods, 

watering, consolidation by ramming in layers 

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand

and 8 coarse aggregate) cement concrete

using graded stone ballast 2 inches and down

gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or

curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343

mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out

Joints and curing etc. complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and

basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.)

depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height 

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick

1:2:4 cement concrete using graded screened

bajri 3/4 inch and down gauge in ground floor

laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing, and curing etc. 

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls 

and columns etc. in basement, plinth, 

mezzanine and ground floor including making 

edges, corners, and curing etc., complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement

concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4

inch and down gauge having a minimum works

cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch

at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including

form work and its removal, compacting and 

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE MUHAMMAD SALEH HALEPOTO,

QAIM LASHARI, GUL MUHAMMAD LASHARI, KHAIR MUHAMMAD JARWAR UC-

SHAH INAYAT RIZVI TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 0.46 14349.01 P cwt 6601 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 396541 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed 

deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi) 

reinforcement bars with & including the cost of 

straightening, cutting, bending, binding, 

wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown 

in the drawings, placing in position on cement 

concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with 

binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all 

kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement, 



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 13369424 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 1189807 /-

TOTAL Rs. 14559231 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE QAZI HALEPOTO, KHAKO 

WASSAN, OBHAYIO MIRBAHAR, MEHRO KERIO, ARZ MUHAMMAD PITAFI, 

GOLO HALEPOTO, AHMED KOLACHI,ALI MUHAMMAD NINDO UC- GHULAM 

KHAN SANJRANI TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVERUNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 1242.00 3006.25 % Cft 37338 /-

P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 31607.00 3254.05 % Cft 1028508 /-

P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 8400.00 332.50 % Sft 27930 /-

P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 18189.00 27877.27 % Cft 5070597 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 1470.00 39059.08 % Cft 574168 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

Amount

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in lime or

cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth and ground floor

including stacking salvaged material ( serviceable) and

disposing of surplus material as directed within three

chains (91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a

radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging, loading and

unloading and filling in foundation trenches, plinth or under

floor, etc. including breaking clods, dressing, watering and

consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches

(229 mm) in depth to full compaction complete within a

;lead of one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling

earth upto 6 inches in depth including consolidating and

watering, complete as required.

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any

thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone ballast

of approved grade and quality over prepared sub-grade or

sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways laid to required

gradient and camber including cost of necessary form work

and its removal compacting with vibrators including curing

etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4

coarse aggregate) cement concrete using crushed graded

boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in foundation, basement

and plinth including form work, compacting, curing and

removal of form work etc. complete, foundation and

basement up to 5 feet depth and plinth up to 4 feet height

from ground level .

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE QAZI HALEPOTO, KHAKO WASSAN,

OBHAYIO MIRBAHAR, MEHRO KERIO, ARZ MUHAMMAD PITAFI, GOLO HALEPOTO,

AHMED KOLACHI,ALI MUHAMMAD NINDO UC- GHULAM KHAN SANJRANI TALUKA

TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



6 224.00 285.98 P. Rft 64060 /-
AR Rft (Per foot)

7 323.00 45586.77 % Cft 147245 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 11.54 14349.01 P cwt 165588 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 54620.00 114.50 P.Sft 6253990 /-
P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 13369424 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2"

thick of approved design and colour pattren (average

strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of joint with

sand and warring etc. complete as per direction of

Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand cushion is included)

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top precast

cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long 18" deep using

screened graded bajri form work & its removal compacting

& curring laid in cement mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4

neatly finished including cost of excavation and back filling

of excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain lead as

desired.

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including form work

and its removal, compacting and curing etc. but excluding

the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground

floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum 

yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with & including

the cost of straightening, cutting, bending, binding,

wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in the

drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of

chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 3600.00 1624.63 % Cft 58487 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 900.00 21744.3 % Cft 195698 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 1800.00 38582.85 % Cft 694491 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 600.00 6879.77 % Sft 41279 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 3700.00 4381.84 % Sft 162128 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 39.00 45586.77 % Cft 17779 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4

cement concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4

inch and down gauge in ground floor laid in panels

including form work, consolidation, finishing, and

curing etc. complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and

columns etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine and

ground floor including making edges, corners, and

curing etc., complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down

gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a

mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to

6" inch thick including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor.

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8

coarse aggregate) cement concrete using graded

stone ballast 2 inches and down gauge in

foundation including leveling, compacting and

curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or

curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343

mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out Joints

and curing etc. complete in foundation, basement

and plinth (foundation and basement masonry upto

5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2

Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE QAZI HALEPOTO, KHAKO

WASSAN, OBHAYIO MIRBAHAR, MEHRO KERIO, ARZ MUHAMMAD PITAFI,

GOLO HALEPOTO, AHMED KOLACHI,ALI MUHAMMAD NINDO UC- GHULAM

KHAN SANJRANI TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.
UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all

kinds of soil (except gravelly and murum soil, wet

silt, clay or mud conglomeration of gravel and

boulders, soft, sandy or disintegrated sandy and

hard rock) and back filling the excavated material in

foundation, plinth or under floor including breaking

clods, watering, consolidation by ramming in layers

not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full

compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus

excavated stuff as directed, lead upto one chain

(30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).



7 1.39 14349.01 P cwt 19945 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 1189807 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars 

with & including the cost of straightening, cutting,

bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as

are not shown in the drawings, placing in position

on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs,

tying with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc.

in all kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement,

plinth and ground floor of building including septic

tanks and under ground tanks and in projections for

future extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 13368736 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 1189807 /-

TOTAL Rs. 14558543 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE GHULLAM HUSSAIN LUND , DR 

M.KHAN LUND,SARANG HAKRO, JAFFAR JAMALI, GUL HASSAN LUND,GHULLAM 

HASSAIN ARAIN, DITTO KALROO, BACHAL KHASKHELI UC- SHAIKH MOOSA 

TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVER UNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 1396.00 3006.25 % Cft 41967 /-

P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 32401.00 3254.05 % Cft 1054345 /-

P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 7680.00 332.50 % Sft 25536 /-

P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 18200.00 27877.27 % Cft 5073663 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 1461.00 39059.08 % Cft 570653 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

6 224.00 285.98 P. Rft 64060 /-

AR Rft (Per foot)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any

thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone

ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared

sub-grade or sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways

laid to required gradient and camber including cost of

necessary form work and its removal compacting with

vibrators including curing etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and

4 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using crushed

graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in

foundation, basement and plinth including form work,

compacting, curing and removal of form work etc.

complete, foundation and basement up to 5 feet depth

and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground level .

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top

precast cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long 18"

deep using screened graded bajri form work & its

removal compacting & curring laid in cement mortar 1:4

and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including cost of

excavation and back filling of excavated stuff and its

disposal within one chain lead as desired.

Amount

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in lime or

cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth and ground

floor including stacking salvaged material ( serviceable)

and disposing of surplus material as directed within

three chains (91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within

a radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging, loading

and unloading and filling in foundation trenches, plinth

or under floor, etc. including breaking clods, dressing,

watering and consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full

compaction complete within a ;lead of one chain (30.5

R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling

earth upto 6 inches in depth including consolidating

and watering, complete as required.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE GHULLAM HUSSAIN LUND , DR M.KHAN LUND,SARANG

HAKRO, JAFFAR JAMALI, GUL HASSAN LUND,GHULLAM HASSAIN ARAIN, DITTO KALROO, BACHAL

KHASKHELI UC- SHAIKH MOOSA TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 290.00 45586.77 % Cft 132202 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 10.36 14349.01 P cwt 148656 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 54652.00 114.50 P.Sft 6257654 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 13368736 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of

3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner

than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick

including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement plinth and ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars

with & including the cost of straightening, cutting,

bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are

not shown in the drawings, placing in position on

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with

binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of

RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth and ground

floor of building including septic tanks and under

ground tanks and in projections for future extension .

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-

1/2" thick of approved design and colour pattren

(average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling

of joint with sand and warring etc. complete as per

direction of Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand

cushion is included)

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top

precast cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long 18"

deep using screened graded bajri form work & its

removal compacting & curring laid in cement mortar 1:4

and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including cost of

excavation and back filling of excavated stuff and its

disposal within one chain lead as desired.



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 3600.00 1624.63 % Cft 58487 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 900.00 21744.25 % Cft 195698 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 1800.00 38582.85 % Cft 694491 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 600.00 6879.77 % Sft 41279 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick

1:2:4 cement concrete using graded screened

bajri 3/4 inch and down gauge in ground floor

laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing, and curing etc.

complete.

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand

and 8 coarse aggregate) cement concrete

using graded stone ballast 2 inches and down

gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or

curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343

mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out

Joints and curing etc. complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement

masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and

plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from

ground level) .

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE GHULLAM HUSSAIN LUND , DR

M.KHAN LUND,SARANG HAKRO, JAFFAR JAMALI, GUL HASSAN

LUND,GHULLAM HASSAIN ARAIN, DITTO KALROO, BACHAL KHASKHELI UC-

SHAIKH MOOSA TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.
UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains

in all kinds of soil (except gravelly and murum

soil, wet silt, clay or mud conglomeration of

gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated sandy and hard rock) and back

filling the excavated material in foundation,

plinth or under floor including breaking clods,

watering, consolidation by ramming in layers

not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to

full compaction, dressing and disposal of

surplus excavated stuff as directed, lead upto

one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52

m).



5 3700.00 4381.84 % Sft 162128 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 39.00 45586.77 % Cft 17779 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

7 1.39 14349.01 P cwt 19945 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 1189807 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls

and columns etc. in basement, plinth,

mezzanine and ground floor including making

edges, corners, and curing etc., complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement

concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4

inch and down gauge having a minimum works

cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch

at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including

form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground

floor.

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed

deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi)

reinforcement bars with & including the cost of

straightening, cutting, bending, binding,

wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown

in the drawings, placing in position on cement

concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with

binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all

kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement,

plinth and ground floor of building including

septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 9306571 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 396541 /-

Rs. 9703112 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE HAJI SAJJAD MEMON & BUKERA 

SHARIF UC-BUKERA SHARIF TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO 

ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVERUNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 1276.00 3006.25 % Cft 38360 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 21038.00 3254.05 % Cft 684587 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 5520.00 332.50 % Sft 18354 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 12654.00 27877.27 % Cft 3527590 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 1024.00 39059.08 % Cft 399965 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

6 224.00 285.98 P. Rft 64060 /-
AR Rft (Per foot)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any

thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone ballast

of approved grade and quality over prepared sub-grade or

sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways laid to required

gradient and camber including cost of necessary form work

and its removal compacting with vibrators including curing

etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4

coarse aggregate) cement concrete using crushed graded

boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in foundation, basement

and plinth including form work, compacting, curing and

removal of form work etc. complete, foundation and

basement up to 5 feet depth and plinth up to 4 feet height

from ground level .

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top precast

cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long 18" deep using

screened graded bajri form work & its removal compacting

& curring laid in cement mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4

neatly finished including cost of excavation and back filling

of excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain lead as

desired.

Amount

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in lime or

cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth and ground floor

including stacking salvaged material ( serviceable) and

disposing of surplus material as directed within three chains

(91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a

radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging, loading and

unloading and filling in foundation trenches, plinth or under

floor, etc. including breaking clods, dressing, watering and

consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches

(229 mm) in depth to full compaction complete within a

;lead of one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling

earth upto 6 inches in depth including consolidating and

watering, complete as required.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE HAJI SAJJAD MEMON &

BUKERA SHARIF UC-BUKERA SHARIF TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT 

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 230.00 45586.77 % Cft 104850 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 8.21 14349.01 P cwt 117805 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 38000.00 114.50 P.Sft 4351000 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 9306571 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including form work

and its removal, compacting and curing etc. but excluding

the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground

floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum

yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with & including

the cost of straightening, cutting, bending, binding,

wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in the

drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of chairs

and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in foundation,

basement, plinth and ground floor of building including

septic tanks and under ground tanks and in projections for

future extension .

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2"

thick of approved design and colour pattren (average

strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of joint with

sand and warring etc. complete as per direction of Engineer

Incharge. (the cost of sand cushion is included)



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 1200.00 1624.63 % Cft 19496 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 300.00 21744.3 % Cft 65233 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 600.00 38582.85 % Cft 231497 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 200.00 6879.77 % Sft 13760 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 1233.00 4381.84 % Sft 54028 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 13.00 45586.77 % Cft 5926 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all kinds of

soil (except gravelly and murum soil, wet silt, clay or mud

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated sandy and hard rock) and back filling the

excavated material in foundation, plinth or under floor

including breaking clods, watering, consolidation by

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in

depth to full compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus

excavated stuff as directed, lead upto one chain (30.5 R.m)

and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set

in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls 9" to 13-/2

inches (228 mm to 343 mm) thick including scaffolding,

raking out Joints and curing etc. complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement masonry

upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2

Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing, and curing etc. complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and columns

etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor

including making edges, corners, and curing etc., complete

.

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having a

minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq

inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary

slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including form work and its

removal, compacting and curing etc. but excluding the cost

of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor.

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE HAJI SAJJAD MEMON &

BUKERA SHARIF UC-BUKERA SHARIF TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT

TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 0.46 14349.01 P cwt 6601 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 396541 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum

yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with & including

the cost of straightening, cutting, bending, binding, wastage, 

and such overlaps as are not shown in the drawings,

placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s.

chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc.

in all kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth and

ground floor of building including septic tanks and under

ground tanks and in projections for future extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 8511019 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 1188921 /-

TOTAL Rs. 9699940 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE THARO LAGHARI, HOT 

KHAN BHATTI, SARANG KALROO, AHMED LASHARI, IMAM BUX JAMALI, HAJI 

PIR BUX BALOCH, AHMED KHAN TALPUR , SOOMRO LAGHARI UC-PAK 

SANGHAR TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVER UNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 1013.00 3006.25 % Cft 30453 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 17679.00 3254.05 % Cft 575283 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 7200.00 332.50 % Sft 23940 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 11569.00 27877.27 % Cft 3225121 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 939.00 39059.08 % Cft 366765 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

6 224.00 285.98 P. Rft 64060 /-
AR Rft (Per foot)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any thickness

using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone ballast of approved

grade and quality over prepared sub-grade or sand cushion in

roads, paths, creteways laid to required gradient and camber

including cost of necessary form work and its removal

compacting with vibrators including curing etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4

coarse aggregate) cement concrete using crushed graded

boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in foundation, basement

and plinth including form work, compacting, curing and

removal of form work etc. complete, foundation and basement

up to 5 feet depth and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground

level .

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top precast

cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long 18" deep using

screened graded bajri form work & its removal compacting &

curring laid in cement mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4

neatly finished including cost of excavation and back filling of

excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain lead as

desired.

Amount

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in lime or

cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth and ground floor

including stacking salvaged material ( serviceable) and

disposing of surplus material as directed within three chains

(91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a

radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging, loading and

unloading and filling in foundation trenches, plinth or under

floor, etc. including breaking clods, dressing, watering and

consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches

(229 mm) in depth to full compaction complete within a ;lead

of one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling earth

upto 6 inches in depth including consolidating and watering,

complete as required.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE THARO LAGHARI, HOT

KHAN BHATTI, SARANG KALROO, AHMED LASHARI, IMAM BUX JAMALI, HAJI

PIR BUX BALOCH, AHMED KHAN TALPUR , SOOMRO LAGHARI UC-PAK

SANGHAR TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 260.00 45586.77 % Cft 118526 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 9.00 14349.01 P cwt 129141 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 34740.00 114.50 P.Sft 3977730 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 8511019 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having a

minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq

inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary

slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including form work and its

removal, compacting and curing etc. but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum

yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with & including the

cost of straightening, cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and

such overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing in

position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs,

tying with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all

kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth and

ground floor of building including septic tanks and under

ground tanks and in projections for future extension .

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2" thick

of approved design and colour pattren (average strength

5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of joint with sand and

warring etc. complete as per direction of Engineer Incharge.

(the cost of sand cushion is included)



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 3600.00 1624.63 % Cft 58487 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 900.00 21744.25 % Cft 195698 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 1800.00 38582.85 % Cft 694491 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 600.00 6879.77 % Sft 41279 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 3700.00 4381.84 % Sft 162128 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 38.00 45586.77 % Cft 17323 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all kinds

of soil (except gravelly and murum soil, wet silt, clay or

mud conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated sandy and hard rock) and back filling the

excavated material in foundation, plinth or under floor

including breaking clods, watering, consolidation by

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in

depth to full compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus

excavated stuff as directed, lead upto one chain (30.5

R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls 9" to

13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343 mm) thick including

scaffolding, raking out Joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and

basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and

plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing, and curing etc. complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and

columns etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground

floor including making edges, corners, and curing etc.,

complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including form work

and its removal, compacting and curing etc. but excluding

the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground

floor.

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE THARO LAGHARI, HOT

KHAN BHATTI, SARANG KALROO, AHMED LASHARI, IMAM BUX JAMALI, HAJI

PIR BUX BALOCH, AHMED KHAN TALPUR , SOOMRO LAGHARI UC-PAK

SANGHAR TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 1.36 14349.01 P cwt 19515 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 1188921 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with

& including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of

chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 11334831 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 793224 /-

TOTAL Rs. 12128055 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE GHULLAM HYDER SERIWAL, PIR GHULLAM 

MUHMMAD QURESHI, DAR KHAN HINGORO, KAMARO STATION,GEO KAKEPOTO, ISMAIL KAKEPOTO 

UC-KAMARO TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVERUNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 1026.00 3006.25 % Cft 30844 /-

P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 24890.00 3254.05 % Cft 809933 /-

P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 8400.00 332.50 % Sft 27930 /-

P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 15418.00 27877.27 % Cft 4298117 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 1249.00 39059.08 % Cft 487848 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

6 224.00 285.98 P. Rft 64060 /-

AR Rft (Per foot)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any

thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone

ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared sub-

grade or sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways laid to

required gradient and camber including cost of

necessary form work and its removal compacting with

vibrators including curing etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and

4 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using crushed

graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in

foundation, basement and plinth including form work,

compacting, curing and removal of form work etc.

complete, foundation and basement up to 5 feet depth

and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground level .

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top precast

cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long 18" deep

using screened graded bajri form work & its removal

compacting & curring laid in cement mortar 1:4 and

cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including cost of

excavation and back filling of excavated stuff and its

disposal within one chain lead as desired.

Amount

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in lime or

cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth and ground

floor including stacking salvaged material ( serviceable)

and disposing of surplus material as directed within

three chains (91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a

radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging, loading and

unloading and filling in foundation trenches, plinth or

under floor, etc. including breaking clods, dressing,

watering and consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full

compaction complete within a ;lead of one chain (30.5

R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling

earth upto 6 inches in depth including consolidating and

watering, complete as required.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE GHULLAM HYDER SERIWAL, PIR GHULLAM 

MUHMMAD QURESHI, DAR KHAN HINGORO, KAMARO STATION,GEO KAKEPOTO, ISMAIL 

KAKEPOTO UC-KAMARO TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 325.00 45586.77 % Cft 148157 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 11.61 14349.01 P cwt 166592 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 46300.00 114.50 P.Sft 5301350 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 11334831 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of

3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner

than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick

including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement plinth and ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars

with & including the cost of straightening, cutting,

bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are

not shown in the drawings, placing in position on

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with

binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of

RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth and ground

floor of building including septic tanks and under ground

tanks and in projections for future extension .

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2"

thick of approved design and colour pattren (average

strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of joint

with sand and warring etc. complete as per direction of

Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand cushion is

included)



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 2400.00 1624.63 % Cft 38991 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 600.00 21744.25 % Cft 130466 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 1200.00 38582.85 % Cft 462994 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 400.00 6879.77 % Sft 27519 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 2466.00 4381.84 % Sft 108056 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 26.00 45586.77 % Cft 11853 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE GHULLAM HYDER SERIWAL, PIR GHULLAM

MUHMMAD QURESHI, DAR KHAN HINGORO, KAMARO STATION,GEO KAKEPOTO, ISMAIL KAKEPOTO UC-

KAMARO TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all

kinds of soil (except gravelly and murum soil, wet silt,

clay or mud conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft,

sandy or disintegrated sandy and hard rock) and back

filling the excavated material in foundation, plinth or

under floor including breaking clods, watering,

consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding 9

inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing

and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as directed, lead

upto one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8

coarse aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone

ballast 2 inches and down gauge in foundation including

leveling, compacting and curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls 9" to

13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343 mm) thick including

scaffolding, raking out Joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and

basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and

plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4

cement concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch

and down gauge in ground floor laid in panels including

form work, consolidation, finishing, and curing etc.

complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and

columns etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground

floor including making edges, corners, and curing etc.,

complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of

3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner

than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick

including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement plinth and ground floor.



7 0.93 14349.01 P cwt 13345 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 793224 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with 

& including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown

in the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete

1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost

of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 12974559 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 1586489 /-

TOTAL Rs. 14561048 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE FATAN LAGHARI GIDU COLONY, SONO KHAN 

LASHARI, HAJI KALOI, JAMAL KALOI, AHMED LASHARI, JEWAN KALOI, DHANI BUX KHASKHELI, 

JAM KHAN KALOI & DHINGANO BOZDAR TOWN PORTION UC-DHINGANO BOZDAR TALUKA TANDO 

ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVER UNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 1398.00 3006.25 % Cft 42027 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 30370.00 3254.05 % Cft 988255 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 9300.00 332.50 % Sft 30923 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 17617.00 27877.27 % Cft 4911139 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 1424.00 39059.08 % Cft 556201 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

6 224.00 285.98 P. Rft 64060 /-
AR Rft (Per foot)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any

thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone

ballast of approved grade and quality over

prepared sub-grade or sand cushion in roads,

paths, creteways laid to required gradient and

camber including cost of necessary form work and

its removal compacting with vibrators including

curing etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand

and 4 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

in foundation, basement and plinth including form

work, compacting, curing and removal of form work

etc. complete, foundation and basement up to 5

feet depth and plinth up to 4 feet height from

ground level .

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top

precast cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long

18" deep using screened graded bajri form work &

its removal compacting & curring laid in cement

mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished

including cost of excavation and back filling of

excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain

lead as desired.

Amount

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in

lime or cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth

and ground floor including stacking salvaged

material ( serviceable) and disposing of surplus

material as directed within three chains (91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside sources

within a radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging,

loading and unloading and filling in foundation

trenches, plinth or under floor, etc. including

breaking clods, dressing, watering and

consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding 9

inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction

complete within a ;lead of one chain (30.5 R.m)

and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and

filling earth upto 6 inches in depth including

consolidating and watering, complete as required.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE FATAN LAGHARI GIDU COLONY,

SONO KHAN LASHARI, HAJI KALOI, JAMAL KALOI, AHMED LASHARI, JEWAN KALOI,

DHANI BUX KHASKHELI, JAM KHAN KALOI & DHINGANO BOZDAR TOWN PORTION

UC-DHINGANO BOZDAR TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 335.00 45586.77 % Cft 152716 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 12.00 14349.01 P cwt 172188 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 52900.00 114.50 P.Sft 6057050 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 12974559 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down

gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a

mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to

6" inch thick including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. but excluding the cost

of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground

floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement

bars with & including the cost of straightening,

cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such

overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing

in position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or

m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of chairs

and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of

building including septic tanks and under ground

tanks and in projections for future extension .

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-

1/2" thick of approved design and colour pattren

(average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion

filling of joint with sand and warring etc. complete

as per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the cost of

sand cushion is included)



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 4800.00 1624.63 % Cft 77982 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 1200.00 21744.25 % Cft 260931 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 2400.00 38582.85 % Cft 925988 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 800.00 6879.77 % Sft 55038 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 4933.00 4381.84 % Sft 216156 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 52.00 45586.77 % Cft 23705 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE FATAN LAGHARI GIDU COLONY,

SONO KHAN LASHARI, HAJI KALOI, JAMAL KALOI, AHMED LASHARI, JEWAN KALOI,

DHANI BUX KHASKHELI, JAM KHAN KALOI & DHINGANO BOZDAR TOWN PORTION UC-

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8

coarse aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone

ballast 2 inches and down gauge in foundation

including leveling, compacting and curing etc.

complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved

walls 9" to 13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343 mm) thick

including scaffolding, raking out Joints and curing etc.

complete in foundation, basement and plinth

(foundation and basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52

Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height

from ground level) .

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4

cement concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch

and down gauge in ground floor laid in panels including

form work, consolidation, finishing, and curing etc.

complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and

columns etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine and

ground floor including making edges, corners, and

curing etc., complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of

3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner

than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick

including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement plinth and ground floor.

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all

kinds of soil (except gravelly and murum soil, wet silt,

clay or mud conglomeration of gravel and boulders,

soft, sandy or disintegrated sandy and hard rock) and

back filling the excavated material in foundation, plinth

or under floor including breaking clods, watering,

consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding 9

inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing

and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as directed,

lead upto one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52

m).



7 1.86 14349.01 P cwt 26689 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 1586489 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars

with & including the cost of straightening, cutting,

bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are

not shown in the drawings, placing in position on

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with

binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of

RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth and ground

floor of building including septic tanks and under

ground tanks and in projections for future extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 10944410 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 1189807 /-

TOTAL Rs. 12134217 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE MASOR

BOZDAR,MUHAMMAD ALI PARHIYAR, MUHAMMAD HASSSAN DAL,MUHAMMAD

SOLANGI, BALACH KHAN LAGHARI, UC- MASO BOZDAR TALUKA CHAMBER

DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVERUNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 1280.00 3006.25 % Cft 38480 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 23599.00 3254.05 % Cft 767923 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 8400.00 332.50 % Sft 27930 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 14884.00 27877.27 % Cft 4149253 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 1201.00 39059.08 % Cft 469100 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

6 248.00 285.98 P. Rft 70923 /-
AR Rft (Per foot)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any

thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone

ballast of approved grade and quality over

prepared sub-grade or sand cushion in roads,

paths, creteways laid to required gradient and

camber including cost of necessary form work and

its removal compacting with vibrators including

curing etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand

and 4 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

in foundation, basement and plinth including form

work, compacting, curing and removal of form work

etc. complete, foundation and basement up to 5

feet depth and plinth up to 4 feet height from

ground level .

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top

precast cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long

18" deep using screened graded bajri form work &

its removal compacting & curring laid in cement

mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished

including cost of excavation and back filling of

excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain

lead as desired.

Amount

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in lime

or cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth and

ground floor including stacking salvaged material (

serviceable) and disposing of surplus material as

directed within three chains (91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside sources

within a radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging,

loading and unloading and filling in foundation

trenches, plinth or under floor, etc. including

breaking clods, dressing, watering and

consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding 9

inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction

complete within a ;lead of one chain (30.5 R.m) and

lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and

filling earth upto 6 inches in depth including

consolidating and watering, complete as required.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE MASOR BOZDAR,MUHAMMAD 

ALI PARHIYAR, MUHAMMAD HASSSAN DAL,MUHAMMAD SOLANGI, BALACH 

KHAN LAGHARI, UC- MASO BOZDAR TALUKA CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO 

ALLAHYAR.

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 313.00 45586.77 % Cft 142687 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 11.18 14349.01 P cwt 160422 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 44696.00 114.50 P.Sft 5117692 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 10944410 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down

gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a

mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to

6" inch thick including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. but excluding the cost

of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground

floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement

bars with & including the cost of straightening,

cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such

overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing

in position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or

m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of chairs

and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of

building including septic tanks and under ground

tanks and in projections for future extension .

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-

1/2" thick of approved design and colour pattren

(average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion

filling of joint with sand and warring etc. complete

as per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the cost of

sand cushion is included)

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top

precast cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long

18" deep using screened graded bajri form work &

its removal compacting & curring laid in cement

mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished

including cost of excavation and back filling of

excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain

lead as desired.



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 3600.00 1624.63 % Cft 58487 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 900.00 21744.25 % Cft 195698 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 1800.00 38582.85 % Cft 694491 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 600.00 6879.77 % Sft 41279 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 3700.00 4381.84 % Sft 162128 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains

in all kinds of soil (except gravelly and murum

soil, wet silt, clay or mud conglomeration of

gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated sandy and hard rock) and back

filling the excavated material in foundation,

plinth or under floor including breaking clods,

watering, consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full

compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus

excavated stuff as directed, lead upto one chain

(30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand

and 8 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using

graded stone ballast 2 inches and down gauge

in foundation including leveling, compacting and

curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or

curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343

mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out

Joints and curing etc. complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement

masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and

plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from

ground level) .

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick

1:2:4 cement concrete using graded screened

bajri 3/4 inch and down gauge in ground floor

laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing, and curing etc.

complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls

and columns etc. in basement, plinth,

mezzanine and ground floor including making

edges, corners, and curing etc., complete .

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE MASOR BOZDAR,MUHAMMAD

ALI PARHIYAR, MUHAMMAD HASSSAN DAL,MUHAMMAD SOLANGI, BALACH KHAN

LAGHARI, UC- MASO BOZDAR TALUKA CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



6 39.00 45586.77 % Cft 17779 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

7 1.39 14349.01 P cwt 19945 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 1189807 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed

deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi)

reinforcement bars with & including the cost of

straightening, cutting, bending, binding,

wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown

in the drawings, placing in position on cement

concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with

binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all

kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement,

plinth and ground floor of building including

septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

Providing and laying reinforced cement

concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4

inch and down gauge having a minimum works

cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch

at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including

form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground

floor.



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 8913981 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 793224 /-

TOTAL Rs. 9707205 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE JUMO KATIYAR, MUREED KHAN

LUND, GODO THAHEEM,ISMAIL MEHRANI, MITHO KHAN RUSTMANI,, MUHAMAD KHAN

PITAFI, MOOSA KHAN PITAFI, AHMED KHAN LAGHARI UC-DAD JARWAR TALUKA

CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVER UNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 856.00 3006.25 % Cft 25734 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 20461.00 3254.05 % Cft 665811 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 4800.00 332.50 % Sft 15960 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 12118.00 27877.27 % Cft 3378168 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 974.00 39059.08 % Cft 380435 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

6 248.00 285.98 P. Rft 70923 /-
AR Rft (Per foot)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any

thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone

ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared

sub-grade or sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways

laid to required gradient and camber including cost of

necessary form work and its removal compacting with

vibrators including curing etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and

4 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using crushed

graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in

foundation, basement and plinth including form work,

compacting, curing and removal of form work etc.

complete, foundation and basement up to 5 feet depth

and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground level .

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top precast

cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long 18" deep

using screened graded bajri form work & its removal

compacting & curring laid in cement mortar 1:4 and

cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including cost of

excavation and back filling of excavated stuff and its

disposal within one chain lead as desired.

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in lime or

cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth and ground

floor including stacking salvaged material ( serviceable)

and disposing of surplus material as directed within

three chains (91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within

a radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging, loading

and unloading and filling in foundation trenches, plinth

or under floor, etc. including breaking clods, dressing,

watering and consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full

compaction complete within a ;lead of one chain (30.5

R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling

earth upto 6 inches in depth including consolidating and 

watering, complete as required.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE JUMO KATIYAR, MUREED KHAN LUND, GODO

THAHEEM,ISMAIL MEHRANI, MITHO KHAN RUSTMANI,, MUHAMAD KHAN PITAFI, MOOSA KHAN PITAFI,

AHMED KHAN LAGHARI UC-DAD JARWAR TALUKA CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit Amount



7 210.00 45586.77 % Cft 95732 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 8.00 14349.01 P cwt 114792 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 36388.00 114.50 P.Sft 4166426 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 8913981 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer- Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of

3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner

than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick

including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement plinth and ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars

with & including the cost of straightening, cutting,

bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are

not shown in the drawings, placing in position on

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with

binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of

RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth and ground

floor of building including septic tanks and under

ground tanks and in projections for future extension .

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-

1/2" thick of approved design and colour pattren

(average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling

of joint with sand and warring etc. complete as per

direction of Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand

cushion is included)



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 2400.00 1624.63 % Cft 38991 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 600.00 21744.25 % Cft 130466 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 1200.00 38582.85 % Cft 462994 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 400.00 6879.77 % Sft 27519 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 2466.00 4381.84 % Sft 108056 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE JUMO KATIYAR, MUREED

KHAN LUND, GODO THAHEEM,ISMAIL MEHRANI, MITHO KHAN RUSTMANI,,

MUHAMAD KHAN PITAFI, MOOSA KHAN PITAFI, AHMED KHAN LAGHARI UC-

DAD JARWAR TALUKA CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Excavation for foundation trenches and

drains in all kinds of soil (except gravelly and

murum soil, wet silt, clay or mud

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft,

sandy or disintegrated sandy and hard rock)

and back filling the excavated material in

foundation, plinth or under floor including

breaking clods, watering, consolidation by

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches

(229 mm) in depth to full compaction,

dressing and disposal of surplus excavated

stuff as directed, lead upto one chain (30.5

R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand

and 8 coarse aggregate) cement concrete

using graded stone ballast 2 inches and

down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt

brick masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in

straight or curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches

(228 mm to 343 mm) thick including

scaffolding, raking out Joints and curing etc.

complete in foundation, basement and plinth

(foundation and basement masonry upto 5

feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet

(1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick

1:2:4 cement concrete using graded

screened bajri 3/4 inch and down gauge in

ground floor laid in panels including form

work, consolidation, finishing, and curing etc.

complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on

walls and columns etc. in basement, plinth,

mezzanine and ground floor including making

edges, corners, and curing etc., complete .



6 26.00 45586.77 % Cft 11853 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

7 0.93 14349.01 P cwt 13345 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 793224 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed

deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi)

reinforcement bars with & including the cost

of straightening, cutting, bending, binding,

wastage, and such overlaps as are not

shown in the drawings, placing in position on

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs,

tying with binding wire, cost of chairs and

wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor

of building including septic tanks and under

ground tanks and in projections for future

extension .

Providing and laying reinforced cement

concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4

inch and down gauge having a minimum

works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per 

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick

including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. but excluding the

cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth and

ground floor.



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 11341291 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 793224 /-

TOTAL Rs. 12134515 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE MANIK LANJWANI, WANGI OTHA, 

GHULLAM NABI LAGHARI, SOBHO RIND, DODO RIND UC-LANDHI TALUKA CHAMBER 

DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVER UNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 1122.00 3006.25 % Cft 33730 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 24594.00 3254.05 % Cft 800301 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 8400.00 332.50 % Sft 27930 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 15452.00 27877.27 % Cft 4307596 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 1249.00 39059.08 % Cft 487848 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

6 248.00 285.98 P. Rft 70923 /-
AR Rft (Per foot)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any

thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone

ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared

sub-grade or sand cushion in roads, paths,

creteways laid to required gradient and camber

including cost of necessary form work and its

removal compacting with vibrators including curing

etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand

and 4 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

in foundation, basement and plinth including form

work, compacting, curing and removal of form work

etc. complete, foundation and basement up to 5

feet depth and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground 

level .

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top

precast cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long

18" deep using screened graded bajri form work &

its removal compacting & curring laid in cement

mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished

including cost of excavation and back filling of

excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain

lead as desired.

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in lime

or cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth and

ground floor including stacking salvaged material (

serviceable) and disposing of surplus material as

directed within three chains (91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside sources

within a radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging,

loading and unloading and filling in foundation

trenches, plinth or under floor, etc. including

breaking clods, dressing, watering and

consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding 9

inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction

complete within a ;lead of one chain (30.5 R.m) and

lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and

filling earth upto 6 inches in depth including

consolidating and watering, complete as required.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE MANIK LANJWANI, WANGI OTHA, 

GHULLAM NABI LAGHARI, SOBHO RIND, DODO RIND UC-LANDHI TALUKA CHAMBER 

DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit Amount



7 310.00 45586.77 % Cft 141319 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 11.07 14349.01 P cwt 158844 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 46400.00 114.50 P.Sft 5312800 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 11341291 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer- Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down

gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a

mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to

6" inch thick including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. but excluding the cost

of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground

floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars

with & including the cost of straightening, cutting,

bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as

are not shown in the drawings, placing in position

on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs,

tying with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc.

in all kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement,

plinth and ground floor of building including septic

tanks and under ground tanks and in projections for

future extension .

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-

1/2" thick of approved design and colour pattren

(average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion

filling of joint with sand and warring etc. complete

as per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the cost of

sand cushion is included)



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 2400.00 1624.63 % Cft 38991 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 600.00 21744.3 % Cft 130466 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 1200.00 38582.85 % Cft 462994 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 400.00 6879.77 % Sft 27519 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 2466.00 4381.84 % Sft 108056 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 26.00 45586.77 % Cft 11853 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE MANIK LANJWANI, WANGI OTHA, GHULLAM NABI

LAGHARI, SOBHO RIND, DODO RIND UC-LANDHI TALUKA CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page 

No.& Item 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all kinds

of soil (except gravelly and murum soil, wet silt, clay or

mud conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy

or disintegrated sandy and hard rock) and back filling the

excavated material in foundation, plinth or under floor

including breaking clods, watering, consolidation by

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in

depth to full compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus

excavated stuff as directed, lead upto one chain (30.5

R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8

coarse aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone

ballast 2 inches and down gauge in foundation including

leveling, compacting and curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls 9" to

13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343 mm) thick including

scaffolding, raking out Joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and

basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and

plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing, and curing etc. complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and

columns etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground

floor including making edges, corners, and curing etc.,

complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of

3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner

than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick

including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement plinth and ground floor.



7 0.93 14349.01 P cwt 13345 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 793224 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with

& including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete

1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost

of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 18225687 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 1190837 /-

TOTAL Rs. 19416524 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE MIANDAD JUNEJO,DUR 

MUHAMMAD JISKANI, MOOSA MARI, CHATTAN AREESAR, KUMBHAR MOHALLA, 

MITHO KHASKHELI,MUHAMMAD UMER DAUDANI,KAURO DAUDANI UC-JARKI TALUKA 

CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVERUNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 1953.00 3006.25 % Cft 58712 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 45622.00 3254.05 % Cft 1484563 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 10800.00 332.50 % Sft 35910 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 24781.00 27877.27 % Cft 6908266 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 1985.00 39059.08 % Cft 775323 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

6 224.00 285.98 P. Rft 64060 /-
AR Rft (Per foot)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any

thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone

ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared

sub-grade or sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways

laid to required gradient and camber including cost of

necessary form work and its removal compacting with

vibrators including curing etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand

and 4 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in

foundation, basement and plinth including form work,

compacting, curing and removal of form work etc.

complete, foundation and basement up to 5 feet depth

and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground level .

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top

precast cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long

18" deep using screened graded bajri form work & its

removal compacting & curring laid in cement mortar

1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including

cost of excavation and back filling of excavated stuff

and its disposal within one chain lead as desired.

Amount

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in lime or 

cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth and

ground floor including stacking salvaged material (

serviceable) and disposing of surplus material as

directed within three chains (91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within

a radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging, loading

and unloading and filling in foundation trenches, plinth

or under floor, etc. including breaking clods, dressing,

watering and consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full

compaction complete within a ;lead of one chain (30.5

R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and

filling earth upto 6 inches in depth including

consolidating and watering, complete as required.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE MIANDAD JUNEJO,DUR MUHAMMAD JISKANI, MOOSA 

MARI, CHATTAN AREESAR, KUMBHAR MOHALLA, MITHO KHASKHELI,MUHAMMAD UMER DAUDANI,KAURO 

DAUDANI UC-JARKI TALUKA CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 388.00 45586.77 % Cft 176877 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 14.00 14349.01 P cwt 200886 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 74420.00 114.50 P.Sft 8521090 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 18225687 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down

gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix

not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch

thick including form work and its removal, compacting

and curing etc. but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars

with & including the cost of straightening, cutting,

bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are

not shown in the drawings, placing in position on

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying

with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all

kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth

and ground floor of building including septic tanks and

under ground tanks and in projections for future

extension .

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-

1/2" thick of approved design and colour pattren

(average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion

filling of joint with sand and warring etc. complete as

per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand

cushion is included)



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 3600.00 1624.63 % Cft 58487 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 900.00 21744.25 % Cft 195698 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 1800.00 38582.85 % Cft 694491 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 600.00 6879.77 % Sft 41279 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 3700.00 4381.84 % Sft 162128 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 40.00 45586.77 % Cft 18235 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all kinds

of soil (except gravelly and murum soil, wet silt, clay or

mud conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or

disintegrated sandy and hard rock) and back filling the

excavated material in foundation, plinth or under floor

including breaking clods, watering, consolidation by

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in

depth to full compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus

excavated stuff as directed, lead upto one chain (30.5

R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls 9" to

13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343 mm) thick including

scaffolding, raking out Joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and

basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and

plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing, and curing etc. complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and

columns etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground

floor including making edges, corners, and curing etc.,

complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having

a minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in

ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including form work

and its removal, compacting and curing etc. but excluding

the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground

floor.

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE MIANDAD JUNEJO,DUR MUHAMMAD JISKANI, MOOSA 

MARI, CHATTAN AREESAR, KUMBHAR MOHALLA, MITHO KHASKHELI,MUHAMMAD UMER DAUDANI,KAURO 

DAUDANI UC-JARKI TALUKA CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 1.43 14349.01 P cwt 20519 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 1190837 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with

& including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of

chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 9310210 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 396541 /-

TOTAL Rs. 9706751 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT UC-DARYA KHAN MARI 

TALUKA CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVERUNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 1115.00 3006.25 % Cft 33520 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 18686.00 3254.05 % Cft 608052 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 7200.00 332.50 % Sft 23940 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 12668.00 27877.27 % Cft 3531493 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 1011.00 39059.08 % Cft 394887 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

6 124.00 285.98 P. Rft 35462 /-
AR Rft (Per foot)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any

thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone

ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared sub-

grade or sand cushion in roads, paths, creteways laid to

required gradient and camber including cost of

necessary form work and its removal compacting with

vibrators including curing etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and

4 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using crushed

graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in foundation,

basement and plinth including form work, compacting,

curing and removal of form work etc. complete,

foundation and basement up to 5 feet depth and plinth

up to 4 feet height from ground level .

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top precast

cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long 18" deep

using screened graded bajri form work & its removal

compacting & curring laid in cement mortar 1:4 and

cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including cost of

excavation and back filling of excavated stuff and its

disposal within one chain lead as desired.

Amount

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in lime or

cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth and ground

floor including stacking salvaged material ( serviceable)

and disposing of surplus material as directed within

three chains (91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a

radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging, loading and

unloading and filling in foundation trenches, plinth or

under floor, etc. including breaking clods, dressing,

watering and consolidation by ramming in layers not

exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction

complete within a ;lead of one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift

of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling

earth upto 6 inches in depth including consolidating and

watering, complete as required.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT UC-DARYA KHAN MARI TALUKA

CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 338.00 45586.77 % Cft 154083 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 12.07 14349.01 P cwt 173193 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 38040.00 114.50 P.Sft 4355580 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 9310210 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of

3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner

than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick

including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement plinth and ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with

& including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown

in the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete

1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost

of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2"

thick of approved design and colour pattren (average

strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of joint

with sand and warring etc. complete as per direction of

Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand cushion is

included)

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top precast

cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long 18" deep

using screened graded bajri form work & its removal

compacting & curring laid in cement mortar 1:4 and

cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including cost of

excavation and back filling of excavated stuff and its

disposal within one chain lead as desired.



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 1200.00 1624.63 % Cft 19496 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 300.00 21744.25 % Cft 65233 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 600.00 38582.85 % Cft 231497 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 200.00 6879.77 % Sft 13760 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 1233.00 4381.84 % Sft 54028 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 13.00 45586.77 % Cft 5926 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all kinds

of soil (except gravelly and murum soil, wet silt, clay or

mud conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy

or disintegrated sandy and hard rock) and back filling the

excavated material in foundation, plinth or under floor

including breaking clods, watering, consolidation by

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in

depth to full compaction, dressing and disposal of

surplus excavated stuff as directed, lead upto one chain

(30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8

coarse aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone

ballast 2 inches and down gauge in foundation including

leveling, compacting and curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry

set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls 9" to

13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343 mm) thick including

scaffolding, raking out Joints and curing etc. complete in

foundation, basement and plinth (foundation and

basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and

plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4 cement

concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down

gauge in ground floor laid in panels including form work,

consolidation, finishing, and curing etc. complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and

columns etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground

floor including making edges, corners, and curing etc.,

complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

having a minimum works cube crushing strength of

3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner

than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick

including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in

basement plinth and ground floor.

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT UC-DARYA KHAN MARI TALUKA

CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 0.46 14349.01 P cwt 6601 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 396541 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with

& including the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown in

the drawings, placing in position on cement concrete

1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost

of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks and in

projections for future extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 9308628 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 396541 /-

TOTAL Rs. 9705169 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE JARAR 

THEBO,MITHO JARWAR, BEGAN JARWAR, SHAHDMAN JARWAR, 

AMEER ALI SENHARO, LAKHADINO SANDH UC-BEGAN JARWAR 

TALUKA CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVERUNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 819.00 3006.25 % Cft 24621 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 20909.00 3254.05 % Cft 680389 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 6000.00 332.50 % Sft 19950 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 12634.00 27877.27 % Cft 3522014 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 1014.00 39059.08 % Cft 396059 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement

concrete in any thickness using 2" (51

mm) and down gauge stone ballast of

approved grade and quality over prepared

sub-grade or sand cushion in roads,

paths, creteways laid to required gradient

and camber including cost of necessary

form work and its removal compacting

with vibrators including curing etc.

complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1

cement 2 sand and 4 coarse aggregate)

cement concrete using crushed graded

boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in

foundation, basement and plinth including

form work, compacting, curing and

removal of form work etc. complete,

foundation and basement up to 5 feet

depth and plinth up to 4 feet height from

ground level .

Amount

Dismantling cement concrete block

masnary in lime or cement moratr

foundation,basement,plinth and ground

floor including stacking salvaged material

( serviceable) and disposing of surplus

material as directed within three chains

(91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside

sources within a radius of 5 miles (8 km)

including digging, loading and unloading

and filling in foundation trenches, plinth or

under floor, etc. including breaking clods,

dressing, watering and consolidation by

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches

(229 mm) in depth to full compaction

complete within a ;lead of one chain (30.5

R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Levelling and dressing the ground by

cutting and filling earth upto 6 inches in

depth including consolidating and

watering, complete as required.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE JARAR THEBO,MITHO JARWAR, BEGAN JARWAR, 

SHAHDMAN JARWAR, AMEER ALI SENHARO, LAKHADINO SANDH UC-BEGAN JARWAR TALUKA 

CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



6 176.00 285.98 P. Rft 50332 /-
AR Rft (Per foot)

7 280.00 45586.77 % Cft 127643 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 10.00 14349.01 P cwt 143490 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 37940.00 114.50 P.Sft 4344130 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 9308628 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying reinforced cement

concrete using crushed graded boulders

3/4 inch and down gauge having a

minimum works cube crushing strength of

3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a

mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab

5" inch to 6" inch thick including form work

and its removal, compacting and curing

etc. but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in basement plinth and

ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed

deformed (minimum yield point 60,000

psi) reinforcement bars with & including

the cost of straightening, cutting, bending,

binding, wastage, and such overlaps as

are not shown in the drawings, placing in

position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast

or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost

of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of

RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth

and ground floor of building including

septic tanks and under ground tanks and

in projections for future extension .

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4:

tuff paver 2-1/2" thick of approved design

and colour pattren (average strength

5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of

joint with sand and warring etc. complete

as per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the

cost of sand cushion is included)

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4"

wide top precast cement concrete1:2:4

stone edge 12" long 18" deep using

screened graded bajri form work & its

removal compacting & curring laid in

cement mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4

neatly finished including cost of

excavation and back filling of excavated

stuff and its disposal within one chain lead

as desired.



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 1200.00 1624.63 % Cft 19496 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 300.00 21744.25 % Cft 65233 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 600.00 38582.85 % Cft 231497 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 200.00 6879.77 % Sft 13760 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 1233.00 4381.84 % Sft 54028 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 13.00 45586.77 % Cft 5926 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE JARAR THEBO,MITHO JARWAR,

BEGAN JARWAR, SHAHDMAN JARWAR, AMEER ALI SENHARO, LAKHADINO SANDH

UC-BEGAN JARWAR TALUKA CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in

all kinds of soil (except gravelly and murum soil,

wet silt, clay or mud conglomeration of gravel

and boulders, soft, sandy or disintegrated sandy

and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material in foundation, plinth or under floor

including breaking clods, watering, consolidation

by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches

(229 mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing

and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as

directed, lead upto one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift

upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and

8 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using

graded stone ballast 2 inches and down gauge

in foundation including leveling, compacting and

curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or

curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343

mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out Joints

and curing etc. complete in foundation, basement

and plinth (foundation and basement masonry

upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4

feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4

cement concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4

inch and down gauge in ground floor laid in

panels including form work, consolidation,

finishing, and curing etc. complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls

and columns etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine

and ground floor including making edges,

corners, and curing etc., complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and

down gauge having a minimum works cube

crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28

days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary

slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including form work

and its removal, compacting and curing etc. but

excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement

plinth and ground floor.



7 0.46 14349.01 P cwt 6601 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 396541 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement

bars with & including the cost of straightening,

cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such

overlaps as are not shown in the drawings,

placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire,

cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC

work in foundation, basement, plinth and ground

floor of building including septic tanks and under

ground tanks and in projections for future

extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 13367494 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 1190837 /-

TOTAL Rs. 14558331 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE HASHIM NOHANI,BAHADUR 

JALBANI,HAJI HUZURI KHASKHELI, ISMAIL KHASKHELI, HAJI MISRI CHANYIO, HAJI 

KARAM RIND, MEVO KURKALI, RAWAT LAGHARI UC-RAWAT LAGHARI TALUKA 

CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVERUNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 1159.00 3006.25 % Cft 34842 /-

P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 31773.00 3254.05 % Cft 1033909 /-

P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 9600.00 332.50 % Sft 31920 /-

P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 18183.00 27877.27 % Cft 5068924 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 1473.00 39059.08 % Cft 575340 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

6 176.00 285.98 P. Rft 50332 /-
AR Rft (Per foot)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in

any thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down

gauge stone ballast of approved grade and

quality over prepared sub-grade or sand

cushion in roads, paths, creteways laid to

required gradient and camber including cost

of necessary form work and its removal

compacting with vibrators including curing

etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2

sand and 4 coarse aggregate) cement

concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4

inch and down gauge in foundation,

basement and plinth including form work,

compacting, curing and removal of form work

etc. complete, foundation and basement up to

5 feet depth and plinth up to 4 feet height

from ground level .

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide

top precast cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge

12" long 18" deep using screened graded

bajri form work & its removal compacting &

curring laid in cement mortar 1:4 and cement

plaster 1:4 neatly finished including cost of

excavation and back filling of excavated stuff

and its disposal within one chain lead as

desired.

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary

in lime or cement moratr

foundation,basement,plinth and ground floor

including stacking salvaged material (

serviceable) and disposing of surplus material

as directed within three chains (91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside

sources within a radius of 5 miles (8 km)

including digging, loading and unloading and

filling in foundation trenches, plinth or under

floor, etc. including breaking clods, dressing,

watering and consolidation by ramming in

layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in

depth to full compaction complete within a

;lead of one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift of 5 feet

(1.52 m).

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting

and filling earth upto 6 inches in depth

including consolidating and watering,

complete as required.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE HASHIM NOHANI,BAHADUR JALBANI,HAJI HUZURI 

KHASKHELI, ISMAIL KHASKHELI, HAJI MISRI CHANYIO, HAJI KARAM RIND, MEVO KURKALI, RAWAT LAGHARI UC-

RAWAT LAGHARI TALUKA CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit Amount



7 330.00 45586.77 % Cft 150436 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 11.79 14349.01 P cwt 169175 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 54608.00 114.50 P.Sft 6252616 /-
P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 13367494 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying reinforced cement

concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4

inch and down gauge having a minimum

works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per

sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than

1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick

including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. but excluding the

cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth and

ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed

deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi)

reinforcement bars with & including the cost

of straightening, cutting, bending, binding,

wastage, and such overlaps as are not shown

in the drawings, placing in position on cement

concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying

with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc.

in all kinds of RCC work in foundation,

basement, plinth and ground floor of building

including septic tanks and under ground tanks

and in projections for future extension .

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff

paver 2-1/2" thick of approved design and

colour pattren (average strength 5000 psi)

laid on sand cushion filling of joint with sand

and warring etc. complete as per direction of

Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand cushion

is included)



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 3600.00 1624.63 % Cft 58487 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 900.00 21744.3 % Cft 195698 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 1800.00 38582.85 % Cft 694491 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 600.00 6879.77 % Sft 41279 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 3700.00 4381.84 % Sft 162128 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 40.00 45586.77 % Cft 18235 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all 

kinds of soil (except gravelly and murum soil, wet

silt, clay or mud conglomeration of gravel and

boulders, soft, sandy or disintegrated sandy and

hard rock) and back filling the excavated material

in foundation, plinth or under floor including

breaking clods, watering, consolidation by ramming 

in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth

to full compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus

excavated stuff as directed, lead upto one chain

(30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8

coarse aggregate) cement concrete using graded

stone ballast 2 inches and down gauge in

foundation including leveling, compacting and

curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or

curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343

mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out Joints

and curing etc. complete in foundation, basement

and plinth (foundation and basement masonry upto

5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet

(1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4

cement concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4

inch and down gauge in ground floor laid in panels

including form work, consolidation, finishing, and

curing etc. complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and

columns etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine and

ground floor including making edges, corners, and

curing etc., complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down

gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a

mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to

6" inch thick including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. but excluding the cost

of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground

floor.

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE HASHIM NOHANI,BAHADUR JALBANI,HAJI 

HUZURI KHASKHELI, ISMAIL KHASKHELI, HAJI MISRI CHANYIO, HAJI KARAM RIND, MEVO 

KURKALI, RAWAT LAGHARI UC-RAWAT LAGHARI TALUKA CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO 

ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 1.43 14349.01 P cwt 20519 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 1190837 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement

bars with & including the cost of straightening,

cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such

overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing

in position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or

m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of chairs

and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of

building including septic tanks and under ground

tanks and in projections for future extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 8906889 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 793224 /-

TOTAL Rs. 9700113 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE NASEER LAGHARI,

AMIR BUX LAGHARI, ALI KHAN LAGHARI, HAJI HAYAT LAGHARI, HAFIZ

UMER LAGHARI, MUHAMMAD SALEH KHASKHELI UC-NASEER KHAN

LAGHARI TALUKA CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVER UNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 712 3006.25 % Cft 21405 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 19593 3254.05 % Cft 637566 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 4824 332.50 % Sft 16040 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 12137 27877.27 % Cft 3383464 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 978 39059.08 % Cft 381998 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

6 248 285.98 P. Rft 70923 /-
AR Rft (Per foot)

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top

precast cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12"

long 18" deep using screened graded bajri form

work & its removal compacting & curring laid in

cement mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly

finished including cost of excavation and back

filling of excavated stuff and its disposal within

one chain lead as desired.

Supplying earth from approved outside sources

within a radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging,

loading and unloading and filling in foundation

trenches, plinth or under floor, etc. including

breaking clods, dressing, watering and

consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding

9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full compaction

complete within a ;lead of one chain (30.5 R.m)

and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in

lime or cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth

and ground floor including stacking salvaged

material ( serviceable) and disposing of surplus

material as directed within three chains (91.5 m)

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2

sand and 4 coarse aggregate) cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down

gauge in foundation, basement and plinth

including form work, compacting, curing and

removal of form work etc. complete, foundation

and basement up to 5 feet depth and plinth up to

4 feet height from ground level .

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE NASEER LAGHARI,

AMIR BUX LAGHARI, ALI KHAN LAGHARI, HAJI HAYAT LAGHARI,

HAFIZ UMER LAGHARI, MUHAMMAD SALEH KHASKHELI UC-NASEER

KHAN LAGHARI TALUKA CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Amount
Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and

filling earth upto 6 inches in depth including

consolidating and watering, complete as required.

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any

thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge

stone ballast of approved grade and quality over

prepared sub-grade or sand cushion in roads,

paths, creteways laid to required gradient and

camber including cost of necessary form work and

its removal compacting with vibrators including

curing etc. complete .

PROVINCE:     



7 230 45586.77 % Cft 104850 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 8.21 14349.01 P cwt 117805 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 36444.00 114.50 P.Sft 4172838 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 8906889 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver

2-1/2" thick of approved design and colour pattren

(average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion

filling of joint with sand and warring etc. complete

as per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the cost of

sand cushion is included)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down

gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a

mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch

to 6" inch thick including form work and its

removal, compacting and curing etc. but excluding

the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth and

ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement

bars with & including the cost of straightening,

cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such

overlaps as are not shown in the drawings,

placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire,

cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC

work in foundation, basement, plinth and ground

floor of building including septic tanks and under

ground tanks and in projections for future

extension .

Assistant Executive Engineer-III



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 2400 1624.63 % Cft 38991 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 600 21744.3 % Cft 130466 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 1200 38582.85 % Cft 462994 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 400 6879.77 % Sft 27519 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 2466 4381.84 % Sft 108056 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 26 45586.77 % Cft 11853 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4

cement concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4

inch and down gauge in ground floor laid in

panels including form work, consolidation,

finishing, and curing etc. complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls

and columns etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine

and ground floor including making edges,

corners, and curing etc., complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and

down gauge having a minimum works cube

crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28

days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary

slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including form work

and its removal, compacting and curing etc. but

excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement

plinth and ground floor.

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and

8 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using

graded stone ballast 2 inches and down gauge

in foundation including leveling, compacting and

curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or

curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343

mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out Joints

and curing etc. complete in foundation,

basement and plinth (foundation and basement

masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and

plinth upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground

level) .

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE NASEER LAGHARI,

AMIR BUX LAGHARI, ALI KHAN LAGHARI, HAJI HAYAT LAGHARI, HAFIZ

UMER LAGHARI, MUHAMMAD SALEH KHASKHELI  UC-NASEER KHAN 

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in

all kinds of soil (except gravelly and murum soil,

wet silt, clay or mud conglomeration of gravel

and boulders, soft, sandy or disintegrated sandy

and hard rock) and back filling the excavated

material in foundation, plinth or under floor

including breaking clods, watering, consolidation

by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches

(229 mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing

and disposal of surplus excavated stuff as

directed, lead upto one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift

upto 5 feet (1.52 m).



7 0.93 14349.01 P cwt 13345 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 793224 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement

bars with & including the cost of straightening,

cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such

overlaps as are not shown in the drawings,

placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire,

cost of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC

work in foundation, basement, plinth and ground

floor of building including septic tanks and under

ground tanks and in projections for future

extension .



SINDH

B/R

Rs. 8914552 /-

Rs. 793224 /-

TOTAL Rs. 9707776 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

SH-I Tuff Paver

SH-II Open Drain

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT MEHRAN COLONY, MUSTAFA

COLONY,SOOMRA COLONY,MITHAN SHAH MOHALLA,WALI DAD KHASKHELI,

RAHIMDAD COLONY,BABAR PARA,KUMBHAR PARA WARD NO:17 DISTRICT TANDO

ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVER UNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 672 3006.25 % Cft 20202 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

0

2 9713 3600.00 % Cft 349668 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-13

3 5480 3254.05 % Cft 178322 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 14320 332.50 % Sft 47614 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 12227 27877.27 % Cft 3408554 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 902 39059.08 % Cft 352313 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any

thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone

ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared

sub-grade or sand cushion in roads, paths,

creteways laid to required gradient and camber

including cost of necessary form work and its

removal compacting with vibrators including curing

etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand

and 4 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

in foundation, basement and plinth including form

work, compacting, curing and removal of form work

etc. complete, foundation and basement up to 5 feet

depth and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground level

.

Supplying earth from approved outside sources

within a radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging,

loading and unloading and filling in foundation

trenches, plinth or under floor, etc. including breaking

clods, dressing, watering and consolidation by

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm)

in depth to full compaction complete within a ;lead of

one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT MEHRAN COLONY, MUSTAFA

COLONY,SOOMRA COLONY,MITHAN SHAH MOHALLA,WALI DAD KHASKHELI,

RAHIMDAD COLONY,BABAR PARA,KUMBHAR PARA WARD NO:17 DISTRICT

TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Amount

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in lime

or cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth and

ground floor including stacking salvaged material (

serviceable) and disposing of surplus material as

directed within three chains (91.5 m)

Dismantling lime or cement concrete in foundation or

under floor basement, plinth and ground floor and

disposing of surplus material as directed lead upto 2

Mile.

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and

filling earth upto 6 inches in depth including

consolidating and watering, complete as required.



6 244 285.98 P. Rft 69779 /-
AR Rft (Per foot)

7 293 45586.77 % Cft 133569 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 10.46 14349.01 P cwt 150091 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 36720.00 114.50 P.Sft 4204440 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 8914552 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-

1/2" thick of approved design and colour pattren

(average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion

filling of joint with sand and warring etc. complete as

per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand

cushion is included)

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top

precast cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long

18" deep using screened graded bajri form work & its

removal compacting & curring laid in cement mortar

1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including

cost of excavation and back filling of excavated stuff

and its disposal within one chain lead as desired.

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down

gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a

mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to

6" inch thick including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars

with & including the cost of straightening, cutting,

bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are

not shown in the drawings, placing in position on

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying

with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all

kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth

and ground floor of building including septic tanks

and under ground tanks and in projections for future

extension .

Assistant Executive Engineer-III



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 2400 1624.63 % Cft 38991 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

0

2 600 21744.25 % Cft 130466 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 1200 38582.85 % Cft 462994 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 400 6879.77 % Sft 27519 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 2466 4381.84 % Sft 108056 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT MEHRAN COLONY, MUSTAFA COLONY,SOOMRA

COLONY,MITHAN SHAH MOHALLA,WALI DAD KHASKHELI, RAHIMDAD COLONY,BABAR

PARA,KUMBHAR PARA WARD NO:17 DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Excavation for foundation trenches and

drains in all kinds of soil (except gravelly and

murum soil, wet silt, clay or mud

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft,

sandy or disintegrated sandy and hard rock)

and back filling the excavated material in

foundation, plinth or under floor including

breaking clods, watering, consolidation by

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches

(229 mm) in depth to full compaction,

dressing and disposal of surplus excavated

stuff as directed, lead upto one chain (30.5

R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand

and 8 coarse aggregate) cement concrete

using graded stone ballast 2 inches and

down gauge in foundation including leveling,

compacting and curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt

brick masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in

straight or curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches

(228 mm to 343 mm) thick including

scaffolding, raking out Joints and curing etc.

complete in foundation, basement and plinth

(foundation and basement masonry upto 5

feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet

(1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick

1:2:4 cement concrete using graded

screened bajri 3/4 inch and down gauge in

ground floor laid in panels including form

work, consolidation, finishing, and curing etc.

complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on

walls and columns etc. in basement, plinth,

mezzanine and ground floor including

making edges, corners, and curing etc.,

complete .



6 26 45586.77 % Cft 11853 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

7 0.93 14349.01 P cwt 13345 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 793224 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying reinforced cement

concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4

inch and down gauge having a minimum

works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs..

per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner

than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch

thick including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. but excluding the

cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth and

ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed

deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi)

reinforcement bars with & including the cost

of straightening, cutting, bending, binding,

wastage, and such overlaps as are not

shown in the drawings, placing in position on

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs,

tying with binding wire, cost of chairs and

wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground

floor of building including septic tanks and

under ground tanks and in projections for

future extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 8915352 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 793224 /-

TOTAL Rs. 9708576 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT  WARD NO:1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,&10 

NASARPUR TOWN COMMITTEE DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVER UNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 1440 3006.25 % Cft 43290 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 4830 3600.00 % Cft 173880 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 2800 3254.05 % Cft 91113 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

4 24590 332.50 % Sft 81762 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

5 12200 27877.27 % Cft 3401027 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

6 914 39059.08 % Cft 357000 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

7 296 285.98 P. Rft 84650 /-
AR Rft (Per foot)

Amount

Dismantling lime or cement concrete in foundation or under

floor basement, plinth and ground floor and disposing of

surplus material as directed lead upto 2 Mile.

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in lime or

cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth and ground floor

including stacking salvaged material ( serviceable) and

disposing of surplus material as directed within three chains

(91.5 m)

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT WARD NO:1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,&10

NASARPUR TOWN COMMITTEE DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling earth

upto 6 inches in depth including consolidating and watering,

complete as required.

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any thickness

using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone ballast of approved

grade and quality over prepared sub-grade or sand cushion

in roads, paths, creteways laid to required gradient and

camber including cost of necessary form work and its

removal compacting with vibrators including curing etc.

complete .

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a

radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging, loading and

unloading and filling in foundation trenches, plinth or under

floor, etc. including breaking clods, dressing, watering and

consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches

(229 mm) in depth to full compaction complete within a ;lead

of one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top precast

cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long 18" deep using

screened graded bajri form work & its removal compacting &

curring laid in cement mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4

neatly finished including cost of excavation and back filling

of excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain lead as

desired.

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4

coarse aggregate) cement concrete using crushed graded

boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in foundation, basement

and plinth including form work, compacting, curing and

removal of form work etc. complete, foundation and

basement up to 5 feet depth and plinth up to 4 feet height

from ground level .



8 505 45586.77 % Cft 230213 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

9 18.00 14349.01 P cwt 258282 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

10 36630.00 114.50 P.Sft 4194135 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 8915352 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-1/2"

thick of approved design and colour pattren (average

strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion filling of joint with

sand and warring etc. complete as per direction of Engineer

Incharge. (the cost of sand cushion is included)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having a

minimum works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq

inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary

slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick including form work and its

removal, compacting and curing etc. but excluding the cost

of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum

yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with & including

the cost of straightening, cutting, bending, binding, wastage,

and such overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing

in position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs,

tying with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all

kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth and

ground floor of building including septic tanks and under

ground tanks and in projections for future extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 2400.00 1624.63 % Cft 38991 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 600.00 21744.25 % Cft 130466 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 1200.00 38582.85 % Cft 462994 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 400.00 6879.77 % Sft 27519 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick

1:2:4 cement concrete using graded

screened bajri 3/4 inch and down gauge in

ground floor laid in panels including form

work, consolidation, finishing, and curing

etc. complete.

Excavation for foundation trenches and 

drains in all kinds of soil (except gravelly 

and murum soil, wet silt, clay or mud 

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, 

sandy or disintegrated sandy and hard rock) 

and back filling the excavated material in 

foundation, plinth or under floor including 

breaking clods, watering, consolidation by 

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches 

(229 mm) in depth to full compaction, 

dressing and disposal of surplus excavated 

stuff as directed, lead upto one chain (30.5 

R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4

sand and 8 coarse aggregate) cement

concrete using graded stone ballast 2

inches and down gauge in foundation

including leveling, compacting and curing

etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt

brick masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in

straight or curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches

(228 mm to 343 mm) thick including

scaffolding, raking out Joints and curing etc.

complete in foundation, basement and

plinth (foundation and basement masonry

upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth

upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground

level) .

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT  WARD NO:1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,&10 

NASARPUR TOWN COMMITTEE DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.



5 2466.00 4381.84 % Sft 108056 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 26.00 45586.77 % Cft 11853 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

7 0.93 14349.01 P cwt 13345 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 793224 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on 

walls and columns etc. in basement, plinth, 

mezzanine and ground floor including 

making edges, corners, and curing etc., 

complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement

concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4

inch and down gauge having a minimum

works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs..

per sq inch at 28 days with a mix not leaner

than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch

thick including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. but excluding

the cost of reinforcement, in basement

plinth and ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed 

deformed (minimum yield point 60,000 psi) 

reinforcement bars with & including the cost 

of straightening, cutting, bending, binding, 

wastage, and such overlaps as are not 

shown in the drawings, placing in position 

on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. 

chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of chairs 

and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in 

foundation, basement, plinth and ground 

floor of building including septic tanks and 

under ground tanks and in projections for 

future extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 11339371 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 793224 /-

TOTAL Rs. 12132595 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT  WARD NO:1 , 2,3 & 4 CHAMBER TOWN COMMITTEE  

DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVER UNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 1328.00 3006.25 % Cft 39923 /-

P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 21944.00 3254.05 % Cft 714069 /-

P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 12900.00 332.50 % Sft 42893 /-

P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 15551.00 27877.27 % Cft 4335194 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 1257.00 39059.08 % Cft 490973 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

6 248.00 285.98 P. Rft 70923 /-

AR Rft (Per foot)

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any 

thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone 

ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared 

sub-grade or sand cushion in roads, paths, 

creteways laid to required gradient and camber 

including cost of necessary form work and its 

removal compacting with vibrators including curing 

etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand

and 4 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge in

foundation, basement and plinth including form work,

compacting, curing and removal of form work etc.

complete, foundation and basement up to 5 feet

depth and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground level

.

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top

precast cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long

18" deep using screened graded bajri form work & its

removal compacting & curring laid in cement mortar

1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished including

cost of excavation and back filling of excavated stuff

and its disposal within one chain lead as desired.

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in lime

or cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth and

ground floor including stacking salvaged material (

serviceable) and disposing of surplus material as

directed within three chains (91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside sources 

within a radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging, 

loading and unloading and filling in foundation 

trenches, plinth or under floor, etc. including breaking 

clods, dressing, watering and consolidation by 

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) 

in depth to full compaction complete within a ;lead of 

one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and

filling earth upto 6 inches in depth including

consolidating and watering, complete as required.

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT  WARD NO:1 , 2,3 & 4 CHAMBER 

TOWN COMMITTEE  DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit Amount



7 308.00 45586.77 % Cft 140407 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 11.00 14349.01 P cwt 157839 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 46700.00 114.50 P.Sft 5347150 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 11339371 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down

gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a

mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6"

inch thick including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed 

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars 

with & including the cost of straightening, cutting, 

bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are 

not shown in the drawings, placing in position on 

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying 

with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all 

kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth 

and ground floor of building including septic tanks 

and under ground tanks and in projections for future 

extension .

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-

1/2" thick of approved design and colour pattren

(average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion

filling of joint with sand and warring etc. complete as

per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand

cushion is included)



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 2400.00 1624.63 % Cft 38991 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 600.00 21744.25 % Cft 130466 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 1200.00 38582.85 % Cft 462994 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 400.00 6879.77 % Sft 27519 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 2466.00 4381.84 % Sft 108056 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 26.00 45586.77 % Cft 11853 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and

columns etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine and

ground floor including making edges, corners, and

curing etc., complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down

gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a

mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to

6" inch thick including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. but excluding the cost

of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground

floor.

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all

kinds of soil (except gravelly and murum soil, wet

silt, clay or mud conglomeration of gravel and

boulders, soft, sandy or disintegrated sandy and

hard rock) and back filling the excavated material in

foundation, plinth or under floor including breaking

clods, watering, consolidation by ramming in layers

not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full

compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus

excavated stuff as directed, lead upto one chain

(30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8

coarse aggregate) cement concrete using graded

stone ballast 2 inches and down gauge in

foundation including leveling, compacting and

curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or

curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343

mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out Joints

and curing etc. complete in foundation, basement

and plinth (foundation and basement masonry upto

5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4 feet (1.2

Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4

cement concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4

inch and down gauge in ground floor laid in panels

including form work, consolidation, finishing, and

curing etc. complete.

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT WARD NO:1 , 2,3 & 4 CHAMBER TOWN COMMITTEE

DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit



7 0.93 14349.01 P cwt 13345 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 793224 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement

bars with & including the cost of straightening,

cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such

overlaps as are not shown in the drawings, placing

in position on cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or

m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of chairs

and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of

building including septic tanks and under ground

tanks and in projections for future extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 8910951 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 793224 /-

TOTAL Rs. 9704175 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT  WARD NO:1 , 2,3 & 4 SANJHAR CHANG TOWN 

COMMITTEE  DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVER UNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 859.00 3006.25 % Cft 25824 /-

P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 17648.00 3254.05 % Cft 574275 /-

P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

3 8460.00 332.50 % Sft 28130 /-

P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

4 12208.00 27877.27 % Cft 3403257 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

5 984.00 39059.08 % Cft 384341 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

6 248.00 285.98 P. Rft 70923 /-

AR Rft (Per foot)

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in lime or cement

moratr foundation,basement,plinth and ground floor including

stacking salvaged material ( serviceable) and disposing of

surplus material as directed within three chains (91.5 m)

Supplying earth from approved outside sources within a radius

of 5 miles (8 km) including digging, loading and unloading and

filling in foundation trenches, plinth or under floor, etc. including

breaking clods, dressing, watering and consolidation by ramming

in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 mm) in depth to full

compaction complete within a ;lead of one chain (30.5 R.m) and

lift of 5 feet (1.52 m).

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT WARD NO:1 , 2,3 & 4 SANJHAR

CHANG TOWN COMMITTEE  DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Amount
Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and filling earth

upto 6 inches in depth including consolidating and watering,

complete as required.

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any thickness

using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone ballast of approved

grade and quality over prepared sub-grade or sand cushion in

roads, paths, creteways laid to required gradient and camber

including cost of necessary form work and its removal

compacting with vibrators including curing etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand and 4 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using crushed graded boulders 3/4

inch and down gauge in foundation, basement and plinth

including form work, compacting, curing and removal of form

work etc. complete, foundation and basement up to 5 feet depth

and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground level .

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top precast cement

concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long 18" deep using screened

graded bajri form work & its removal compacting & curring laid in

cement mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished

including cost of excavation and back filling of excavated stuff

and its disposal within one chain lead as desired.



7 234.00 45586.77 % Cft 106673 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

8 8.36 14349.01 P cwt 119958 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

9 36660.00 114.50 P.Sft 4197570 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 8910951 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer- Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-

1/2" thick of approved design and colour pattren

(average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion

filling of joint with sand and warring etc. complete as

per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand

cushion is included)

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed

graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having a minimum

works cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days

with a mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6"

inch thick including form work and its removal, compacting and

curing etc. but excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement

plinth and ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars

with & including the cost of straightening, cutting,

bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as are

not shown in the drawings, placing in position on

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying

with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all

kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth

and ground floor of building including septic tanks

and under ground tanks and in projections for future

extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

1 2400.00 1624.63 % Cft 38991 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 600.00 21744.25 % Cft 130466 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 1200.00 38582.85 % Cft 462994 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 400.00 6879.77 % Sft 27519 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

5 2466.00 4381.84 % Sft 108056 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 26.00 45586.77 % Cft 11853 /-

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4 cement concrete

using graded screened bajri 3/4 inch and down gauge in ground

floor laid in panels including form work, consolidation, finishing, and

curing etc. complete.

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls and columns etc. in 

basement, plinth, mezzanine and ground floor including making 

edges, corners, and curing etc., complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete using crushed

graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge having a minimum works

cube crushing strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a

mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to 6" inch thick

including form work and its removal, compacting and curing etc. but

excluding the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground

floor.

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in all kinds of soil 

(except gravelly and murum soil, wet silt, clay or mud 

conglomeration of gravel and boulders, soft, sandy or disintegrated 

sandy and hard rock) and back filling the excavated material in 

foundation, plinth or under floor including breaking clods, watering, 

consolidation by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229 

mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing and disposal of surplus 

excavated stuff as directed, lead upto one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift 

upto 5 feet (1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and 8 coarse

aggregate) cement concrete using graded stone ballast 2 inches

and down gauge in foundation including leveling, compacting and

curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick masonry set in

cement mortar 1:6 in straight or curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches (228

mm to 343 mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out Joints and

curing etc. complete in foundation, basement and plinth (foundation

and basement masonry upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth

upto 4 feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT WARD NO:1 , 2,3 & 4 SANJHAR

CHANG TOWN COMMITTEE  DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



7 0.93 14349.01 P cwt 13345 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 793224 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed (minimum yield 

point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars with & including the cost of 

straightening, cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps 

as are not shown in the drawings, placing in position on cement 

concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost of 

chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in foundation, 

basement, plinth and ground floor of building including septic tanks 

and under ground tanks and in projections for future extension .



SINDH

B/R

SH-I Tuff Paver Rs. 8911353 /-

SH-II Open Drain Rs. 793224 /-

TOTAL Rs. 9704577 /-

Assistant Executive Engineer-III Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

GENERAL ABSTRACT

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT  WARD NO:1 , 2,3,4,5 & 6 

PIARO LUND   DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023



SINDH

B/R

SH-I TUFF PAVER UNDER SAP 2022-2023

1 1440.00 3006.25 % Cft 43290 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-11

2 4725.00 3600.00 % Cft 170100 /-
P-399 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 2800.00 3254.05 % Cft 91113 /-
P-48 Cft (Hundred square feet)

I-8

4 24752.00 332.50 % Sft 82300 /-
P-34 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-05

5 12206.00 27877.27 % Cft 3402700 /-

P-494 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-94

6 913.00 39059.08 % Cft 356609 /-

P-59 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-15

7 296.00 285.98 P. Rft 84650 /-
AR Rft (Per foot)

Providing and laying 6" wide bottom 4" wide top

precast cement concrete1:2:4 stone edge 12" long

18" deep using screened graded bajri form work &

its removal compacting & curring laid in cement

mortar 1:4 and cement plaster 1:4 neatly finished

including cost of excavation and back filling of

excavated stuff and its disposal within one chain

lead as desired.

Levelling and dressing the ground by cutting and

filling earth upto 6 inches in depth including

consolidating and watering, complete as required.

Providing and laying 1:4:8 cement concrete in any

thickness using 2" (51 mm) and down gauge stone

ballast of approved grade and quality over prepared

sub-grade or sand cushion in roads, paths,

creteways laid to required gradient and camber

including cost of necessary form work and its

removal compacting with vibrators including curing

etc. complete .

Providing and laying in situ 1:2:4 (1 cement 2 sand

and 4 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using

crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down gauge

in foundation, basement and plinth including form

work, compacting, curing and removal of form work

etc. complete, foundation and basement up to 5 feet

depth and plinth up to 4 feet height from ground

level .

Dismantling cement concrete block masnary in lime

or cement moratr foundation,basement,plinth and

ground floor including stacking salvaged material (

serviceable) and disposing of surplus material as

directed within three chains (91.5 m)

Dismantling lime or cement concrete in foundation

or under floor basement, plinth and ground floor and

disposing of surplus material as directed lead upto 2

Mile.

Supplying earth from approved outside sources

within a radius of 5 miles (8 km) including digging,

loading and unloading and filling in foundation

trenches, plinth or under floor, etc. including

breaking clods, dressing, watering and consolidation

by ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229

mm) in depth to full compaction complete within a

;lead of one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift of 5 feet (1.52

m).

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK: CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT WARD NO:1 , 2,3,4,5 & 6 PIARO

LUND   DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

Page No.& 

Item No.
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit Amount



8 495.00 45586.77 % Cft 225655 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

9 18.00 14349.01 P cwt 258282 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

10 36652.00 114.50 P.Sft 4196654 /-

P-255 Sft (Per Square foot)

I-177 (B)

.

Total 8911353 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Providing and laying in floor C.C. 1:2:4: tuff paver 2-

1/2" thick of approved design and colour pattren

(average strength 5000 psi) laid on sand cushion

filling of joint with sand and warring etc. complete as

per direction of Engineer Incharge. (the cost of sand

cushion is included)

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down

gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a

mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch to

6" inch thick including form work and its removal,

compacting and curing etc. but excluding the cost of

reinforcement, in basement plinth and ground floor.

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement bars

with & including the cost of straightening, cutting,

bending, binding, wastage, and such overlaps as

are not shown in the drawings, placing in position on

cement concrete 1:2:4 precast or m.s. chairs, tying

with binding wire, cost of chairs and wires etc. in all

kinds of RCC work in foundation, basement, plinth

and ground floor of building including septic tanks

and under ground tanks and in projections for future

extension .



SINDH

B/R

1 2400.00 1624.63 % Cft 38991 /-

P-40 Cft (Hundred Cubic Feet)

I-01

2 600.00 21744.25 % Cft 130466 /-

P-52 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-13

3 1200.00 38582.85 % Cft 462994 /-

P-132 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-2

4 400.00 6879.77 % Sft 27519 /-

P-231 Sft (Hundred Square feet)

I-06

Amount

PROVINCE:     

BRANCH:        

NAME OF WORK:CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT WARD NO:1 , 2,3,4,5 & 6 PIARO LUND

DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR.

UNDER SAP 2022-2023

Page 

No.& 
Name of Description Qty: Rate Unit

SH-II OPEN DRAIN

Excavation for foundation trenches and drains in

all kinds of soil (except gravelly and murum soil,

wet silt, clay or mud conglomeration of gravel and

boulders, soft, sandy or disintegrated sandy and

hard rock) and back filling the excavated material

in foundation, plinth or under floor including

breaking clods, watering, consolidation by

ramming in layers not exceeding 9 inches (229

mm) in depth to full compaction, dressing and

disposal of surplus excavated stuff as directed,

lead upto one chain (30.5 R.m) and lift upto 5 feet

(1.52 m).

Providing and laying 1:4:8 ( 1 cement 4 sand and

8 coarse aggregate) cement concrete using

graded stone ballast 2 inches and down gauge in

foundation including leveling, compacting and

curing etc. complete. 

Providing and laying first class solid burnt brick

masonry set in cement mortar 1:6 in straight or

curved walls 9" to 13-/2 inches (228 mm to 343

mm) thick including scaffolding, raking out Joints

and curing etc. complete in foundation, basement

and plinth (foundation and basement masonry

upto 5 feet (1.52 Ru.m.) depth and plinth upto 4

feet (1.2 Ru.m.) height from ground level) .

Providing and laying floors of 2 inches thick 1:2:4

cement concrete using graded screened bajri 3/4

inch and down gauge in ground floor laid in panels

including form work, consolidation, finishing, and

curing etc. complete.



5 2466.00 4381.84 % Sft 108056 /-

P-376 Sft (Hundred square feet)

I-04

6 26.00 45586.77 % Cft 11853 /-

P-182+195 Cft (Hundred cubic feet)

I-56+136

7 0.93 14349.01 P cwt 13345 /-

P-197 cwt (Per hundred weight)

I-166

Total 793224 /-

Executive Engineer

Central Civil Division Central Civil Division

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad

Assistant Executive Engineer-III

Providing and laying hard grade ribbed deformed

(minimum yield point 60,000 psi) reinforcement

bars with & including the cost of straightening,

cutting, bending, binding, wastage, and such

overlaps as are not shown in the drawings,

placing in position on cement concrete 1:2:4

precast or m.s. chairs, tying with binding wire, cost

of chairs and wires etc. in all kinds of RCC work in

foundation, basement, plinth and ground floor of

building including septic tanks and under ground

tanks and in projections for future extension .

1/2" (13 mm) thick cement plaster 1:4 on walls

and columns etc. in basement, plinth, mezzanine

and ground floor including making edges, corners,

and curing etc., complete .

Providing and laying reinforced cement concrete

using crushed graded boulders 3/4 inch and down

gauge having a minimum works cube crushing

strength of 3000Ibs.. per sq inch at 28 days with a

mix not leaner than 1:2:4 in ordinary slab 5" inch

to 6" inch thick including form work and its

removal, compacting and curing etc. but excluding

the cost of reinforcement, in basement plinth and

ground floor.



Page # 01 

 

INVITATION TO BID 
 

 

 

The Executive Engineer, Central Civil Division, Pak PWD, Bungalow # 21-A, G.O.R Colony, Hyderabad, invite sealed tenders, on 
Single Stage Two Envelope & on percentage rate basis for the work tabulated hereunder, from the Contractors/Firms registered with 
Income Tax (who are Active on Taxpayers List & non-defaulter of Federal Board of Revenue) & having valid license of Pakistan Engineering 
Council in appropriate category & field of specializations. 
  

2. A complete set of Bidding Documents containing detailed terms and conditions may be purchased by an interested eligible 
bidder on submission of a written application supported with requisite documents from the office of the undersigned latest by 20-01-2023 
upon payment of a  non-refundable fee  of Rs.2000/-  for each tender  in shape of pay order. 
 

3. Bidders will submit two sealed envelopes simultaneously, one containing the Technical Proposal (accompanied 
with Fixed Bid Security) and other Financial Proposal, duly marked separately with  page numbering, signed & rubber 
stamped on each page, and enclosed together in an outer single envelope , in consonance with Rule-36(b) of PPRA 2004,  so as to 
reach the undersigned on 23-01-2023 before 9:30 A.M. Technical proposals will be opened at 10:00 A.M. on the same day in the presence 
of bidders/ representatives who choose to attend, at the same address. 
 
 

4. In accordance with PPRA Rule-25; Fixed Bid Security as mentioned against each work is required, in shape of CDR / Pay Order / 
Bank Draft / Bank Guarantee in favor of undersigned, duly mentioned the name & title of the firm by any schedule bank. The bidder will 
submit bid cost along with Technical Proposal.  
 

5. In case lowest bid cost is found abnormal below; the bidder will have to furnish additional performance security in the form of 
Call Deposit / Pay Order / Bank Draft / Bank Guarantee is an amount equal to the minus (-) variance with reference to Engineer’s Estimate / 
Estimated Cost, otherwise, the bid security will be forfeited and necessary action with the competent form will be initiated.  

S.No. Name of Schemes N.I.T Amount 
Fixed Bid 

Security Cost 

1 
CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD FROM HYDERABAD-SHAIKH BHIRKIO ROAD TO 
VILLAGE BAHADUR KHAN KORAI, TALUKA HYDERABAD RURAL, DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.10,361,411/- Rs.400,000/- 

2 
CONSTRUCTION / REHABILITATION OF ROAD FROM TANDO HYDER POLICE CHECK POST TO 
VILLAGEALI BUX PARHYAR, TALUKA HYDERABAD RURAL, DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.14,757,628/- Rs.490,000/- 

3 
CONSTRUCTION / REHABILITATION OF ROAD FROM HYDER SHAH ABRI VIA VILLAGE 
MOHAMMAD ISMAIL LAKHO TO SARFRAZ WAH, KHISANA MORI, TALUKA HYDERABAD 
RURAL, DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.22,479,161/- Rs.7,80,000/- 

4 
CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD AT VILLAGE FOJO LASHARI, UC-ALMANI, TALUKA 
HYDERABAD RURAL, DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.12,456,244/- Rs.400,000/- 

5 
CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD AT VILLAGE GUL SHER BROHI NEAR HATRI, TALUKA 
HYDERABAD RURAL, DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.9,893,242/- Rs.320,000/- 

6 
CONSTRUCTION OF METALLED ROAD  OF VILLAGE GAJI DAL, UC-MASU, TALUKA 
HYDERABAD RURAL, DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.19,104,637/- Rs.620,000/- 

7 
CONSTRUCTION / REHABILITATION OF ROAD AT VILLAGE PUNHOO JALBANI, UC-SERI, 
TALUKA HYDERABAD RURAL, DISTRICT HYDERABAD (PHASE-I). 

Rs.8,468,087/- Rs.280,000/- 

8 
CONSTRUCTION / REHABILITATION OF ROAD FROM VILLAGE MOHAMMAD IBRAHIM 
HINGORO, UC- ALMANI, TALUKA HYDERABAD RURAL, DISTRICT HYDERABAD. (PHASE-I) 

Rs.8,468,087/- Rs.280,000/- 

9 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREETS  AND SEWERAGE LINE AT  GIDU NAKA, 
RIALWAY COLONY, WAHDAT COLONY AND NOOR-UL-ISLAM COLONY, QASIMABAD, 
HYDERABAD. 

Rs.9,970,446/- Rs.310,000/- 

10 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREETS AT SEHRISH NAGAR, SIPKI MIAN, KORAL 
BABAR, G.M. NAGAR, DATA NAGARAND SAMINA BUNGALOWS AND GULSGAN-E-HABIB, 
QASIMABAD, HYDERABAD. 

Rs.15.082.222/- Rs.460,000/- 

11 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREET  AT DEEPLAI COLONY NEAR RAJPUT 
HOSPITAL, TALUKA QASIMABAD, DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.10,417,462/- Rs.320,000/- 

12 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREETS AND SEWERAGE LINE AT GULSTAN-E-
SAJJAD, CITIZEN COLONY, ZEESHAN TOWN AND AZIZABAD, QASIMABAD, HYDERABAD. 

Rs.11,457,125/- Rs.350,000/- 

13 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREETS AND SEWERAGE LINE AT VILLAGE TAYAB 
SOOMRO AND MASJID SHAMS NEAR ALAMDAR CHOWK,, QASIMABAD, HYDERABAD. 

Rs.10,744,399/- Rs.330,000/- 

14 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREETS  AT VILLAGES TAHIR SOOMRO AND 
HUSSAIN SOOMRO, TALUKA QASIMABAD, HYDERABAD. 

Rs.9,147,823/- Rs.280,000/- 

15 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREETS AT H.NO.C-22 STREET, PRINCE TOWN        
PHASE-II AND BOUNDARY WALL AT PRINCE TOWN AND  AL-MUSTAFA TOWN PHASE-I, 
QASIMABAD, HYDERABAD. 

Rs.11,689,470/- Rs.370,000/- 

16 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD/STREETS AT VILLAGES BACHAL SAND, ALI DINO 
SAND, BACHU DAHRI AND HAJI KHAN KALHORO, TALUKA HYDERABAD RURAL, DISTRICT 
HYDERABAD. 

Rs.10,160,160/- Rs.310,000/- 

17 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROADS/STREETS AT VILLAGES SHADI KHAN LAGHARI, 
LOUNG KHAN KHOSO, WANKEE WASI, WATOO VILLAGE AND HAYAT BHATTI VILLAGE, 
TALUKA HYDERABAD RURAL, DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.9,917,390/- Rs.300,000/- 

No.EE/HCCD/Hyd/07 
GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN 

PAKISTAN PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT 
 

Hyderabad,                             the dated:   03-01-2023 
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18 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREETS AT VILLAGES MUHAMMAD BUX KALERI, 
QAIM KHAN BABAR, GULAN PITAFI AND VILLAGE MUHAMMAD YAQOOB QABOOLANI, 
TALUKA HYDERABAD RURAL, DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.9,749,719/- Rs.300,000/- 

19 

CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREETS AT VILLAGES KHAIR MUHAMMAD 
BABAR, BACHU DERO, JHANDO KHOSO AND OPEN SURFACE DRAINS AT VILLAGES TANDO 
GHULLAM MUHAMMAD AN TANDO BAHAWAL (PHASE-I), TALUKA HYDERABAD RURAL, 
DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.14,118,353/- Rs.430,000/- 

20 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREETS AT VILLAGES SAIFAL NOODANI, HAKEEM 
SALEH DAHRI, BAHAWAL ZOUNR AND TANDO QAISAR, TALUKA HYDERABAD RURAL, 
DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.12,372,633/- Rs.380,000/- 

21 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREETS AT VILLAGES NOOR KHAN LASHRAI, SYED 
BACHAL SHAH, LIAQUAT TOWN, TANDO JAM CITY, AND OPEN SURFACE DRAIN AT VILLAGE 
ABU TALIB SIPIO (PHASE-I), TALUKA HYDERABAD RURAL, DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.11,079,531/- Rs.340,000/- 

22 

CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREETS AT VILLAGES MUREED KHAN SIPIO, GUL 
MUHAMMAD GOPANG, BACHAL GOPANG, WAHID BUX GOPAND AND OPEN SURFACE 
DRAIN VILLAGE MOOSA KHATIAN (PHASE-I), UC-MOSA KHATIAN, TALUKA HYDERABAD 
RURAL, DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.12,854,353/- Rs.400,000/- 

23 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER ROAD / STREETS AT VILLAGES DILIJAN KHOSO, ALI 
MUHAMMAD KALERI, DARYA KHAN NAHYOON, SUKHIO DAHRI, ALLAH DINO JAMALI, ALI 
KHAN MAREE AND SAWAN MAGSI, TALUKA HYDERABAD RURAL, DISTRICT HYDERABAD. 

Rs.12,807,479/- Rs.400,000/- 

24 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE DHABO KHASKHELI, ANWAR RIND, LAL KHAN 
LASHARI, YASEEN BHANBHRO & JHANDO MARI AT TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT 
TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,01,622/- Rs.300,000/- 

25 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE SOOMAR KHASKHELI, MASHAQ HOTI, DOST 
MUHAMMAD DARS, MIRJAT MOHLLA, MIRABAD & NEW MIRABAD AT TALUKA JHANDO 
MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,04,678/- Rs.300,000/- 

26 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE PIR JURIAL SHAH JE MARI, PANAH SHAH, PIR 
ALI SHAH, IBRAHIM SHAH AT UC- HINGORANI TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO 
ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,00,916/- RS.300,000/- 

27 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE SAJAN SOLANGI , HAROON SANDH, BALOUCH 
MOHALLA, JUMA KHAN LUND, SOOMAR LUND, MAHRAM LUND, SHAHNAWAZ MUHAJJAR 
UC- USMAN SHAH HURI TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,45,61,467/- Rs.450,000/- 

28 

CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE ALI SHER MUHAJJAR, WALI MUHAMMAD 
THEBO, HAJI LAL MUHAMMAD BALOCH, QAYAUM BALOCH,NAZAR M.BALOCH, MUARAD 
BALOCH, SHAHDAD BALOCH, ESSA BALOCH, HAJI KHUD BUX BALOCH, LONGE BALADI, 
KAMAL BALOCH, NOOR MUHAMMAD BALOCH,RAJA PALLI, MUHAMMAD HASHIM BALADI 
UC-DASORI TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,69,86,192/- Rs.525,000/- 

29 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE HAJI BAHIR BABAR, PERO THEBO, KOT HAJI 
SOOMAR UC-MALE TALUKA JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,08,462/- Rs.300,000/- 

30 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE BAHAR MIRJAT, MANO LUND & DERO FORM, 
IBRAHIM AAQLANI, DEPTYAB:HAQ, KAREEMDINOAAQLANI UC- TANDO SOOMRO TALUKA 
JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,21,28,928/- Rs.375,000/- 

31 
CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE BACHAL SANDH, DAUD KEERIO, KEHAR KHAN 
LUND, ISMAIL KHAN LUND,MULAN ALLAHYAR KEERIO UC-SHAH PUR RIZVI TALUKA 
JHANDO MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,06,294/- Rs.300,000/- 

32 

CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE LAKHA DINO KORI, MUHAMMAD PALL, 
GAREEBABAD COLONY, ALI ABAD FARM, HAJI AB: KARIM DARS, JAFFAR HAKRO, 
BROHIABAD & TOWN PORTION SULTANABAD STATION UC-SULTANABAD  TALUKA JHANDO 
MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,45,58,543/- Rs.450,000/- 

33 

CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE MOHSAN DAGO, CHAWLO MEO,MUHAMMAD 
UMER THEBO, QAZI NOOR AHMED LAGHARI, GHULAM HUSSAIN LAGHARI, TOWN 
PORTION NANDHI MISSAN & TOWN PORTION WADI MISSAN UC-MISSAN TALUKA JHANDO 
MARI DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 
 

Rs.1,45,60,914/- Rs.450,000/- 

34 

CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE MUHAMMAD SALEH HALEPOTO, QAIM 
LASHARI, GUL MUHAMMAD LASHARI, KHAIR MUHAMMAD JARWAR UC- SHAH INAYAT 
RIZVI TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 
 

Rs.97,08,663/- Rs.300,000/- 

35 

CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE QAZI HALEPOTO, KHAKO WASSAN, OBHAYIO 
MIRBAHAR, MEHRO KERIO, ARZ MUHAMMAD PITAFI, GOLO HALEPOTO, AHMED 
KOLACHI,ALI MUHAMMAD NINDO UC- GHULAM KHAN SANJRANI TALUKA TANDO 
ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,45,59,231/- Rs.450,000/- 

36 

CONSTRUCTION OF TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE GHULLAM HUSSAIN LUND , DR M.KHAN 
LUND,SARANG HAKRO, JAFFAR JAMALI, GUL HASSAN LUND,GHULLAM HASSAIN ARAIN, 
DITTO KALROO, BACHAL KHASKHELI UC- SHAIKH MOOSA TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR 
DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,45,58,543/- Rs.450,000/- 

37 
CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE HAJI SAJJAD MEMON & BUKERA SHARIF 
UC-BUKERA SHARIF TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,03,112/- Rs.300,000/- 
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38 

CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE THARO LAGHARI, HOT KHAN BHATTI, 
SARANG KALROO, AHMED LASHARI, IMAM BUX JAMALI, HAJI PIR BUX BALOCH, AHMED 
KHAN TALPUR , SOOMRO LAGHARI UC-PAK SANGHAR TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT 
TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.96,99,940/- Rs.300,000/- 

39 

CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE GHULLAM HYDER SERIWAL, PIR 
GHULLAM MUHMMAD QURESHI, DAR KHAN HINGORO, KAMARO STATION,GEO 
KAKEPOTO, ISMAIL KAKEPOTO UC-KAMARO TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO 
ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,21,28,055/- Rs.375,000/- 

40 

CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE FATAN LAGHARI GIDU COLONY, SONO 
KHAN LASHARI, HAJI KALOI, JAMAL KALOI, AHMED LASHARI, JEWAN KALOI, DHANI BUX 
KHASKHELI, JAM KHAN KALOI & DHINGANO BOZDAR TOWN PORTION UC-DHINGANO 
BOZDAR TALUKA TANDO ALLAHYAR DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,45,61,048/- Rs.450,000/- 

41 
CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE MASOR BOZDAR, MUHAMMAD ALI 
PARHIYAR, MUHAMMAD HASSSAN DAL, MUHAMMAD SOLANGI, BALACH KHAN LAGHARI, 
UC- MASO BOZDAR TALUKA CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,21,34,217/- Rs.375,000/- 

42 

CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE JUMO KATIYAR, MUREED KHAN LUND, 
GODO THAHEEM,ISMAIL MEHRANI, MITHO KHAN RUSTMANI,, MUHAMAD KHAN PITAFI, 
MOOSA KHAN PITAFI, AHMED KHAN LAGHARI UC-DAD JARWAR TALUKA CHAMBER 
DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,70,205/- RS.300,000/- 

43 
CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE MANIK LANJWANI, WANGI OTHA, 
GHULLAM NABI LAGHARI, SOBHO RIND, DODO RIND UC-LANDHI TALUKA CHAMBER 
DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,21,34,515/- Rs.375,000/- 

44 

CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE MIANDAD JUNEJO, DUR MUHAMMAD 
JISKANI, MOOSA MARI, CHATTAN AREESAR, KUMBHAR MOHALLA, MITHO KHASKHELI, 
MUHAMMAD UMER DAUDANI, KAURO DAUDANI UC-JARKI TALUKA CHAMBER DISTRICT 
TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,94,16,524/- Rs.600,000/- 

45 
CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT UC-DARYA KHAN MARI TALUKA CHAMBER 
DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,06,751/- Rs.300,000/- 

46 
CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE JARAR THEBO,MITHO JARWAR, BEGAN 
JARWAR, SHAHDMAN JARWAR, AMEER ALI SENHARO, LAKHADINO SANDH UC-BEGAN 
JARWAR TALUKA CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,05,169/- Rs.300,000/- 

47 

CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE HASHIM NOHANI,BAHADUR JALBANI,HAJI 
HUZURI KHASKHELI, ISMAIL KHASKHELI, HAJI MISRI CHANYIO, HAJI KARAM RIND, MEVO 
KURKALI, RAWAT LAGHARI UC-RAWAT LAGHARI TALUKA CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO 
ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,45,58,331/- Rs.450,000/- 

48 
CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT VILLAGE NASEER LAGHARI, AMIR BUX LAGHARI, 
ALI KHAN LAGHARI, HAJI HAYAT LAGHARI, HAFIZ UMER LAGHARI, MUHAMMAD SALEH 
KHASKHEL UC-NASEER KHAN LAGHARI TALUKA CHAMBER DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,00,113/- Rs.300,000/- 

49 
CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT MEHRAN COLONY, MUSTAFA COLONY,SOOMRA 
COLONY,MITHAN SHAH MOHALLA,WALI DAD KHASKHELI, RAHIMDAD COLONY,BABAR 
PARA,KUMBHAR PARA WARD NO:17 DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,077,776/- Rs.300,000/- 

50 
CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT  WARD NO:1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,&10 NASARPUR 
TOWN COMMITTEE DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,08,576/- Rs.300,000/- 

51 
CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT  WARD NO:1 , 2,3 & 4 CHAMBER TOWN 
COMMITTEE  DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.1,21,32,595/- Rs.375,000/- 

52 
CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT  WARD NO:1 , 2,3 & 4 SANJHAR CHANG TOWN 
COMMITTEE  DISTRICT TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,04,175/- Rs.300,000/- 

53 
CONSTRUCTION OF CC /TUFF PAVER AT  WARD NO:1 , 2,3,4,5 & 6 PIARO LUND   DISTRICT 
TANDO ALLAHYAR. 

Rs.97,04,577/- Rs.300,000/- 

 

6. No bidding document will be issued on the day of opening. The Competent Authority in accordance with PPRA Rule -33 of 2004 
may reject all bids all proposals any time prior to the acceptance of a bid or proposal. Scope of each scheme can be downloaded from 
www.ppra.org.pk & www.pakpwd.gov.pk.  

7. All deposits at  Call deposit / Pay order / CDRs  once received, will be credited into government account 

and returned through government cheque, if desired. 
 

Other terms and conditions as envisaged in the bidding documents will apply mutatis mutandis. 

              
 

S/d 
Executive Engineer 

Central Civil Division 
Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad  

Ph-022-9200660 

http://www.ppra.org.pk/
http://www.pakpwd.gov.pk/
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To, 

 

 
01 The Director,  

Press Information Department,  

Government of Pakistan,  

Hyderabad. 
 

02 The Deputy Director-III, (PPRA),  
Public Procurement Regulatory Authority,  

(Cabinet Division), F.B.C. Building, G-5/2, 

Islamabad.  
 

 

 
SUBJECT : CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT FOR PUBLICATION. 
 

Dear Sir, 

 Enclosed herewith a classified advertisement in triplicate for publication in two 

leading Newspapers. Details given below : 

 

(a) Date of Publication. 05-01-2023 

(b) Number of insertions TWO 

(c ) Page position Inner page 

(d) Colour Black 

(e) Target Hyderabad 

(f) Special position or form Box Form 

(g) Number of News Papers 
2 (two) Leading News Papers for wide circulation 

One English & One Urdu. 

(h) Size Minimum 

   

 

      

 

 
  

Copy forwarded for information to:- 
 

01. The Chief Engineer (South) Pak. PWD, Karachi. 

02. The Superintending Engineer Project Civil Circle No.II, Pak. PWD, Karachi. 

03. The Superintending Engineer (QS), DG’s Office, Pak P.W.D., Islamabad, pak.public.works.department@gmail.com 

 alongwith Scope of each scheme for hoisting in Department’s website.  Soft copy of the same is also being 

emailed for compliance of the instructions in letter & spirit. 

04. The Deputy Director, Public Procurement Regulatory Authority, Sector G-5, FBC Building, Islamabad, alongwith 

soft copy of Invitation to Bids & scope of each scheme for hoisting at PPRA website on or before 05-01-2023 so 

as to abide by the response time. 

05. All the Assistant Executive Engineers, of this Division. 

06. The Divisional Accounts Officer of this Division. 

07. Cashier. 

08. Notice Board. 

09. Master File. 
                                                                                                                                   

                     Executive Engineer 

S/d 

Executive Engineer 

Central Civil Division 

Pakistan PWD, Hyderabad 
Ph-022-9200660 

No.EE/HCCD/Hyd/07 

GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN 

PAKISTAN PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT 

 

Hyderabad,                             the dated:   03-01-2023 
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